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Introduction
for

Terminal and Intermediate Objectives

These behavioral objectives were developed for use at Fort Lincoln elementary

school to be built in Washington, D. C. as part of the public school system. In many

cases existing objectives were edited and adapted. Sources of these objectives

include the IPI reading and math curriculums developed at the University of Pitts-

burgh, the Discovery Program in basic skills designed by Universal Education Cor-

poration and Learning Research Associates, and the elementary science program

formulated by the American Association for the Advancement of Science.

The organization of the objectives varies from one subject to another depending

on the source. Most commonly each subject is numbered independently beginning

with one. The intermediate objectives with the exception of math and reading are

indicated by decimal numbers. The objectives do not necessarily appeal. in order of

difficulty (except for IPI math and reading) but rather are grouped under general

themes or by related topics in each subject area.

Certain minimum objectives required for completion of the Fort Lincoln program

have been specified. In reading and math they are uncle: lined and the number of the

corresponding IPI objective follows in parentheses; hi communication skills they are

asterisked.

Some closely related objectives are cross-referenced with the related objective

noted in parentheses.
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TERMINAL OBJECTIVES

Discovery

Required Reading, Communication Ski lls, Mathematics,
and Health

Optional Sciences, Social Studies, Arts and Humanities,
and Physical Education

Note: Objectives are numbered consecutively 'beginning at
1 for each subject matter area Will the exception of
science.



Discovery*

Observing

1. Recognizes objects and pictures that are the same and those that are different.

Listening

2. Identifies familiar sounds and responds to sounds or to oral. instruction.

Expanding Vocabulary

3. Names familiar objects or actions and uses descriptive words.

Improving Memory

4. Recalls visual and verbal patterns and memorizes simple verses and poems.

ILiecrnizi.mclaracteristies

5. Describes physical and abstract characteristics of an object or picture cf an object.

Classifying

G. Classifies objects by one or more characteristics.

Solving Problems

7. Seeks relevant information to solve problems, plans strategy for games or problems,
attacks a problem rationally or systematically, and anticipates future events in a series
based upon past eventf.

Predicting and Testing_

8. Predicts results of an occurrence on the basis of given information and tests predictions.

Touching

9. Identifies or describes object by touch.

*The objectives were developed at Universal Education Corporation by Bert Freilich, Fran
Klagsbrun, Ron Ray, George Silverman, Tom Veaaye, end David Whitney.
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Understandim, Shapes

10. Identifies and names the basic shapes.

Knowing Color

11. Identifies and names the colors.

Speaking_

12. Speaks so that he can be understood and can answer simple questions in sentences
using various parts of speech.

Following Directions

13. Carries out a six to eight part verbal directio'i or performs an activity which requires
six to eight actions.

Counting

14. Matches, identifies and prints numerals from 1 to 10. Counts from 1 to 10.

Understanding Numbers

15. Describes sets and members of sets; joins and separates sets; prints numerals.

Telling Time

1G. Names basic units of time and reads time on a clock,

Measuring

17. Compares weights, volumes, temperatures, and distances.

Sticking to a Task

Understanding Rules

19. Makes and follows rules.

Tasting and Smelling

20. Compares tastes and smells of common items.

18. Persists 15 minutes at a task.



Finger Dexterity

21. Controls hand and finger movements, coordinates eyes and hands in a manipulating task,

Draw

22. Describes what a drawing communicates, and draws using several media and tools.

Makincr and Buildincr

23. Uses building materials in a variety of ways.

Using Tools

24. Demonstrates the ability to use a variety of tools.

Knowit the Alphabet

25. Names and prints all letters; reads own name.

Relations With Others

26, Demonstrates friendliness and re$peet for others and willingness to participate in
relating to other children.

Self-Care and Safely

27. Demonstrates good health and safety practices in playing, eating, sleeping, and in
moving about indoors and outdoors.

Understanding "What"

28. Identifies body parts, surrounding physical earth features, seasons, weather conditions,
animal and vegetable life.

'tinders': anding "1Vhere"

29. Uses prepositions to describe where objects are and uses spatial clues to locate
objects.

Understanding

30. Estimates time and places events in a time sequence,
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Understanding "Why"

31. Explains a cause behind a simple event or effect.

. Understanding "How"

32. Observes and describes how two or more actions or occurrences relate after
viewing a demonstration.

Understanding People

33. Describes how pzople differ in terms of physical features, personalities, roles in a
family, places where they live, dress, occupations', hobbies, language, religion,
and politics.

Making Sounis and Music

34. Reproduces vocal and instrumental sounds and rhythms.

Physical Coordination

35. Balances and controls gross motor activities.
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Decoclinn

1. Iia a reading vocabulary of 7,000 - 10,000 words.

2. Sounds out and pronounces the written form of phonetically regular ixords in the
student's speaking vocabulary.

3. Composes phonetically regular words which are in the student's speaking vocabulary.

4. Executes printed directions which meet a criterion of precision and clarity and
which use words in the student's vocabulary

Vocabulary

5. Identifies the meaning of the following Greek and Latin roots and uses them to
the meaning of words and to build words.

graph cycle die uni
phone mono jest fec
t(;1, tele pol, poli scribe spect
auto syn mov, not cap

rul vent

0. Forms now words which are part of `he English language by adding the prefixes:
non, un, mis, in, sub, cireum, super, inter, trans, re, con, de, ex, pre, pro,
ad, ob.

7. Given the following list of word endings, pplies the correct form to a word in a
sentence: ant, eat, ire, ic, ness, meat. ion, able, lib le, ful, less, ous, i e, ify,
ate, en, ty, th,

8. Identifies synonyms for specific words; may use thesaurus,

9. Identifies antonyms for specific words; may use thesaurus.

10. Chooses the correct homonyn (words pronounced alike but different in spelling
and meaning) for a particular context,

11. Identifies the meaning of a homograph svords spelled alike but different in mean-
ing) in context.

12. Identifies and uses word clues (like, such as, as) to attempt .o figure rut the
meaning of a word in a sentence or selection..

13, Locates oronF, and histories of words by use of source books.

objejtivcs are derived from the 111 Heading curriculum developed by Learnin,
Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh.



Comprehension

14. Answers factual questions requiring recall of details from an infornlative selection.

15. Reports on a book of the student's own selection, provi,,:ng the following information:
main idea or purpose, characterization, mood, and examples to support opinions
or statements about the boot; -- the form of the report may be written or oral and
may include nit work.

16. Identifies the probable cause and effect relationships in selections in which the
cause or the effect is stated or implied.

11. Describes the mood of a poem or essay and identifies some of the reasons, personal
and technical, for the student's opinion.

18. Given statements, selects those which are inferences and those which are valid
conclusions based on Inc evidence in a given selection.

19. Reads reports of an event in several different newspapers and/or magazines and
describes the differences in reporting. States and explains his preference for
one article.

20. Given a list of newspaper headlines and a short newspaper article, selects the
headline which most closely describes the content of the article.

21. Locates the following information, in a newspaper: weather report for the day,
weathe, predictions for the next live days, list of community events, frequency
with which the newspaper is printed, the cost of the newspaper, and the major
sections of the paper.

22. Given a factual article and a title ,states if the title is appropriate.

23. Classifies advertisements according to the type of propaganda used and provides
evidence to support the selection of type of propaganda.

24. Writes a research paper using four sources after doing the preliminary work of
making an outline, taking notes, and preparing a bibliography.

Library and :L Skills

25. Finds the meaning, pronunciation and derivation of words as given in the dictionary.

26. Finds abbreviations, signs, symbols and blogrt,pnical names for given terms by
using the dictionary.
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27. Finds boults in the library thro1.01 the use Of the card catalog and/or the Dewey
Decimal System.

28. Locates information within the hook through use of the index.

29. Locates infarmation on selected topics through the use of the Readers' Guide

to Perie,lical Literature and/or the library catalog.
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C011111-illnication SI:ills*

INTritini;

1, Writes original paragraphs consisting of grammatically correct sentences and
appropriate conventions of punctuation.

2. Spells words used in original sentences correctly as the result of mastery of
basic words in frequent usc, phonetic principles, or use of a dictionary.

3. Gives directions, orally or in writing, to olly_r students which the other students
successfully execute. The directions are to be for a task which can be completed
in 10 minutes, can be completed witlout cost to the students or school, and for
which all subtasks included are in the repertoire of 'earnings of students who are
to complete the task.

4. Types 30 words a minute with a maximum of two errors.

5. Judges student's own writing for selected criteria such as clarity, expression of
a mood, and brevity, and revises sections judged to be deficient according to the
selected criteria. Reviews revised version.

G. Judges the writing of an unidentified author for selected criteria such as clarity,
expression of a mood, and brevity, and revises sections judged to be deficient
according to the selected criteria.

Listening

7. Listens to a talk of up to 30 minutes and paraphrases, orally or in writing, two
points that the speaker made.

8. Hears and executes 4 related, dependent, sequential, meaningful operations extend-
ing over at least 10 minutes when both the language and the operations are known
to be in the student's repertoire; student may write down the directions if he chooses.

9. Listens to and relays a meaningful message when the content and language used in
the message are known to be within the student's repertoire. Time delay of not
more than five minutes.

* A number of objectives grouped under communication skills, social studies and art
forms require the student to state preferences, For these objectives the criterion
measure is simply that the student discuss or state his preference. No score or
grade will be given for the response.
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Speaking

10. Uses the phone to gather information on selected topics: finds the correct phone
number, places the call, follows socially effective procedures for requesting
informrtion, and obtains clarification of information that may not be clear.

11. Leads discussion r.mong five students: focuses on the main topic, Hstens to
ideas of others, summarizes main points, sees that all participants arc included,
and brings the discussion to a satisfactory conclusion. The criterion of success
may be the leader's own satisfaction with all elements of the discussion given
above, consensus of discussion members that the leader included all elements
of the discussion listed above, or consensus of an audience (class of students, for
instance) that the leader included all elements of the discussion listed above.

12. Negotiates with adults and/or students to obtain agreement on a topic or planned
activity.

13. Prepares a questionnaire on a specific topic and uses it to conduct a 15 minute
interview with an adult (a local businessman, community leader, school teacher)
employing the following procedures: Makes an appointment for the interview,
identifies himself at start of interview, states purpose of the interview, asks
questions and records responses of interviewee, brings interview to close, thanks
interviewee for cooperation, reports orally or in writing the results of the
interview.

Observing

14. Draws a scene or makes a diagram which is recognizable at a later date to the
student or to others, as a method of recording an observation.

15. From a group of pictures or rliagrams representing an event or scene familiar to
the student, selects those pictures which can be accepted as an accurate expres-
sion of reality and explains Why these pictorial representations are acceptable and
others are not.

16. From a group of pictures or diagrams representing an event not familiar to the
student, selects the picture which can be accepted as probably accurate expres-
sion of reality. States a gross inference upon which the student decided to accept
the picture or diagram as probably accurate.

17. From a series of film clips that relate an event witnessed by the student, selects
the one which factually documents the event.

18. From a series of pictures, still or motion, makes Inferences about the tmotions
represented in the pictures.
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Alatheir,rities*

Basic Operations

1. Counts aloud or in writing to one million from any starting point.

2. Converts decimal fractions to thousandths from common or mixed fractional
form.

3. Orders a collection of pure and mixed decimal fractions. Decimal parts to
thousandths. Whole numbers to one hundred.

4. Rounds numbers to nearest thousnnds, ten thousands, hundred thousands, and
millions for -:timating answers.

5. Writes the standard numeral for a five or more place number written in words
and writes a five or more place number in words.

G. Identifies the place value of the thousands, ten thousands, hundred thousands
and millions digit in numbers to one million by writing or selecting equivalent
expressions.

7. Identifies the place value of digits in mixed decimal fractions to thousandths by
writing or selecting equivalent expressions.

8. Adds with carrying for decimal numbers with whole number parts to thousands
and decimal parts to thousandths for problems with two or more addends.

9. Subtracts two decimal numbers with whole number parts to thousands and
decimal parts to the thousandths.

10. Multiplies two decimal numbers with whole number parts to thousands and
decimal parts to thousandths.

11. Divides pure and mixed decin.al numbers with whole number parts to thousands
and decimal parts to thousandths in the divisor and dividend, Rounds last digit
for specified degree of accuracy,

12. Writes the quotient for a division problem as a mixed number in lowest terms.

13. Uses fractional notation as another way of writing a division problem and solves
division problems written as fractions.

* These objectives arc Cierivcd from the 1PI Nlathematies curriculum developed by
Learning Research and Development Center, University of Pittsburgh.
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14. Solves mulliple-step word problems which have one or more of the following
characteristics:

a. Adding decimal numbers with whole number parts to tlousands and
decimal numbers to thousandths for problems involving two or more
addends.

b. Subtracting decimal numbers whole number parts to thousands
and decimal parts to thousandths.

c. Multiplying two decimal numbers with whole number parts to thousands
and decimal parts to thousandths.

d. Dividing pure and mixed decimals with whole number parts to thousands
and decimal parts to thousandths in the divisor and dividend.

e. Performs the same operations with money values.

15. Finds percent of whole numbers.

1G. Selects principle, including associate, commutative, distributive, and inverse
for equations and expressions including skills learned to this point.

17. Solves simple word problems which require forming an algebraic equation with
one unknown and solving for the unknown.

Application

18. Identifies common bills and coins and finds their value in numbers or in other
coins.

19. Adds and subtracts units cf. time for problems which extend beyond 12:00; i.e.,
"Three hours later than 11:00 p. m, is 2:00 a.m."

20. Writes equivalent values for the following: decade, fortnight, score, and century.

21. Identifies four major time zones on a map of the U. S. and works problems which
require zone changes.

,

22. Solves problems \\Ilia involve a change between daylight saving and standard
times. States the reason daylight savings time is used.

23. Identifies tinits of the calendar: days, weeks, and months. Solves problems
using a calendar. Writes any given date as month, day, and year in muncrals.

21. Heads a 12 hour clock.
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25. Completes word problems involving Iwo or three tin.o units which require
regrouping.

26. Weighs objects in grams and kilograms. Converts between grt ms and ldlograms.

27. Solves problems involving conversions between the following measures when
provided with a table of necessary equivalents:

a. Metric and English weight measures to kilograms.

b. Metric end Eng lisl linear measures to kilometers.

c. Acres, miles, and feet.

28. Solves problems involving up to three units of measure which require regrouping
for the following:

a, Tons, pounds, ounces.

b. Gallons, quarts, pints, cups.

c, Yards, feet, inches..

29. Reads speedometers and solves rate (d = st) problems.

30. Measures lines to the nearest inch and to the nearest centimeter and makes
general comparisons.

31. Uses a square inch writ to find the areas of simple plane figures such as squares
and rectangles.

32. Makes conversions among square units for units learned.

33. Finds perimeters for polygons by measuring as directed and finding formulas for
perimeters of regular polygons.

34. Measures a line sep.nent to the nearest 1/8 inch and 1/16 inch.

35. Writes ratio statements in fractional form and finds missing terms in a pr portion.

3G. Converts fractions and decimals to percents and vice versa.

37. Completes patterns for "what's my rule?" games and solves simple function
problems by finding "the rule."

38. ]tends end makes graphs and ehats, including bar graphs and line gr:Iphs with
decimals.
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39. Writes Roman num:rals for munbers to 560 and vice versa,

40. Determines distances from simple 'imps with conversion factors given in feet

per inch, yards per inch or miles per inch. Accuracy to 1/4 inch.
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Health

1. Identifies any safety hazards in a series of displays of storage of household
objects, use of. household appliances, use of tools at home and in common
occupations, and traffic situations.

2. Alters display of situation with safety hazard to remove the hazard or male the
situation safer.

3. Cleans out simple cuts and puts corr,-ctive medication on them.

4, Demonstrates knowledge of principles of disease prevention by wasbing hands
before eating and after using the toilet and brushing his teeth in the prescribed
manner.

5. Cares for colds and other simple ailments as recommended by the school nurse.

6. Identifies symptoms of common diseases.

7. Keeps a record of food intake for five consecutive days, estimating quantity.
Selects an average day's intake. Compares it against recommended standards
for adequate daily intake (basic food groups, vitamins, calories) for a person
of his age, height, weight, and sex. Notes any deficiencies and makes a plan to
correct them.

S. Given a diagram of the human body showing major organs and anatomical structures
(male and female) and a list of correct terms for body parts, labels the diagram
with 85 percent accuracy.

9. With no more than three other students, gathers data and prepares a presentation
(graphic, written, oral, or a combination) on one of the following: tobacco,
alcohol, an illegal drug (marijuana, narcotics, LSD). The presentation should
cover such topics as origin of its use by human beings, various forms in which
it is consumed, its effect on the body, attitudes of society toward its use. This
presentation may be given to other students and teachers in the school and/or
parents and other invited guests.

10. With a group of no more than three other students, selects a common type of
patent medicine (laxative, headache remedy, sedative, antacid, vitamin, cold
remedy, etc.), collects advertisements from television, radio, magazines,
newspapers, billboards for two or three brmid name products in the chosen
category and locates scientific evidence to support or refute the claims male
about the product and its efficacy in treating common ailments.
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The science objectives from AAAS (Science-A Process
Approach) are included here for grades K through 3. The
final edition for grades ,1 through (3 arc currently in printing
and are available from Xerox Corporation.
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20
Science*

Obserillfr

013 1 Ideifying and naming the primary and secondary colors.

013 2a Ider:Ifying and naming the -ize of an object in terms of large and small.

013 2h Identifying and ramiog the texture of an object in terms of smooth and rouL;h.

013 2c Identifying and naming t vu or more characteristics of an object, such as color,
size, slapc, and texture.

013 2c1 Describing two or more characteristics of an object such as color, size, shape
and texture.

013 3 Distinguishing between temperature in two or more places at two or more times,
using a coded thermometer.

013 4 Distinguishing between two sounds in terms of volume, duration, and pitch.

013 5 Identifying and naming color changes,

OB Ga Idc'iltifying and naming objects that are solids and those that are livids.

013 Gb Identifying and naming changes in such characteristics as temperature, size,
shape, and color observed in solid-liquid changes.

013 Ge ristinguishing betweun solid objects that melt and those that do not melt, under
specified conditions.

013 7 Identifying objects in terms of similar and different odors.

013 8a Distinguishing two food tastes as alike or different.

013 81) Identifying and naming the taste of objects as sweet, sour, or salty.

013 9 Identifying objects or changes in objects, using several of the senses.

OB 10a Demonstrating a procedure for finding the temperature in degrees Celsius,

013 101) Dcmonstra!ing the use of a chart to record weather conditions.

013 10c Distinguishing between the changes in weather conditions on two days, given the
two weather chart recordings,

013 11a Di':;Cribilli; the changes observed when a magnet is brought into contact v, ilb
material that is attracted by a magnet and material that is not.

These iives are derived from Science -- A Process App.? each. American Association
for the Ad\ ancement of Science: Miscellaneous Publieat ion 67-11. Level is grades one to tiA*ka.



013 ilb Identifying an object of any shape or size as being a possible magnet.

013 11e Distinguishing between objects that are magnets and those that are not: magnets,

013 12a Describing observed color changes in objects that occur within a .;port time.

013 12b Stating that observed color changes occurred when another substance was added.

013 13 Describing a growing mold in terms of various characteristics such as color,
length, and shape.

OB 14a Identifying the parts of the body that push and enable various animals to change
their positions.

OB 141) Demonstrating how a push in a given direction will effect a change in position of
an animal or an object.

OB 15a Identifying the stimulus and the response in the observed belrxior of animals.

013 15b Describing a behavior in terms of stimulus and response.

Spa ce/T imp

ST 1 Identifying and naming common two-dimensional shapes: triangle, circle,
square, ellipse, and rectangle.

ST 2 Identifying and naming movements of one's own body in the directions up, down,
forward, back, left, and right.

ST 3a Identifying objects as moving or nat moving.

ST 3b Distinguishing between and naming the directions up, down, forward, back, left
and right with respect to objects.

ST 4 Constructing spatial arrangements of objects from pictures and diagrams.

ST 5a Identifying and naming common three-dimensional shapes: cone, cylinder,
sphere, cube, and pyramid.

ST 51) Identifying and naming common two-dimensional shapes that are components of
common three-dimensional shapes.

ST Ga Identifying and naming the day of the Avceh,

ST Gh Identifying the nunihar of days before or after familiar events, using a c:ticrdllr.

ST Ge Distirgnisbing limo required to perform familiar activities in teens of clock
intervals.
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DC'MOn rai Fymunetry by foldinr;.

ST 7h oli'octs which havo line or plane symmetry.

ST ic Domon:itratin. that :in object. 31:11)" he folded in more than one wey to produce
matching halves.

sT 5a Identifying bilateral symmetry in alim9.1s.

ST F;1.) Describing common environmental object!?, in terms of common two- and 'Jr ee-
dimensional sh.rpc

ST 9a Identifying the two-dimensional projections of common environmental ti» cc
dimensional objects.

ST ;lb Identifying. common environmental tbrec-dimensional objects, given their two-
dimon,Tional projections.

ST 10a Identifying and naming angles.

ST 10b Derrionstrating the relative sizes of two arl.gles by super-position.

ST 10c Demonstrating rifivernent in a gver annlar direction.

lln Distinniliin,-; activities on the lxrs:s of perfoji-,,e0 measured by
various devices.

ST lib between sltort time :nter:als frninutes er scconc1,-) be using a timc,-
mca:atring device.

Sr 12a Idchtifying and naming the nutn1'cr of C.vri before or after a particular evcnt,
using a calendar.

ST 12b Identifying and naming the rrinnb(Jr of Leers before or aft.....r a par!ietri...r event.
using a doe'!:.

ST 12e Nan.iny fron.1 EI cloth to tie neat five minc'eH.

ST inn. 1)i:-,Jr:;1,i.,.hin:;liet;.-cen an,.1 namitv a sir path and a r_tivverl path.

l'Jb and narc,in,'; in ilu env irr ,lrent tit 11.,-ed

and surfaces as MI or not flat.

op1,1 cui-..ce.ti,:(Hs on the' of

climr.m;ion:11 ...,11:tr;'.,;, arid irL:;tifyir !he path.

Ino,..t.1,0.irr,-; a k: 4".
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Ntnaces

N In ld;:ntifying gets end their metbers.

N lb Id:mtifyin;.; and nen-dog, by moons of one-to-one correspondence, sets thot con-
tain the same 1nupl)er of members.

N 2 Ordering collections of objects from vyeate:-..1 to least according to the numbers
of objects in cach.

N :la Idc.ntifyin,,,; and nereing the ordinal poitikm of en object or CVeil in a collection of
at least five objects or events.

N 3b Icl2ntifying and naming the ordinal relationship between any two or 1110rc of the
counting nun.Uers one to five.

N 4 Identifying and naming the number of members in a set with zero to twelve mem-
ber:3.

N 5 Identifyin; end nominm the ordinal positions on the number line of the integers
between positive ten and neg,ative ten,

N 6a Nanimmmg the 'Ai'ffien .53-)r1)01 ".1." as "and" or "plums"

N tirib N:tniin; the number ter with the written syr.-bol "t"

N Gc Eicntifying card naming the nutnlJer non es, for the whole tiln;-beri-L, zero to m

N 7a Naminz the '...ritten symbol ".-" as "is .node ner-.e for" or "c

N 7b llrscribing tic join proces by oral nuin13,:'n sonterec::: St1071 es "the son] of Iwo
and five is se.,an".

N 7c Dc.scribing tly.- join p.-oce5s by written nurThcr !-.:entenee=. such as " 2 5 7".

N 7d Dew,ole.-1rntii1:, a proc,..-lore for [hello?, tilt., sun) of .ony tyo whole 1u'!'...1.),.)- the
suns of n.)t.

N betwce:- nc,L2,1tiv, one tc,1 ill Icily:: of
"one I 01 0 th.in" ;;nd les!: then, ".

N pr(.cor.7-.1re for usi1Y 11.0 lir.e to [- I ;: env tv,-a
ten .2nt;

N ti 1),1,10n:;1r.cit, a pro,...cd.ire for fintlit.:. t. 'If ;ttly ty,.o \\hole number.... )1Y,

zeta nine the pi.mh:ct of not e-.:( em Al
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Measuring

III la Distinguishing the relative length of two objects by superposition.

lb Ordering lengths from the shortest to the longest.

M 2a Ordering lengths by comparison with no agreed-upon scale.

AI 2b Demonstrating a procedure for finding the length of an object in units on ran
agreed-upon scale.

111 3a. Ordering containers by volume when relative volumes can be distingui:,h(dby
inspection.

M 31) Demonstrating a procedure for comparing volumes of containers in terms of
unit volumes required to fill each container.

M 3c Ordering three or more containers of various shapes by volume comparison with
an agreed-upon unit.

M 4, Demonstrating it procedure for finding the length of an object in centimeters,
decimeters, or meters,

AI 5a Distinguishing the relative weight of objects by lifti g.

AL 51.) Demonstrating a procedure for comparing small objects nsing arbitrary amts
and an equal -aria balance and describing the results.

11I 5c Ordering objects by making eonvai isom-3 usin:, an equal- a:m balance.

11I Ga Distinguishing the relative area of two or more objects by super-peAtion.

AI Gb Identifying a square and a rectangle as possible agt.eed-upon units of area.

AT Gc Identifying a equare region as the agreed-upon unit oil area resulting in the' le', yl
error of area mea.-,...vement.

Al Gd Demon,,,,tr,-din,,,: a prilec.,,lure for fftrling the ;tro:, (ti it pl;sr:ie fi'Attro in uuils
agreed-upon area.

tie Ordering grou;-'n of plane (tvoi-dimc,ts:io:ril) fi,,',ures on Il,L tr,,,,k of

M 7 Constructhr:, a of the me:. : -aired :4ced.; and :-c(.11 sprout:.

)11 t-'.a Deuc',.ibhr:, a stationary eject hi' statin:; thA the forocs ae; ing on it are in
1)1I tie.
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111 Fb TY.serillin;_r; an incre:ise in the length of a stretched spring as a result of an increase
in the force acting on the spring.

AI Sr Demonstrating a procedure for finding the weight of ;trt object with a spring scale.

M f) Applying a rule for estimating the lerr,-ths of common environm2n1 al objects and
naming the estimated lengths in rJ.etrie units.

M 10 Den;on,;trating a pre;;;clure for (12,terininin the actual sire of objects, given both
the representation of the object an6 its scale.

M lla Identifying and naming- the terr.perature in degrees in Celsius, Fahrenheit, Or at
trary temperature scale

M 1Tb Naming the freezing c.nd boiling points of water well as appro:\:im:ate normal body
temperature in units of various systems.

M l2a Demons=trating a procedure for finding the volume of a liquid and naming the
in standard metric units.

Clap,sifyin,r

CL in Ick.ntifying and nairii-;,: properties or char:i;:tcristies On which to base stage
classification sy:=tern.

CL lb Construtini; and cleiromqrating the uFe of a single sta.-e system for ela:',,sifyin:;
coir.m.on objects differing in several characterisi

CL 2 Constructing and deiy,onr,trating the use of two distinct single-31.12,e sy.:.terns for
classifyin; objects differing in several elr.lracteristics or propeitic.

CL 3 Constructing and (1..2yr-nitrating the of a L.VS:02fl for clas5ifyin
pictures of various animals.

CL '10 Identifying and narricg at least one ch.traet,:ristic o liti ing and non -livir.L;

CL lb Co;;:1 nnd 110: tIsc's of foi
living and ri,)n-livin;; thin.,:s, in an ;.cluaiun,.

CL 5 Identifyinl; oyiri o1,1j,2,,1 ,, or m i11l .!n1;-; "Idyl)

fc:iturc. ill cmilir;;;,..

CL (h Constt ccting and om-lratiVI;; 11:I! of a innHist..,,,( ttn-, for
coin -tor plant; and anirwli:;.

C 7 : k i/H (in .:(11(!...,, 1 . and
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CL 7b Constructing and demonstrating the use of a sy.-71cm for classifying sub -lances
that are solid's, liquids, or gases.

CL ti Constructing ;Ind demonstrating the use of an order arrangemer'. as a :-;teni for

classifying colors.

CL f)a. Constructing and deineristrating the use of a method for separating a miNture of
solids.

CL fib Demonstrating the us, of a. method for sciv rat ing' the components of a ore
and ordering them by volume or

Communicating

CO la Distinguishing between collections of information about an object that are sufficient
and those that arc not sufficient to permit identiFication of the object.

CO lb Describing enough properties of an object to enable another person to identify the
object.

CO 2a Constructing a bar of appropriate height on a bar graph to represent the number

of a given set of objects.

CO 2b Identify log and naming the number of iten-:=. rci;re-r,onted by a bar on a Lar graph.

CO na Describing chan:.;e:, in an nbj(et tern-..s of eb!iracteris!ies as color,
shape, teNture, sound, length, dace area, and volume.

CO Pb Describing characteristics of an objc2c1. that remain tmch:-,rzed while Oilier ellc-
teristies arc changir:;.

CO 4 Describing the observer) chmges in two collidi:%-; ul)jc,:ts in terms of sped.
and distance mowd.

CO 5a Des(Jribint; a',1 ordering the obervcd chan,,.;e:; in a pl;.nt.

CO .-;!) Dc.-;(!;b111:: roe .111-eel HAa of u!otio:1:1,-,r1 time f. ]):,11;;

of the 1(.`r.1:1.1C1 thu!,tin,Ilus.

CO 6a 11,c (); It% t'or:jt in a ijvcii 1;1.4 a cLk._

qui-nry of %..;',.riri,-;

CO Dcsci-ibi]%; ch...rautc.ist ics p'.jer.ts nr I tie
oltrervv(I Iron: to or,othcy.

CO in 11):1 n;Imir:, the tv;.:!-; of 1 Iv ;;i. k.
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CO rib Constructing a bar graph from frequency distribution, and a frequency distribu-
tion from n !Jar graph.

CO 7c Distingui,Thing between the number of itero:3 represented by two or -norc bar.; on
a bar gt%Th in terms such as more than, fewer than, the same. member as, most,
fewest.

CO Sa Doseribil,g a sequence of procedures for testing conditions that affect plant groth.

CO Sb Describing the observed results of carrying out a procedure for testing conditions
that affect plant growth.

CO 9 Describing the changes in length and direction of on object's shadow, given line
segment-and-angle drawings of the shadow.

Predicting

P 1 Constructing a prediction based on data presented on a gnIph.

P 2 Constructing predictions based on bar graphs and on data the children have recorded.

Inferritu,

I la Distingui.:-hing between sta-icmentfi of observation and statement:, that are plausible
explanations.

I lb Identifyin :31ateinc»ts that arc inferences.

I 2a Identifying oliservations that support an irfercace.

2b Distinguishing heir ecn inferences that account for all of the stated obF:cry;nic,11:,
inferences do not.
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Social 1U!irs

Basic Co:0-,

Thu social stud;es currieulnm :-Thou Id O'cj a student who vil1 LK able to:

lielate to lie world arcnvl him throuli awarenes..s, and
unCurs;andinl; or:

o his own feeling.s, needs, goals.

o his relationship to the physical environment.

o his family, its individual members, and the interactions
among them.

o the political, ecwomical, and social organization of his
COMmunity and his nation.

o people of other cultures and anti eo s.

o the unity, hun-Inlity, and ir,ftr,701,.endenc(., of :Ill marl:ind,

Control his destiny throl11nlastery of his social and physic-ill environ-
meat and use of ratioy.K:111)(Jught

Appreciate Inc bc',sie dern,cratic valuea of our soc-.iety and p5.cicip:1,. in
the deinocra'j.: process'c; of th-2 conomunity and

Clio.:,;-;e a c%reor from which he Lis
abilities to their tulle: eY.tc..1.

Use his leisure time fruitfully.

Ii: ard ;H01

their cat il at joan to

Selt con.'.-1,r1r,ef iteuv.-:, V. iou7

the te;:linivcs :an] pri.AluLt!; of 0 Ia.iC :111(.1 cy.pr,;;;..j,,r1

of his 00 arid o1nni (01 iO a'.
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Concepts or Themes

This Ii ol of basic concept7.! represents a composite of what scholars,

ellrricolum (lovelopors regard as the central concepts for the

sul):-Aantive a..:pects of the social studies. Most of these concepts cut acrcws

ihms. It is the.,:e 1.1aste concepts which should fortii the core of the

etrr,.iculum and be repeated and developed in depth from rade to grade.

o Conflict

o Urb:Lnization

o Power

o Scarcity

o Specialization (division of labor, production, distribution)

o Jracrt.lcpcnd one e

o Marl:ct

o 'Modified maritet ccrc or

o Culture

o Values

o Comirtmication

o Social clan(

o S;)cial control

Iry7f it

o Ile,;;o1: a ad lul!.11;

o

o I 1(,!er:y1;
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In choosin; a eurrict.lum fi.,r the elementary social studies program, a

nuinhcr of criteria shoul(1;_!;uldc, the ellok.'.c of eoli!ent. To thr... grealest extynt

possil,le. the material -;110.,11.(1:

1. Fulfill the of the school 1-)no,;,:arn and the social studies progr:!ra
in enabling the student to become the :>ort of individual and citi2!,..,a
the system has determined it hopes to produce.

2. Fit toother in a sec2ene of in:::Iruction so that one eNperience
to and builds on another.

3. Lcad to continuity of instruction through the use, repetition, and
continual enlarAernent of a few organiv.ing concepts and generalizations.

4. Permit interaction of the social studies program with other diseiHines.

5. Create a balauccof social studies topics (between local, national,
and world-wide issues) and a balanced of the social studies
disciplines.

G. De available or readily prochTecl,

7 'Relate to the exprielxe, interests, and prob!cms of the

8. Permit a (1,?pth study usin;:,. method.
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The seeial studies objectives are diVicli2(1 into three sections: values.

and knowledze, The objectives are numbered consecutively beim,in;2; with

"1" as are the objectives of other subjects.

The values are expressed as attitudes or beliefs the student has toward

self, toward other individuals, and toward groups, l'ollov,ing each value is an

incomplete lint of behaviors \Vhie 11 may indicate that the student does have the desirei

value. The list of behaviors could be exl; :Jed and used by the teacher as a cheel;-

list to assess the degree to \\Itch the student has learned a particular value or

attitude. If a student exhibits few or no behaviors relatio3- to a partieul;-.r value, the

teacher may \vish to prescribe activities to encourage its development.

The objectives under .general skill, describe those behavior :; which demo-

strate ability to locate, collect, organize, evaluate, analyze, understand, and

present infortion: to interpret statistical data and maps: to 1.1.1c-rst:i1;c1 and eec

time con;.epts; and to work indc'pcii cntly and in gro..ips and to reltite to other!:.

Social studies objectives that It-A(211Lp in other subject matter as IC:L1LC-

rnatics, reading, and comintrHicatiou ^hills are follu. ed by a reference to !3:L,

specific objective they overlap.

Ob.!cctives related to concepts, facts, prt-.,co.F;sc..s, and rel;LticTislIps in

studies are contained in the section heath :1 e:Jell

is folloy..c-C, by a letter viprc:,Antb.:,;

II

=

I' and (.;overnmel;t

A An;1:1"01)

S SU('

11'!y L'1.110.7;V

1.1C(1110J1.1.1., an 0//j(":,...tiVu CT.( ed.4 rel:ted i1...o Ia'a!t

di; 1"elatt fr

1,0(. 111ut1
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Ilespeet:,; himself as inferred from bel,nVior such as the following:

O Is on lime to school and appeintmyrt:!.

o Attends school re,-ularly.

o Is neat and clean in personal

o When adclress,..d by others, re!;polids audibly and clearly.

o Volunteers to ansv:cr clue:A one, in activities, mai .-..eccpt
responsibility.

o When given a. mirror, loolcs himself in the eye.

o Seel:s professional ossist)tnee v.Then it is needed (goes to school doctor or
dentist for illness or dental correction),

o Voluntarily diEplays a pairtiig or creative product he has made..

o When asl:ed to evi'Lluale his own character and abilities is able to s%.: good
things aboat himself,

o in an5--Averirg a oistion thorn in te; ms of
abiliticE,, and eliarrxtc,r, hit s,J1f-cv.-.1aati011 of strea711. c and
correspond. io the of hi,

2. Jies;-.:..cts the int e:;rity am the dlhld1 of other inclividn:,1.-; fro..n
behavior such as thu

o Deer; not bully, te:-.se, or form, to act !Loin :t their
younger than himself.

Praetice; common court es42:; v;Htip;; hi line
opening door., for elders, up his to eldotly or
usii],y; ap'diey;riate forms of aclCccs-..

chvir.imi of and a: to rmml,,.,r, of z1::
grow); (.1Dc.s at po.in11 to io:civol:: .o

O 1)rtlif:(.-; 01' l'olO1)1(Mt;-, ;II :I IllThM21'1':: \';.y on : of
0111(.1' c1;1:-,S111LtL'.'. ("Ti,:lf:S ;1 nie,,!;o1), doll;)," or "I wo I t a lot of
offorl into ;1-1`.ily,; 111:rt :\lary.)

trd(1._;. :-.111:;Ititvis of rt.!) iron.

o 1)cnit.)n..ti atcs is a 00:,(.It
ni,\ libraTy, 1

/11)01.
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Ft

1

1

3. Accepts responsibilities of membership and citizenship in family, school,
community, and nation as inferred from behavior such as the following:

o Assumes and performs regularly certain chores in the lion e (dinner dishes,
baby sitting, etc.).

o Cleans up ancl puts away materials after he has used them.

o Volunteers to perform chores or assume chairmanship or membership
on a committee.

o Participates in making stage and school "rules" and observes them.

o Exercises his right to vote in committee and school decision making,

o Abides by the "rules" whether or not he approves of a particular rule.

o Encourages family and neighbors to exercise their right to vote.

o Voluntarily participates in a group project to improve school or other school
activity before or after assigned hours (e. g. , planting flowers, trash clean-
up, tutoring, athletic team).

o Volunteers to assist in a local or national election by distributing campaign
materials to homes or at the polls, telephoning, door bell ringing, or baby
sitting to turn out thc vote.

o Returns library books and other borrowed inaterial:.--, on time.

4. Is loyal as inferred from behavior such as the following:

o Does not "squeal" or tattle on a friend or relative (where their action is not
illegal or hurtful to others).

o Defends or protects a friend or sibling horn "bullying" in the neighborhood,
school, or on the playground.

5. Believes in the rational settlement of disputes as inferred from behavior such
as the following:

Does not use physical force in school or on the playground.

o Settles his disagreements with others through discussion.

Encourages classmates who have a difference to discuss the problem.

o In discussions of problem's involving conflict, proposes solutions leading
to compromise or negotiation.
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6. Respects truth and honesty as inferred from behavior such as the following.:

Returns money received in excess, when given more than the correct
amount of change for a purchase.

o Abides by verbal agreements.

o Gives appropriate credit for sources used in preparation of reports and
other projects.

7. Appreciates the diversity of mankind as inferred from behavior such as the
following:

o While viewing a film about people of another culture, does not giggle or
mock the action, activity, or appearance o.0 others different from him.

o Participates in role-playing situations, projecting himself into the shoes of
people of other ages and cultures.

When offered the opportunity, is willing to taste the food, listen to the
music, or experience other customs or practices of cultures different
from his own.

o Given an example of action or behavior of a person of another culture that
he has studied, explains the reason or cause for the behavior.

o Given. an example of action or behavior of a persc.:u of an unfamiliar culture,
attempts to infer the reason or cause for the action.

o Voluntarily reads books, listens to records, and looks at films about
people, of other countries or cultures.

o Given a "social distinct;" scale and a list of different groups, shows a high
degree of tolerance for all groups.

8, Respects the natural environment 'and the beauty of nature as inferred from
behavior such as the following:

Throws trash and other debris in appropriate container.

o Preserves and protects flowers, trees, and other living things, plant
and animal.

o Participates voluntarily in class anti-pollution project.
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9. F.:y.:11r:ne-i in an open, ra: Hnal n:annet a:, inferred from belui.ior
such :IS the folloving:

Givou a social problcmi and "p;:.: .a type :;olution (e.g. , the only v..ay to
stop air p(.)71ulion is to rnal:e cl., ie oNplore:; alternative approaellcs
to the problmn.

As elrairmnn of a group mectin:'; i:-ar. :i.n(11-Tcip,)::.(.. 1

calls on 211 members for tri05, to draw out all opi ionr, no.1
refrains from calling for vot:: n: :il all point a or view- are aired.

C) Given a statement with which lir,: f.r...,.:11;Tc."(:-, or tvhich ecintricts his
conceptions, investigates the swirce of the new data, to find adili-
tic.mal data, and adju::ts thinkin:::, if new information is corroboratell.
(E. g. , figure,; indie:Ae that lends the IT. S. in the production or
maganese.

10. Shov, s ay.-areness of :z.ccial issue:-! as inferred fiom be.hLvior such
following:

o Beads new.F7paper articles or \vatclic$ televisIo!: dealing
current social problems fmeh hot,sing; pollution, and .,:nemploynle;..

a Contrflottes to dif;cussion: about siji-..;.;1 IE:..7110;.; by

and offer in fat:tual information nod c...orple:: of recent

11. Is committed to an opn, demncratic 5ocio'.., with cricalitv of (.1-.Ti..,r1 unit:-
and justice Re' all as inferred from 1.,c11::,-icirs conijE7teat those dc.:-,(...ribr.d
for the above \-alues.

General

12. Use 2pproprinte bool;s and pe. I; 1 rc.:lecence
and informed persons to locate inform:lion on a given

13. Using information he has toe:lied, identifies the maitt ide;:s a id. appo-zt
details CO:rily.'iiCatet.1 to hi ii and an sv.::rs r.el toil que..:ticy:s.

14. Using information he has gathered and review-ed, evalurite: the inf;,rm:.tion on
the basis er facts presented, relevancy of the information, autho-!:'s puri 'ma'
for writing, opinions and 'nterpretat ions stated, and pe_csuasive tC(i111il 0.

15. Using information he has ,2valunted, zninlyzeF. time illf02'Ination by testiry;;
and hypotheses and makes generali'..al ions drawn from :lpecifie data.

1G. Using information he has evaluated, organi:-.e:: and preents it and evalt,:.t:..t.;
the effectiveness or his presentation.
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17. Constructs z..nd interprets gr;qrhically repro.L..ented informal

18. Use;=, compass points, as fm es;!;1111ishiug relaliolu. het \vecn HI

local

.1 3. (iiven CO1J1MOIEly lcnown georaplik. loot putu thwril ill °Diet. ill teru-:
of distance froni

20. Us;cs a variety of map type:: to 10e01e giver) places or geographic fent.or..s,

21. Uses scale and legend syinhols lo interpret ilifkrcilint ion 011 0 ph-:-ical,
isotherniic, rood, and street map,

22. Uses line of longitude and latitude to locate gc.ographie irons nod to es.1::1:-
lisli 10101 j' 11135 Letween them.

23. 1d2ntifies and names l'imp lu'ojectino:: and indic tc. areas of greatest ill rhnl]ofl.

24. Calculates the nuuTher of yeLCS 1.C.AV.'0011 too given dates (e. g. , 2550 Ii. C. to
1950 A. D.).

25. For the follev.ing evouts 01 time 1.),,rieds, gives the 11 )-0-1.(-):%:irnrle durzltio:1 cf c: oh
and rarihs them o ternis of (11;1;;(i.'?i, I ot Ii 111(d1111:

Civil W:u:
PrehiF.twie limos
ll'estward e,L7io of 11),....1ThWud Sin]:
Boman :Empire dcn;iin:ilucl 0,10 oa Id
Flight of Apollo 'Ll mool?
Voyag., of Colt]: to Ani.?i :ea

21]. Coo:;110cf.:---. t ti]r.e lioe of AIII(` 'LL H

on it one evcAt of his choice for oadi 0(1101 y.

27. \Voll:s ilil1cIml1ll.tly, suh,n1L 1m' (iv:du:Ai:y.1, and then
and mobs cc lrhv'

28. Partieip:'(c;... ill grou,1 Cii.:yns-1011':-, or
others, wailing Ids 1110 11) ard pron,Hing die go:11.;:. of tlw

29. 1s awaro of hi:: coon elrlr,,c1,,,:i:1ies,

30, li.;:;11 1); 'o.:
permancot, tHup,-)r;ry,
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31. Dist in.,..;uishos betAeen friendly and unfriendly behavior as typically eNpresscd
by himself and others and lists possible causes for unfriendly behavior.

32. ljc.nonstrates empathy and respect for

Globali sm

33.

(G)

Knowled,.F,e

Using a glob:: for the earth mid a light bull.) to represent the sun, demo-
strates and eNplains the effect of the rotation of the earth, the
of the earth, and the revolution of the earth around the sun.

34. Identifies, locates, and explaIns the effel:ts of major ocean currents en
(G) land bodies.

Landforms

35.
(G)

Climate

On an unlabeled gleI)e or map, identifies types of land forms and bodies
of water,

36. Identifies factors v,Thich influence tern:erature and pc.,,cipilation, and
(G, A) describes ban,' various types of climate influence human life in given

regions.

37. identifies natural re '..flew nnd products Of zit. given area and eN.plainrz
(G, E) how a culture or society is affected by natural resources or led: thereof.

Patterns. of Diversity ar:d Similarity

38.
(G)

Change

39.
(G)

Lists factors which determine regional divisions P.T., identifies ;;(::vcral
regional groups based on each.

Locates and identifies examplc.,s. of biotic and technological (2)a).-42;es in a
given environment,

Urbanization

40. Describes regions of varied population density, identifying nalAxrul
(G, E, S, features and land use. I.ists causes of, problems with, and results

of urbanization,
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W or 1 d s tor\

41. Identifies, describes briefly, and locates in timeand place, several of
(B, the great cut Lures, status, or empires which have existed in recorded

history.

42. Names four w NJ'S in the history of matLind and compares and contrasts
(H) reasons fair each.

43.
(II)

Compares and contrasts given characteristics of life in the U.S. with
those of other nations or civili.:,;ations.

o': Exploration

44. Selects one area discovered by explorers and describes the men involved,
(II, E, Pay) their reasons for exploration. and the teclnolo2,.ical innovations that made

the adventure possible,

Ameri:-fin - General Chronology

45, Sequences and identifies the correct century of significant events in
(II) American history.

Colo7;[.1 eriertn, Independence and the FoundinP: of our Government

46. Describes the colonial period in terms of people who populated the
(II, A. P, New World, the leaders who evolved, and the reason:: for revolution
Psi-) and the establishment of an independent nation.

Westward Expansion

47. Identifies major groups and their reasons for immigrating to America.
(H, C) Identifies Major groups and their reasons for movjng west.

Civil War and

48. Selects what he considers to be major causes and effects of the Civil
(H, P, Pay) War in terms of significant events, group r:,, and personalities,

Post Civil War History

49. Identifies significant causes mid factors which have contributed the
rise of the 'United States to its position as a world power.
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.\Vants and Choices

50.

(E, P, A)
Given an individual or a family as a en c'e study, identifies likely wants
and needs and the choices that the individual or family Iv ',1St

Consumption

51.

(E)

Careers

Lists orally or in writing examples of economic consumption of goods
and services.

52. Explores occupational choices open to an individual and identifies training
(E) requirements for the occupation, availability of jobs in the field, salary

levels.

Money

53. States why money is used as a medium of exchanE;n for goods and
(E) services, Identifies functions of checking and savings accounts,

Explains the effects of inflation in terms of the value of a dollar.

Production

54. Identifies elements of production and technological and locatiom,.1 factors
(E, G, S, H) which influence production.

Technology and Economic Development

55. Identifies land, labor, and capital goods required for productio:i in given
(E, 8, II) industries and businesses. Explains how technological change Las altered

the need for given types of land, labor, and i.2.a.pital goods.

50. Identifies the market for particular goods services and list! -. v .riot?
(E, II, G, S) ways competing producers vie for the market yet keep profits at a maximum.

Modified Blarket Economy

57. Names and describes the goods, services, costs, and benefits derived
(E, P, G, H) from government participation in a market economy (modified market

economy) .

General. Forms of Government

Describes general forms of government and gives examples of each.
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Comparative Government

59. Given a list of types of :,,overnments and examples of each, identifies
(P, G, E, S) as true or false statements made about each.

American Governing Institntions

60. Given a list of br:,nches, institutions, and levels of government in the
(P) United States and a list of the responsibilities of each, matches the

branch or level and the functions.

Rights

61. Lists re.KI explains the rights guaranteed to every United States citizen.
(P, S, Psy)

62. Given a proposed debates its merits, the consequences of its
(P, S, Psy) adoption, and the means of enforcing it.

Policy: Influence, Decision Makinff, (Power)

63. Describes a decision making process as it is carried out by en individ-
(P, S, Psy) ual (president) or by a democratic group (legislature).

Public Opinion

64.

(P)
From a series of examples of newspaper articles, identifies the. slant
or bias of the writer.

Political Partie.r/Organixations

65,

(P)
From a list of policies and persons, identifies tare party IN:ely to be
associated with each and say why (list must be limited to a specific
period in U. S. history).

Interest GrOUP:=.i

66.
(P)

Conflict

Given a list of interest groups, identifies issues in which they are
likely to be involved, and their means of exerting pressures On policy
makers.

67. In examples of individual, interpersonal, intergroup, or international
(Psy, P, S, conflict., identifies the possible reasons for the conflict and suggests
H) alternative means of settling and dispute.
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Cultural Anthcopology

08. Compares his own life with de:so? ptions of life in three other societies
(A, S) and identifies the features of those societies that are culturally like and

unlike his own.

Physical .Anthropology_

39. Describes physical characteristics, needs, and adaptations to given
(A, G, Ps y) environments made by both man and animals.

Archaeology and Evolution

70.
(A)

Lists and describes several stages in the evolution of man and of one
plant or animal. Describes the role of the archaeologist in obtaining
information about life in ancient and prehistoric. times.

Social Organization

71. Compares and contrasts his own and two other cultures in terms of the
(A, S. E) family structure, group organization, unique customs, and the emu]-

turation process in each.

Social Control

79. Given his own or another culture and a desevipti.on of the laws dealing
(A, S. P) with treatment of criminals, marria:.:'e, ownership of property, or

movement within and outside the bordrs, e:mmine.s and describes the
values in the culture that encourage or conflict; with these laws.

Culture Change

73. Selects and describes orally or in writing three daily practices and
. (S, A) and contrasts them to those of a nineteenth century resident of his

region and to a contemporary resident of another cultural region.
(E. g. , bus rides, eating frozen foods, watching cm-rent news
television, shopping in a supermarket.
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Arts and llumanitics

Visual

1. Given a series of examples, identifies the basic media used in paintim:;,
drawing, sculpture, photogrephy.

2. Given available media encl materials, uses all of them al least once to exp-?%-.--;s
a randy of ideas or feelings.

3. Views the works (originals and reproductions) of proles:,:zional artists, sculptors,
photographers, and craftsmen.

4. Given a collection of works in the same medium., selects one to write about: or
discuss in terms of his reaction to it, the artist, the form, the historical
period in which it was clone, or a topic of his choice.

5. Identifies various occupatior-ts involving art and explores the lives and training
of artists and photographers by reading and/or interview.

G. Displays artistic works of lii own.

Music

7. Given a series of examples, identifies basic media (band, VUOSi) and the
musical forms (jazz, opera) represented. Identifies individual instrumcnts
both by sight (picture or actual instrument) and sound.

8. Ileproduces en unfamiliar melody vocally or instrumentally hr sight readin:1i.

0. Listens to a variety of performances by professional musicians, including at
least cue live performance.

10. Given a series of recordings of a variety of musicei forms, selects onr: to write
about or discuss in terms of his reaction to it, facts about the composer, the
form, the historical period in \vhicin it was written, or a topic of his nsa en.

Identifies various occupations involving music and explores the lives and
training of musicians by reading and/or interview.

12. Sings or plays an instrument for an audience either alone or in a. group.

Literature

13. Given a series of examples, identifies the basic forms of literature such as
fable, myth, fairy tale, short sto.PV, play, novel, poem, nursery rhylne,
journalistic report, biography, aufobiogiphy, riddle.
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14. Writes a creativc work in any of the short forms.

15. List s to or read:i the works of professional writers.

16. After -reading or hearing several examples of literary works, selects one to
write about or discuss in terms of his reactions to it, facts about the author,

the form, the historical pyriod in which it was written. or a topic of his
choice,

17. Part icip:ttcs in a. group to develop criteria fm' examining written work of his
own and Other students.

18. Idanlifies variou.s occupations involving writing and explores the lives and
training of \\Titers by reading and/or interview.

19. Writes and reads orally or a group a poem, play, 01' short story.

Dance

20, Given a series of exan-iplc., identifies the basic fors of dance.

'21. Uses tho body to exercise and to express moods,

22. ViC'Xi.; a variety of professional perforimanceF.-; live or on film.

23. Views or participates in a variety of danees and selocts one to write fil):7,U[ or
discuss in terms (f his .rep,ction to it, the tie country and
of its origin, or a topic of his choice.

24. Given a sark:s of examples of moveinez,its or danec,s, discusses each in terin.
of what mood 01' emotion it communicates to him.

25. Explores the lives and training of professional dancers.

26. Presents a dance for an audience either alone or in II group.

Drama

27. Given a series of examples, identiaea the basic Corms of drama.

28. Uses voice, face, and body to express moods, ideas, or behaviors of a
character, or directs another child or group in performing a part in a play.

29. Views a variety of dramatic presentations includjn,d; at least one live performance.
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30. Giver,. a N'ariety of dramatic. presentati to viev or plays to read, :-.:eleet;5
one to \vvite about. discuss in term a of his reaction it. the play,v-cight,
the historical period in \\*Ili 0.11 it VIM en, or a topic of hi;.--; choice..

31. Explores the lives and trainin::; of pro!',!!,1=si.onal actors or playwrights.

32. Perforn-is in a dramatic pl-csontation o w:i.,ites a work for others to 1,-.:z.f_(,rm.

Architc-cfor and Urban

33, identifies physical. and social elements of the url.:,a,r, environtnent.

34. Views a variety of buildir:g,s and landse:s hand 0]' in Ctu].'CS.

315. Views a variety of buildins and landscapes which are de.-.,ip:ned for sin-111.-,.
functions and sob ects one lo discuss in terms of the arehitc:ot, material
period when built, or a topic of his choice,

36. Identifies various occupations involvin:-; architecture and implores the lhcs
and trainilv: of archi[(:c-f_s 1);,- readin;; and/or interviews.

37. Draws a. rloor plan or constructs a three diroens',onal model of a

33. Exhibits c: floor plan or three din:ensional layout that lie has conFtruciel
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Edi.i{-7.1t ion*

1. C_lonvlet.es ru.-!clorclir:;. to the following en tera:

Boys: On a bar of sufficient height to be con ro able to grip with
paijus fz:cinL; al-11;r, and fully extondoci,
grasps the bee end pt:ls the hndy u \ th lhn z.-trns ratIl
the chin is place.:: her (net a
without raisi.2; Vie 1:.tlef:^_. or tl)e
body, then low,,r,.'s the liadv until the cli.)3V.-; are fully e...-tend,.d.
Complete one such pull-up.

Girls: On a ly:Er aclusted to chest level cud cop,fo-pl..able to 12.r.ip,
grasps bar with pal r e.h:ei say from body, estend=7.
under the bar, beeping the body find knees straight, heels
on the floor, fully extends anus to form 000 angle with the
body line (another student. can th-nee he 1' heels to prevent
slipping) then pulls body up with arms until the chest foeche
the bar, lowers the body until the arc fully o7,:tel,(1,...,i1
keepin'T, the body straight. Complr.qc:::: E: such modified pufl-
ups v.-ithout. resting.

9. COMPletCS sit-ups aceordinz to the fallewins CS'itel:5:: Lies 031 bach ',V.11!;
extended, feet about one fo,.)t. with finger N:
behind tic neck, Another 211:1

in contact with -Loc., floor, Stutl.;nt sits up, t1.17C1-1:-; LOb -0 1.1112 !cll., t*J-12

right elbow to the left Imec., and ref-m.11c; t,. Sits-17.1.) rod n;
trtuth to the right, touches left elbcr.v to ',hr.:. :rigli im-a' end rot sara t'o r- oat
position. One sit-up countcdeachtbre returns to st-,1114,.,12;
Boys: 14 sit-ups; girls: 1.0 sit-ups.

Completes sc..01::::t ft east according to the following eriftei.-ia: Stnndr:',

At signal bends luiees and places hand'.-.t on floor in front of in

between, outside of, or in front of the bent 1:ne;:s.
enough so that the body is perfectly strai,,,!:Itt .fronl the should:.-r:,; in feet
-17;_l_Itrils to squat position and then to erect positioli. Bore: 4 sqlv",t
10 seconds; 3 squat thrusts in 10 sc-rends.

4. Swiir.oi 25 yards without touching the bottom of the pool.

5. Treads water for 5 minute:.-; without touching the bottom of the pool.

6. Participates in group sports and :;aino;;.

Obj(ctiVes 1, 2, and :) are taken from re,..-.on-oriendations of Iho
on Youth Mil-Jess.
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INTERMEDIATE 013J ECTIV ES FOE

FOE T LINCOLN ELFAi ENTA117 SC1.TOOL

WAfTf1 iNC:170N, D. C.
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()Ii1:1T.C.E.1-\' ES

Disc o\-er-

ileading, Communication ilm, AILltheurlatics, Studie.3.,

and Arts and Humanities

(There are no intormodte objective .r,,: for or Physical Educat.kn.
Science objeCtiVeS would he tho;c; listed in indiv:idualized lessees or the
AAAS Prograr:1,)
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.
.LEA11N::(1,..SE11.41,S±

Under;..;tandin;.:, RulcsObserving 19.
2, Listening 90. nnd Smelling
3. F,Npanding Vocabulary 21, Finger De:de:1.1.1.y
4, Improving -Memory 22,
5, Rocogni 23 111:Aking nnd Boilding
6, Using Tools
7, Solving Problems Km-y,ving the Alph!),13c1;
S. Predicting nod Testing 20. Relations with (i)ily...rs
0, Touching 27. Self-Care and Safety
10, 'Understanding Shapes 28, Understanding at, ?

11, Knowing Color 29, Und ers Landing
12, Spealzing 30, Understanding "When?"
13, Following Direcd'ons 31, Understanding "y.'11,?"
14, Counting 32, Undortanding "flew?"
15, Understanding Numbers 83. Understanding "Who ?"
10, Telling Time 34. 111.ahi lig Sounds and Manic
17. Measuring 35, Physical Ccordinati 01";

. 18. Sticking to a Task

These objeetives were developed by Universal Education Corpoi.'ation
- of the Discovery ProgTan] The program encompasses476 major behaviorad

characteristics in skills and concepts that are further sub-divi tied into 1, 3-j1
sub-classifications for observation nod evaluation. Discovery object
aimed at developing readiness In reading, writing, arithmetic, and boginning
science; social studies; art; music.

Prepared by Bert Freil.ich, Fran Kingsl)run, flo;,' Ray, George
Thom Verhavc and David Whitney,

Copyright (c) 1969 Univer:;a1 Education Col:poi-zit:ion.
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O1. orvi

1, 11 CC (Y,;11.! that are the sanie :

1,010 Uncle rsloof.ls :11.1(1 (Di.s, 5.01:

1.02, lleeogiE-,; anci clrc.n,. in c)riwc,,,...n

la O... 01. Sorts collection of miniatures of con-ffnon obi' cots into
£.,701i1.7,S of same hi rd -- C L13:5, airplane's, etc,

1.02, 02, Sorts pictures of coinmon 01,.::iets into groups of some
kind--pcople, tools, etc.

1,03. Recognizes same o2 ;r1 different in abstraetions of common

1.03. 03,

1.03.03,

1, 03, 0

Sorts silhouettes of common i:7to groups of
same hind.
Sorts stylied mthatures of common objects into groups
of same kind
Sorts stvli zed bind: arid v;hite dr.:.;.\\-irpi.s of common ob'leevs
into groups of saync hind;
Sorts highiy imuros-sionistie dray.:.,gs of co.nunon
into groups of same kind,

1. 01, RCM erilber 3 Ol'..)S erV i s

Aft.,.:»: studying picturn of an object y and-
havir,;;. it t.al.:.en finds iclnti,In-13. pieturc in 2,:ronl) of
dissininar pictor.?s,
After stridyir,g picture of on objea buicfiy and then
having it tat;,,n away, finds identical picture in group of
sinuiI 1.i.
Tells froill memor3.. what hoi,:-.)pc.ned in silent motion
picture he has. seen,

1.050 Reads pictures in 1c11 to right se(13..;.:,ncf:.:.

1005,010

1,05.02.

Tells story of what's happening by. seience of comic
pictures on a page.
Arranges sel'ies of pie Lures from to to right: to t.ell
story,

1., 00. Recognizes same and different objects from different

1, 0 (I,. 01. Sorts pietureL-; by kind, ca cii though pictures
object from a varj.(!ty of diff;,1r,..iit
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1.06,02.

1.00o0.

1,00.01.

Identifies same object or shape in series of pictures
even though object or shape is shown from different angles,
Give]) a sot 01 pictures of an object from differcrtt angles
along with a picture of a similar but cliff( rent objec:t.,
piel:.s out one that is different.
Given Li series of pictures of an object fror different
angles with a siynilar but diaerent object shown Si? c.ine
picture in the series, pie': a out one that is diffe:f:;:nt.

1.07. 17n:iris cany,n11,;_,,,l (,1.).;:-;ets in pictures.

1.07.01,
1.07,02.

Finds objecqs hidden in camouflaged drawings.,
Finds animals hidden in natural camouflage in ph()teg.::aphs.

1.. 0 Disco\rs clues to cc:n.111)101.0 a segue...10e,

1. 0S. 01.

105.02.

After observing a. series of pictures that clmn:.,,e from
0110 to the ne>,...t in a 3'eglilar pattei%-1, chooses froJn among
sevbral similar pc.)ssibilities the co Toot picture to
complete the series.
After studying a series of p.bstr!.).ct clesignF.-3 that chane
from one to the next In a regular pattern: chooses fro 1.11
airio ig several similar possibilities the correct design
to complete the series.

1.09, :Recognizes stime and different in perspective.

1009.01.

1009,02.

1.09.03.

In a dray:111.g rendered 111 p,E.:r,:pectivc.:;, identifies objects
that are the same even though they are in different
in a dral.ring rendered in pprspective, identifies v,..hich.,
objects arc closes!. and which are fativsfst away
In a drawing rendered in persp,?ctive, identifies which
obj eCtS are reallj the biggest and -which are really the
smallest.

1.10. Discerns line detail in pictures,

10 10, 01.

101.0.02,

While looldng at a picture, describes fine detail
observed, such as frec;:les on a boy's nose.
Interprets detail in I CUL rtitf. to draw enic1.ui ass about
abstractions, such as what time of year the
repres(ilts.
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2, Idwitifics sounds and rcopoHc',5 to sot!nds or to oval inf,;t.ruction,.

2.01. Slio\vs interc,st in :\liat, s said,

2.01,01. LooLJ:; while sto:ry is being read, or
object vbile it -is being 01' loAs
of the locati evont

2,09. Tdentifios subjccirz Or referrod to

2, 02; 01, Indicati.3 objeet is being referred to,
2, 02,02, Se1ccto':na itoin from verbal. dc..!i,eriptior.,
2, 0'), 03, Finds aspoot dc-,scrib2c1,

9,03, Recoilvio, asp:.'...cts Of voiec,s,

2, 03,01.

9. 0 , 02.
2.03,03,
2,, 03, 0.1

Indicates ..o.,11:1Fer a voice or rocord::, itiJ C or f:..s.nale,
or recognizes sonno other chi.l.d7.'or, by voice alone..
Can imitate an. "arrL;ry voico",
Can imitate a "hf..,ppy vo;cc".
Can inlitate a "sad vcioc",

2.01. Ti Drier CCirnparal.i.VC:

2. 04 0 1,,
2,04.02.
2,04.03.
? 04.04.

Responds to; "Say that s,-..)ftcr (more softli.),''
Responds to: 'So y that. load-...r (more, loudly)."

wirich of t;vo sounds is softer,
Identifies whi,:h of two sounds is loud.:;:,',

2.05. Identifies sou n,C.s inl-orins. of hi.L,;:h and low.

2°05,01°

2.05,02,

2.05.03.

2.05,04.

Names various sounds which are nornit'Ity high rit
souch as --- train whistle; bird's siren 0:: rH..
engines and cars
Names variolls sounds which are normall,-
such fIS --- fog horns, sound 0 t a trucl's
an .on.-Ipty box,
Responds to: "IYI.a.1.,.e a sound whichi.:-.3hi;2,heriTh.!.n
ono".
Responds to: "-Aitahe a sound 3s lower tint. t'ncI.
00 e"
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2, 06, tindc,rstands comparative duration Of sounds,

2° 06.01,

2,0(102,

Identifies ihe of two sounds, 01' d(unonstratc-s to
another, \Amt. a "long" sound

shortr::r of two or demonstrates to
another, what a "short" sound is,

2,07. III 01.S,

2,07,01,

2, 07 ,0?

,,,,Cy,111(1S ,)1)11-nalS: coyy,

dog, eat, rooster,
Naroc.s 11015 y listen:kw; to reeordinf?: of the

2. 0i3 kncw:s co. inon sounds

03, 01,

2. CI ), 02.

2.03,03,

sound rn2de by sevral physien1 uetions, such
as: motc»:cycic, light switch, stick bl.eui;ing, \Vate7C
coming out of tap.
Names by listening to recording of solAnci, objects or
actions
Provideo descri::.ion (vesrbul or vocal) of the sounds
made by; i.y)per burning; sornc:thing falling in water; and
glas bre.a1;inz

2,09. Demunsti-ates rhythpl,

2.00,01,
2.09, 02,
2,00,02,

-ohythunic J;)ovements to inusi
Tans or e1112-s with fret, 11.11115 or
Car tap to ov.:-!ry t..)ther. beat of a ynel:rone,ine,

2, 10, Shows knowlcdg:,: of some nriu.sleal sounil .1,»:opa1't1es,

2, 10, 02,

iTorbally ;:scribes the kiml of sotn:ds mat.ie
by violin, f..yitar or harp.
Name:,. by listening to recording fan: of the followilig
instrItnients: 1001.1 ii. guitc 17; 11.1.1 t C0 SI1NOph (.2.113..t

xylophone piano, harp,. etrum symbols
SCW.,::ltStS an lustsumant which incics a sinti1 to:
tapping a 1411.55 or \\mtcr, 1. e, drum or bas c, fIdlil a.
Names an instru-nent which has en viol;n, or
harp.
Names an instrurnt which you blow through, I, C. trunlpef*
or Luba.
Nami!s an instrument which you hit with a Lick. 1, e.
xylophone or drinn
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2,11 Demonstrates ability to locali-/c: a. !.:ounci,

2. 11,01.
2,11,02,
2. 11 03.

Finds a hidden. cloci.. b.N,, its "tick",
Indicates the Cti r ; Zin unseen sound clymf.s froin,
Indicates which of unE;,7.,en 5OiC inal;e a noise.

2,12. Determines direction of movol .4 by soun-1:

2,12,01.
2,12,02,
2, 12, 03,

T&ls if the Frotn a sound source -is increas:in:Y,
Tells if the ci:i;.;ta.-,.:-..!:170111 a sound source is dec.ty..-:asin,::,
Tells .run a sounds direction someone is walkinR, in

2. 13. Repeats stories or instruction alter hearing them.

2, 13, 01,
2, 13, 02,
2,13, 03,

s a famili 11*,:!.11.1 s Eton-.

Explains rud.es .fo-, a :ac: is otlit_q-L.,,
Repeats siinpl cc0ni after hcarinL2; it told.

2.-140 Abstracts rieaning from c3 irp1 CabLE:s or sayings.

2. 14, 01,
2,14,02.

Tells the al-loyal :Tr Fable.
Tells the [neaniu:_, of such sayings as,
'A stitch in time s:-,c;.-es
"Penn...,, wise and doll "
"A rollinr.: r7.cr:,:!"

2015, J.ccui.ai clv repcats series of unrcip.1-czi event:.; heariny;

9. 15, 01, Gives highlights of a radio news
what someone else said they did on ',:icatior:,

Enndtn2 VOC:101.3.1ff;:y_

3, Names familiar objects or actions and us.: Ff: deSC i1ltn a

3.01. Labels obj:K;ts upon nein thnin,

3,01001,
3,01.020

0/?f.3CL,

Given group of cliiI.::Yent obj.:ets, naynes each,

3.02. Labels objects opon sceTtig :i-cr.:e7.3ent:Jtie.-,n:_-; of nom.,

3.02. 01,
3.02,02.

Given picture flaw es It.
Civen piCtU r C.' of r;:lated obj.,ets, iminc?L: (.:aehi-20'::utf,,TJ to,
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3.02, of objecistc,

30 03. 0

3,03,02.

3.03.04,

3.03.05,

Gi\-cn on ol ,..11)1c,;.'.[: v,-11(..11nr

stat,:.'immt is ouch as (.1:::2; menw-,
"

II.:!11) ();: (12 it; f-3 .1(1`, L1.5; "11112C, " "An

"
Civou riam.c,s f_;u:.;3.) no

"it has 110 e110411::," "A cz,r."
ro;icuon. of on. ob.1,c.;:t; it; 5i as, "Som.._:,),,i;Y2.;

you fly in, 'An
C110;,;S:S of ohjects

3.04, Relut.Q,s %,v0 to

3,0-1, 01.,
3, 04,0'),
3.04, 03.

3,, 0.1 01.

C.31 aCii0r1 old; SVIC11.

GiV,,":11 a picturo of on aeflon, tin: action,
Given a petzre of an ol*:!ct, acts old; how to usc it
such as a
GuesSOS

3.05. 'Uses antolvr:

3. 05, 01,

3.00, s

(Simon a 1,vor:1 states its such

Given L11;!,1 .!11C'allS

SUCh aS, 0111 Ui olu :H

3,07, undc:ust.;111.:-Is a (!al! 11C.JVC.!

3, 07 010 Given a word,. such as on or fni us.,-.s it. In
to show itq several

3.08 WOrf".12 to thcir

3,08.01,
3. 08, 02,

3, 0 S. 0:3.

Givon 11. 51 '1-i-Lp..!.e c:ofinj.1Thn. 01. a WO-T'

Salvos si-u2ple
re -.1s.1 to him.
AsF: Fus::::-11-r.lg of uhr:t1.0.1.-ij:w woals.

3,09, 1lnac.,:cL;tti.),,.(1::.: vorf.1,

:3, 09.02,

!.,..ymbt.:;1:.:, stand foL. h

c s.
Solvc.'s ychu:-;c:,:,,
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4,

3.10, Uses , a tiq vas.

3.10, Mak,. ;..1!1-yrncs with wo.rds,
:1 such as, "as 3iit. as 7.1
3.10, up puns Th.2..!?"

jj use;,: .,..e4at-.,(1 tci sots. 2,03 2,04, 2. 2.. 00,, 207,

312 tJse rc.1.7.-1-c:.3. to chan-f.-:.. (ais. 5,01, 5:02, ;5,03,

3,13. 1.Tses l'elat.c..11 to shf:_pc;-: s, :10,13, 10.15, 10,17.),

3,14. velat.,.1 to color Di n. 11, 03, 11, 0S,),

3., 1.5. UsoL. Isc:-.Uttc41 to numb.-.:r-. (as 14,01, 14.02, 14:0S, 15,01;
15,02, 02, 15.05, 15,10, 11.11, 15,12, 15, 15,:},

3.10, Us.; :cf.:Tata', to moil.::. 15.140,

3, 17. Usc:- tc,:latcd to time. (21s, 13. CO and 20, OCL ),

313, Use. rd.n.t:1 .o 111(..qi 1. (Di. 17,00.)

3,10, Uses to

3,20, Uses i:ohttc.:(1 to tastc3 (Us. 20, ()0),

3.21, Uses o 'Is that names' of 0C!,

" 27.

3.23,

3.94,

3 25,

re131.i01ish3p v;o

Use: relat:::(1

Use. s wo:cas related

Use::, .1 to the

(DiF, 00,),.

T.:is. 31., 1)0),

and precos,sc,

end

22,00)

(1)1:,! 33 00)

T.", ) ".17

Reunlis A7j.su.:11 ysyrbpj all(j

'1, (fl

4,01,01, ;.1_1101-.).1,.,,t., 1.110 ol.:jcc1. 1 No.-i.n,...;1.: 1:fro, p,

a grni:p ;;r 0'1%; :.

F3C1Ntl,S
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4.01.02. Selects a matching picture from a group of new pictures
after having been shown original picture which was

later hidden.
4.01. 63. Selects original set of twoobjects from a group of new

toy objects after original objects were shown and hidden.

4.01.04. Tells what object is missing without knowing of its removal.

4.01.05. Tells what two objects are missing without knowing of

their removal.
4.01.06. Tells what three, four or five objects are missing without

knowing of their removal.

4.02. Recalls immediately simple verbal tasks.

4.02.01.
4.02.02,

Repeats a sequence of words (house, man, dog, cat)
Repeats a sequence of digits (6, 5, 4, 2)

'4,03. Recalls immediately complex verbal tasks.

Recalls a sequence of events in a short story (Three Bears).
Recalls important facts from a short story (name, time,4.03.01.

4,03.02.
characters, etc.)

4.03.03. Repeats a sentence.
4.03.04. Reproduces a pattern of noun

a pattern.
- ,

4.04. Recalls immediately visual tasks.
.

,

- ,

4.04.01. Picks out hidden picture (firs shown) from a group of
three pictures. i

' 4.04.02. Picks out matching picture froi a group of pictures

,

after picture is hidden.
4.04.03. Selects two pictures from gro

i

lliip of new pictures after
.

'

first two pictures were shown and hidden.
4.04.04. Names picture objects (three) after turning picture

over and recalls correct picture lying face down.

.4.05. Recalls inunediately visual materials. 14t

s (hand claps) after hearing

4.05.01.

4. 05.02.

Draws a copy of simple lines awl shapes after viewing
each one for 5 seconds. f
Draws a copy of simple objects after viewing each one

for 5 seconds.
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4.06. Recalls patterns immediately.

4. 06.01.

4.06.02.

.Draws a pattern similar to pattern of beads shown after
viewing for 5 seconds.
Draws a pattern similar to picture of beads or shapes
after viewing for 5 seconds.

4.07. Recalls simple verbal task after delay interval.

4.07.01. Reproduces (after 1 minute) similar sound to one
presented earlier.

4.08. Recalls complex verbal task after delay interval.

4.08.01. Reproduces (after 1 minute) sequence of sounds heard
earlier (clap, foot thump, clap)

4.09. Recalls simple visual task after delay interval.

4.09,01. Reproduces by drawing, lines and shapes, after delay
in seeing items for 1 minute (vertical line, semi-circle,
circle, square)

4.10. Recalls complex visual task after delay interval.

4,10.01.

4,10,02.

4.10,03.

Reproduces, by drawing, familiar objects after delay
in seeing object for 1 minute (house, tree, person).
Recalls the position of three objects (train, cat, spoon)
after delay of 1 minute.
Recalls amount of objects (1 train, 2 cats, 2 spoons)
after delay of 1 minute.

4.11. Recalls events after long term delay.

4.11.01. Recall of important events of previous week.

4.12. Follows simple directions. (Dis, 13.2.1).

4.12.01, Follows 3 part command (open box, put crayon under
table, turn boit over).

4.13. Follows complex verbal directions. (Dis. 13.8.1).

4. 13. 01, Follows 4 part command (open and close book, pick out
three crayons, ,draw a picture, tell a story about picture)
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4.14. Recalls simple verbal materiel.

4.14.01. Recites words to rhyme (one-two button shoe, etc.)

4.15. Recalls complex verbal material.

4.15.01.. Recites words to song (This old man.. he had two.. he had..)
4.15.02. Memorizes short poem.

4.16. Uses memorization techniques.

4.16.01.

4.16.02.

4.16.03.
4.16.04.

4,16.05.

Recites list of words paired with numbers accompanying
them (1-boy, 2-dog, 3-flower)
Recites short list of numbers by backward chaining (learns
last number first and repeats each successive set of
numbers until first number is reached)
Learns poem after technique of mamorizirig whole poem.
Learns poem after technique of memorizing separate
parts of the poem first.
Learns poem after repeating parts of the poem over
several days.

'Recognizing Characteristics

Describes physical and abstract characteristics of an object or picture of an
object.

5.01. Understands like and not like.

5.01.01.

5.02. Understands

5.02, 01.

5. 02. 02.

When asked "Picks out one that is like this e,"
chooses from several objects one similar to!the sample
shown.
When asked "Pick out one that is not like this one,"
chooses from several objects one dissimilar tc the
sample shown.

alike and not alike.

When asked "Pick those that aro alike " chooses objects
that are alike from a group.
When asked "Pick those that are not alike," chooses objects
that are not alike from a group.

5.03. Understands same cnd different.

5.0.01. , When asked "Pick those that are the same," chooses
; objects that are the same from a group.
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5. 03. 02. When asked "Pick those that are different," chooses
objects that are different from a group.

5.04. Understands only, some, and all.

5.04.01.
5. 04. 02.

5.04.03,

When asked "Pick up only a red one," does so.
Responds correctly to a direction using the word some,
such as, "Pick up some of the blocks,"
Responds correctly, to a direction using the word
such as, "Pick up all the blocks."

5.05. Uses terms of differentiation and similarity.

1'

5. 05. 01.
5. 05.02.
5. 05.03.
5. 05.04.
5. 05.05.
5.05. 06.
5.05.07.
5. 05.08.
5. 05. 09.

Understands

5.06.01.

5.06.02.

5.06.03.

5. 06. 04.

5.07. Matches.

5.07.01.

3.07.02.

Uses the word like to indicate similarity.
Uses the words not alike to indicate difference.
Uses the word alike to indicate similarity.
Uses the wordsmtalike to indicate difference.
Uses the word same to indicate identical.
Uses the word different to indicate difference.
Uses the word 22Lly correctly.
Uses he word some to indicate a few.
Uses the word all correctly:

the law of conservation.

Given a group of objects that are alike and told they are
called "glebs," understandsithey are still called "glebs"
when arranged in different patterns or stacked on top of

each other.
When a different object is added to the group, picks this
one out a',.; being "not a gleb.;"' ,

When more objects that are not alike are added to the
group, picks out all the "glebs.".
Wben only two "glebe" are included in a set of ten other
dissimilar objects, pici-s out the. two "glebs "

I(
Given an object as a sample, picks out one that is the
same from a set of dissimilai. objects.
Given several different samples, picks out one that is
the same from a set of dissimilar objects.
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5. 08. Sorts.

5.08.01.

5.08.02.

Given a mixed g-rou of two sets of identical objects, sorts

the group into the two sets; such as a group of red and

blue balls to be sorted into a set of red balls and a set of

blue balls.
Given a mixed group containing several sets of identical
objects, sorts the group into the separate sets.

5.09. Recognizes physical characteristics.

5,09.01. Recognizes shapes. (Dis. 10.00.).
5.09.02. Recognizes colors. (Dis. 11.00.).
5.09.03. Recognizes sounds. (Ws. 2.00.).
5. 09. 04. Recognizes textures. (Dis. 9.00.).
5.09.05. Recognizes tastes and odors. (Dis. 20.00.).

5.09.06. Recognizes size and weight. (Dis. 17.00.).

5.10. Recognizes abstract characteristics.

5.10.01. Recognizes functional characteristics. Identifies pictures
of objects, grouping them by their function, such as
things that clean (broom, carpet sweeper, dust pan, etc.),
things that are eaten (bread, fruit, vegetables), and so on.

5.10.02. Recognizes group usage. Groups pictures of objects based

on their need to be used together, such as (pencil and

paper), (knife, fork, and spoon), and so on.

5.10.0S. Recognizes number characteristics. (Dis. 14.00. and 15.00).

5.10.04. Recognizes time characteristics. (Dls. 16.00. and 30.00.).

5.10.05. Recognizes spatial relationships. (Dis. 29.00.).

5.11, Describes characteristics.

5.11.01,
5.11.02.
5.11.03.
5.11.04.

Describes physical characteristics of objects.
Describes physical characteristics of pictures of things.
Describes abstract characteristics of objects.
Describes abstract characteristics of pictures of things.

classifying

6. Classifies objects by one or more characteristics

6.01. Recognizes characteristics. (Die. 5.00.).
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6.02. Arranges in sequence.

6.02.01.
6. 02, 02.
6.02.03.
6.02.04.

Arranges set of rods in order from shortest to longest.
Arranges set of objects in order from lightest to darkest.
Arranges set of objects in order from smallest to biggest.
Arranges set of objects in order from shortest to tallest.

6.03. Inserts in sequence.

6. 03. 01.

6.03.02.

6.03.03.

6.03.04.

Given a sequence in order of length, inserts added
objects at correct positions in sequence.
Given a sequence arranged from light to dark, inserts
added objects at correct, positions in sequence.
Given sequence arranged by size, inserts added objects
at correct positions in sequence.
Given sequence arranged by height, inserts added
objects at correct positions in sequence.

6.04. Describes missing elements of a sequence.

6.04.01.

6.04.02.

Given an incomplete set of objects graduated in one
physical characteristic', arranges them in sequence and
describes the missing Injects.
Given an incomplete set of objects graduated in more than
one physical characteristic, arranges them In sequence
and describes the missing objects.

6.05. Classifies on basis of two physical characteristics.

6.05.01.

6.05.02.
; I

1Given a set of objects differing in two physic 1 characteris-
tics, 13itch as color and shape, sorts them on,the !-asis
of one characteristic and then resorts entire group on
basis of the other characteristic. i

Given a set of objects differing in two physical
characteristics, such as color and shape, sorts them into
twe groups on the basis of one characteristic, and then
sorts each group into smaller sets based on the other
characteristic. .. ,

1. 6.06. ClascAfies on basis of several physical characteristics.

6.06.01. Classifies mixed group of objects into a grid format so
that items in each row have a physical characteristic in
common with others in that row.
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6. 06. 02. Classifies mixed group ( objects into sets and sub-sets
so that each set and each sub-set has physical character-
istics in common.

6.07. Classifies on basis of abstract characteristics.

6.07.01. Given pictures of groups of objects, describes the
abstract characteristic that was the basis of their
grouping.

6.07.02. Given separate pictures of objects, groups them together
on basis of abstract characteristics named by adult.

6.07.03. Given separate pictures of objects, groups them into sets
and sub-sets based on abstract characteristics chosen by
himself.

6.08. Describes basis of classification of pre-sorted arrangements.

6.08.01. Given a pre-sorted group arranged into a grid pattern,
describes characteristics that are the basis of the
classification and the characteristics each row has in
common.

,6.08.02. Given a pre-sorted classiftcation arranged in sets and
sub-sets, describes charact4risties that are the basis of
the classification and the characteristics that each set
and sub-set have in commoni

1' 6.09. Describes missing items in pre-sorted classification.

6.09.01. Given a pre-sorted group arranged into a grid pattern
with some items missing, describes the characteristics of
the missing items. \

6.09.02. Given a pre-sorted group arranged into sets, sub-sets
missing, describes the charActeristics of the missing items
of sub-sub-sets.

)

6.10. Describ members of set when given class name.

6.10.01. When given a large class nanie, such as animal, names
many sub-sets in that class, such as elephants, lions, dogs.

6. 10. 02. After naming sub-sets for a large class name, such as
animals, names sub-sub-setsi for each of the sub-set
names--for example, if dogs is a sub-set name, can
name several kinds of dogs: collie, cocker spaniel, and
so on.
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Solving Problems

7. Seeks relevant information to solve problems, plans strategy for games or
problems, attacks a problem rationally or systematically, and anticipates
future events in a series based upon past events.

7.01. Uses logical relation words.

7.01.01.
7.01.02.

Uses words such as because or so.
Uses words such as unless or therefore.

7.02. Seeks information to aid in problem solving.

7.02. 01.
7.02.02.

Asks for needed information to solve a problem.
Uses picture to aid in solving jigsaw puzzle.

7.03. Shifts strategy in a changing problem situation.

7.03.01. Plays tiek-tack-toe.
7.03.02. Plays dominoes.

7.04. Makes systematic approach toward problems.

7.04. 01.
7.04.02.

Searches an area systematically for object.
Looks only once in a given area while searching for
object before examining other areas.

7.05. Verbalizes rationale for actions or conclusions.

7.05.01.
7.05.02.
7.05.03.

Gives reasons for his opinions.
States why he wants to try something to solve problems.
Gives reasons for doing something a certain way.

7.06. Completes sequences based upon pattern.

7.06. 01.

7.06.02.
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Adds a new section of eight beads, repeating established
pattern on string of beads.
Corrects a pattern sequence of dominoes in which two
dominoes have been misplaced in a sequence of ten.

7.07. Works out verbal problems.

7.07.01.

7. 07. 02,

Solves riddles such as: "What is round but does not
roll, but helps you road a story?" (Answer, the letter 2)
or "What's black and white and read all over?" (Answer,
newspapers).
Figures correct answer to questions such as, "If I have only
one red ball and you have only one green ball, how many blue
balls do we have?" (Answer, none), or "If I have two pieces o
candy, and I give you one piece of candy, and I eat my piece
of candy, how many pict:es of candy do you have?" (Answer,
one piece).



7.08. Continues three dimensional sequences given pattern.

7.08.01.
7.08.02,

Adds Ecav levels to tower made of construction set pieces.
Exi ands model bridge built from a construction set.

7.09. Solves visual problems.

7.09.01.
7.09. 02,

Finds way through complicated maze.
Finds correct matching itcms in complex visual display such
as: drawings with hidden figure drawings,

7.10. Anticipates future events of a series based upon past events.

7.10. 01.

7.10. 02.

Tells which light will flash next in a repeating pattern
of flashing lights, or tells what will be on the next card
turned up in a series of cards, such as red, blue, green,
orange, .red, blue, green, orange, ? (red).
Tells which number will be said in a series of numbers
which repeat, such as, 1, 3, 2, 4, 1, 3, 2, 4, ? (1).

7.11. Applies available materials and tools to new situations.
rt

7.11.01. Uses materials and tookis in unusual but logical ways,
such as; uses round container for toys as the top for a
"water tower", or uses a hammer as a paper weight.

7.11.02. "Cuts" out paper form by punching, a series qf holes
around the edge with pencil 04' nail.

7.12. Solves simple problems in three-dimensional space.

7.12,01. Plays three-dimensional tick- tack -toe.

7.13, Atteuds to relevant information, ignoring the irrelevant.

7.13.01.
7, 13, 02.

Locates specific item in complex, "cluttered" picture.
Locates and marks all of a specific letter, numeral, or
symbol in a printed collection, such as; finds every
letter "e" in a typed sentence.

7.14. Shows ability to make a systematic approach to solving a problem.

'1.14.01.

7.14 02.

Sort jigsaw puzzle pieces into colors and shapes, or
sorts Cuisennaire Rods into colors and shapes before
attempting to replace them in a sort box.
Given a lock and many keys; places keys as he tests them
into separate collections.
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7.15. Shows ability to generate plans or strategies in simple chance situations.

7.15.01. Plan strategies in a simple game of chance, such as
hide-and-seek.

7.16. Plans strategies in complicated chance situations.

7. 16. 01. Plans strategies for backgammon or Old Maid.

7.17. Plans strategies in games of skill.

7. 17. 01. Plans strategies in checkers.

Predicting and Testing

8. Predicts results of an occurrence on the basis of given information and tests
predictions.

8.01. Predicts logical completion based upon initial information.

8.01. 01.

8,01.02.

8.02. Predicts

8.02.01.

8.02. 02.

8.03. Predicts

Gives a logical ending for partly finished story he has
been told.
States which of two "hour-glasses" will empty first
after watching less than a quarter of sand fall through.

results of simple verbal suppositions.

IAnswers simple questions that begin, "What will happen
if ... ", such as, "...if I drop a glass of water ?"
Answers simple "suppose" questions, such as, "Suppose the
sun stopped shining, will it get cold?"

correctly from total, but disorglinized, information.

8.03.01. Tells what a jigsaw puzzle will look like based upon the
unfitted pieces.

8.04. Predicts results of rearrangements of forms.

Given several flat geomeiric shapes, tells before trying,
which of two outlines they will fit into.

8.06. Extrapolates from available information.

8. 05. 01. Tells if two lines will cross each other if each is drawn
longer.
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8.05.02. Tells if available pieces of a construction set will be
enough to complete a bridge between two locations.

8.06. Tests to confirm predictions with colors.

8.06.01.

8.06.02.

8.06.03.

8.06.04.

Mixes two colors of paint to confirm the color predicted
by others.
Makes own predictions before mixing other paint colors
and then mixes to confirm.
Mixe. two colors of light to confirm the color predicted
by others.
Makes own predictions before mixing various colored
lights together.

8.07. Predicts outcomes based upon common types of previous experience,

8.07, 01.

8. 07. 02.

8. 07. 03.

States, "Bag will rip", as a result of wetting a full paper
bag.
States, where a ball will bounce to if thrown against a
wall at various angles.
Tells what will happen it an ice cube is placed in hot
coffee or water.

8.08. Tests and predicts using verbal skills only.

8. 08.01. Wins with reasonable frequency verbal games, such as,
twenty questions.

8.09. Tests and predicts using visual and verbal skills.

8.09. 01. Wins with reasonable frequency pantomine game, such as,
charades.

Touching

9. Identifies or describes objects by touch.

9.01. Identifies textures by touch.

9.01.01,
9.01.02.

9.01.03.
9.01.04,

Pairs identical textures by touch alone.
Picks out objects designated as "rough" and "smooth"
by touch alone.
Names objects touched as "rough" or "smooth".
Orders a series: smoothest to roughest
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9.02. Identified hardness by touch.

9.02.01.

9.02.02.

9.02.03.
9.02.04.

Pairs objects with identical degrees of hardness, using
touch alone,
Selects objects designated as "hard" and "soft", using
touch alone.
Names objects touched as "hard" and "soft".
Orders a series: softest to hardest.

9.03. Identifies shapes by touch.

9.03.01.
9. 03.02.

9.03.03.

9. 03. 04.

Pairs identical shapes by touch alone.
Selects objects designated as "straight" or "curved",
using touch alone.
Selects spheres, squares, rectangular solids, pyramids,
cones, cylinders, when asked for by name, using touch
alone.
Without looking, identifies and names the above shapes.

9.04. Identifies sizes by touch.

9.04.01. Without looking, sortsipbjects between large and small.
9.04.02. Without looking, orderts series of objects from largest

to smallest.

9.05. Identifies temperatures by touch.
.

9. 05.01. Identifies and names objects as "cold", "wain ", and
"hot".

9.05.02. Identifies which clothes should be appropriate for
different outside temperatures.

9.00. Integrates tactile experiences with visual representations and verbal
concepts.

9.00.01.

9.06.02.

9. 06.03.

When presented an array of pictures, verbally describes
textures, hardness, shapes, size and temperatures
(where applicable, e. g. ice).
When presented an array of pictures, selects ones which
have tactile characteristics described by an adult: e. g. ,
"Name something that will feel rough."
Given a verbal problem only, without actual object or
pictures, states how an object would feel.
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9.06.04.

9,06.05.

Given a verbal problem only, without actual object, com-
pares how two objects would feel using comparative,
tactile terms, e.g. sandpaper is rougher than cotton,
rubber is softer than wood,
Given pictures of objects, finds objects themselves by
reaching into a large bag without looking.

Understanding Shapes

10. Identifies and names basic shapes.

10.01. Recognizes differences among solid and plane shapes.

10.01.01. Picks out plane shape different from others that are the
same in color and size.

10.01.02. Picks out solid shape different from others that are the
same in color and size.

10.02. Pits solid and plane Elves int-) form boards.

10.02.1.
10.02. 02.

Places correct solid shapes into form board.
Places correct plane shapes into form board.

10.03. Matches solid shapes.

10. 03. 01.
10.03.02.

Picks from group of solid shares, one that matches a model.
Piclrs from group of solid shapes of varying sizes or
colors one that matches :.

10.04. Matches plane shapes.

10.05.

10.04.01. Pcks from group of plane shapes, one that matches a
model. ( , ,

0 4

10.04.02. Picks from group of plane shape's of varying sizes or
colors one that matches a model.

Sorts solid shapes.
,

10.05.01. Groups together from many stolid shapes those that look
the same.
Groups together from many solid shapes those that are
the same shape despite color co size difference.

,

10.05,02,
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10.06. Sorts plane shapes.

10.06.01. Groups together from many plane shapes those that look
the same.

10.06.02. Groups together from many plane shapes those that are
the same shape despite color or size difference.

10.07. Matches plane shapes to drawings of the shape.

10.07.01.
10.07.02.

Places similar plane shapes on drawings of that shape.
Places similar plane shapes on drawings of that shape
while in different sizes or perspectives.

10.08. Match solid shapes to drawings of that shape.

10.08.01.
10.08.02.

Places similar sclid shapes on drawings of that shape.
Places similar solid shapes on drawings of that shape
while in different sizes or perspectives.

10.09. Matches picture of plane shapes.

10.09.01.

10.09.02.

Picks from a group of pictures of shapes, the one that
matches a model.
Picks from a group of pictures of shapes, the one that
matches a model despite color or size differences.

10.10. Matches pictures of solid shapes.

10.10.01,

10.10.02.

Picks from a group of pictures of solid shapes, the one
that matches a model.
ricks from a group of pictures of solid shapes, the one
that matches a model despite color or size differences.

10.11. Sorts pictures of shapes.

10.11.01. Groups together, from many pictures of shapes, those
that look the same.

10.11,02. Groups together, from many pictures of shapes, those
that look the same despite color or size differences.

10.12. Identifies plane shapes.

10,12,01. Points to circle when named.
10.12.02. Points to square when named.
10.12.03. Points to triangle when named.
10.12.04, Points to rectangle when named.
10.12.05. Points to diamond when named.
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10.13. Names plane shapes.

10.13.01.
10.13.02.
10. 13. 03.
10.13.04.
10.13.05,

Names circle whet, pointed to.
Nzlnes scone when pointed to.
Names triangle when pointed to.
Names rectangle when pointed to.
Names diamond when pointed to.

10.14. Identifies solid shapes.

10.15.

10.14.01.
10.14.02.
10. 14. 03.
10. 14. 04,
10.14.05.

Names solid

10.15.01.
16.15.02.
10. 15. 03.
10, 15.04.
10,15.05.

Points to sphere when named.
Points to cube when named.
Points to pyramid when named.
Points to cylinder when named.
Points to cone when named.

shapes.

Names sphere when pointed to.
Names cube when pointed to.
Names pyramid when pointed to.
Names cylinder when pointed to.
Names cone when po'.nated to.

10.16. Identifies straight and curved lines.

10.16.01.
10.16.02.

Points to straight tine when named.
Points to curved line when Lamed.

10.17. Names straight and curved lines.

10.17. 01. Names straight line when pointed to
10.17.02. Names curved line when pointed to.

. ,

10.18. Draws basic shapes and lines (Dis. 21, 22 & 23).
ii

10.18.01.
10.18.02.

30.39. Constructs models of geometric shapes (Ms. 21 & 23).

10.19.01.
10. 19. 02.

Draws basic geometric shapes and lines from a model.
Draws basic geometric shapes and lines without a
model.

Makes clay shapes from a modal of a solid.
Makes clay shape without a model.
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10.20. Identifies shapes in complex objects,

10.20.01.

10. 20. 02.

Dames objects in surroundings that exemplify basic
shapes.
Names pictures of objects that exemplify basic shapes.

10.21. Constructs detailed objects. (Dis. 21 & 23).

10. 21. 01.
10. 21. 02.

10. 21. 03.

Assembles jigsaw puzzle correctly.
Constructs pictures of familiar objects (tree, house,
man) from flat geometric shapes (2 piece-picture).
Constructs pictures of objects from flat geometric
shapes (3 or more piece-picture).

10.22. Identifies printed symbols. (Dis. 21,22, & 2b).

10, 23.

10.22.01. Matches similar letters to a model.
10.22.02. Puts similar letters into a group.
10.22.03. Names and points to letter A.
10.22.04. Names and points to letter A from a group of letters.
10,22.05 Names and points to other letters of the alphabet.

10.22.00. fiecoghizes and points to own written name.

Identifies shapes that intersect.

10.23.01. Traces and points out (using difference colors),
separate shapes that are superimposed (two shapes).

30.23.02. Traces and points out separate shape that is imbedded
in seveal other shapes.

Knowing color

11. Identifies and names the colors.

11.01. Understands the words same and different. (Dis. 5.03).

11.02. Distinguishes same and different in color.

11.02.01. Given two red objects and c,ne blue object, points to the
one that is different.

11.02.02. Given two red objects and ope yellow object, points to
the one that is different.

11.02.03. Given two yellow objects and one blue object, points to
the one that Is different.

11.02.04. Given two red objects and one orange object, points to
the one that is different;
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11.02.05.

11.02.06.

11. 02.07.

11. 02. 08.

Given two red objects and one green object, points to the
one that is different.
Given two orange objects and one yellow object, points to
the ore that is different.
Given two purple objects and one gl'een o1)ject, points to
the one that is different.
Given two blue objects and one purple object, points to
the one that is different.

11.03. Matches color.

11.03.01. Given a red object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects a red one that matches the sample.

11.03.02. Given a yellow object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects a yellow one that matches the sample.

11.03.03. Given a blue object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects a blue one that matches the sample.

11.03.04. Given an orange object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects orange one that matches the sample.

11.03.05. Given a green object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects a green one that matches the sample.

11.03.06. Given a purple object as a sainplf.1, chooses from several
other objects a purole one that matches t:-.e sample.

11.03.07. Given a back object as a sample, chooses frDm several
other objects a black object that matches the sample.

11.03.08. Given a white object as a sample, chooses from several
other objects a white one that matches the sample.

11.04. Sorts by color.

11.04.01. Given a set of objects that includes several of each color,
sorts each of the colors into separate sets by putting
those that are the same togetherred, yellow, blue,
green, orange, purple, black, and white.

11.05. Points to colors when named.

11.05.01. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects red object when named by adult.

11.05.02. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects, yellow object when named by adult.

11.05.03. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
paints to or selects blue object when named by adult.

11.0544. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects orange object when named by adult.
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11.05.05. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects green object when named by adult.

11.05.06. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects purple object when named by adult.

11.05.07. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects black object when named by adult.

11.05.08. Given set of objects representing all the basic colors,
points to or selects white object when named by adult.

11.06. Names colors.

11.06.01.

11.06.02.

Given set of eight identical objects that vary in color
only, selects and names each correctly for each of the
eight basic colors.
Given eight objects that differ in size and shape as well
as color, selects and names each of the eight basic
colors.

11.07. Mixes colors in paint.

11.07.01.
11. 07.02.
11.07.03.

Mixes green paint from yellow and blue.
Mixes orange paint from red and yellow.
Mixes purple paint fqtr, red and blue.

11.08. Understands lighter and darker.

11.08.01.

11.08.02.

Given two objects that are different shadestiof the same
color, chooses one that is lighter.
Given two objects that are differs .t shadeslof the same
color, chooses one that is darker.

. 11.09. Mixes lighter and darker shades of paint,

11.09.01. Understands to mix white paint with a color to make it

I

lighter.
11.09.02. Understands to mix black paint with a color to make it

' darker.

Understands color in light.

11.10.01. Uses a light box to show that colors in light mix
differently than colors in paint.

11.10.02. Understands that a prism separates white light into a
spectrum of colors.

1:',10.03.. Understands that raindrops act as prisms to create a
rainbow from sunlight.
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apeaking

12. Speaks so he can be understood and can answer simple questions in sentences
using various parts of speech,

12,01. Speaks understandably,

12. 01.01.
12. 01.02.
12. 01.03.

Does not stutter.
Does not stammer.
Does not lisp.

12.02. Speaks audibly.

12.02.01. Can '.,e heard easily when speaking.
12.02.02. Does not have to be asked to speak louder.

12.03. Articulates clearly.

12.03.01. Separates words so each can be clearly understood.
12.03.02. Usually accents correct syllable in multi-syllable words.

12.04. Uses complete sentences.

12.05.

12.04.01,
12.04.02.

Uses sentences of two or more words, such as "We go,"
Uses sentences of three or more words, such as "The
boy goes."

Uses long sentences.
i.
i

12.05.01, Uses sentences of four or more words, such as "When
do we go?"

12.05,02. Uses sentences of five or More words such as "The boy
goes to school." 1

12.05.03. Sometimes uses sentences of six or more words such
as, "We see the light from here."

12.06. Pronounces words intelligibly.

12.06.01.

12.06.02,

Does NOT have an accent that makes it difficult to
understand his meaning.
Does NOT use baby talk.
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12.07. Uses words in correct order in sentences.

12. 07.01.
12.07. 02.

Generally uses subject before verbs.
Generally uses modifiers next to word modified, such
as "The black dog ..."

12.08. Asks questions.

12.08.01. Asks such questions as "How do I do it?"

12.09. Answers questions with statements.

12.09.01. When asked a question, such as "Where do you live?",
answers with a complete statement, such as "I live in
a house."

12.10. Uses negatives in sentences.

12.10.01. Uses sentences such as, "That color isn't red."

12.11. Uses exclamatory sentences.

12.11.01. Uses sentences with emphasis, such as, "That's fun!"

12.12. Uses imperative sentences.

12.12.01. Uses sentences with emphasis, such as ''Don't bother me!"

12.13. Uses sentences with compound subjects or compound predicates.

12.13.01.
12.13.02.

Uses AND to join two words in sentence.
Uses OR to join two words in sentence.

12.14. Uses compound sentences.

12.14.01. Uses compound sentences such as, "He is tall and I
am short."

12.15. Uses complex sentences.

12.15.01. Uses complex sentences such as, "When it's cold,'I
don't like to go outside."
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12.16. Uses correct intonation in sentences.

12.16.01. Let's voice fall at end of a sentence.
12.16.02. Raises voice at end of question.

12.17. Uses correct verb forms.

12.17, 01.

12. 17. 02.

12.17.03.
12.17.04.
11.17.05.

Uses base form for first and second person singular
and third person plural. (We fall.)
Usually acids s to base form for third person singular.

(He falls.)
Uses correct past tense. (He fell, )
Uses correct future tense. (We will fall.)
Uses present participle. (He is falling.)

12.18. Adds plural endings to nouns correctly.

12.18.01.
12.18.02.

Uses s suffix for regular nouns.
Uses irregular plurals correctly, such as leaves or
knives.

12.19. Uses contractions correctly.

12.19.C1. Uses "isn't" correct;... (He isn't NOT They isn't)
12.19.02. Uses "they're" correctly. (They're goiti&NOT They's

going.)

12.20. Uses possessives correctly.

12.20.01. Uses such sentences as, "The dog's house is big, "or
"The house of the dog is big."

12.21. Describes using modifiers.

12.21.01. uses adjectives such as red to descrthe nouns.
12.21.02. ' Uses adverbs such as steadily to deScribe verl's.
12.21.03. Uses the comparative form for adjectives, such as

bigger.
12.21.04. Uses the superlative form of adjective, such as biggest.

12.22. Uses prepositions in sentences.

12. 22. 01. Uses prepositions in sentences, i uch as, "We are going
to town."
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12.23, Uses relative clauses as modifiers,

12,23.01. Uses relative clauses in sentences, such as 1114
friend who lives next door has a dog.",

12,24. Uses participial phrases as modifiers.

12, 24.01.

Following Directions

Uses participial phrases as modifiers in sentences,
such as "The cow standing in the field is brown and
white."

13. Carries out a six to eight part verbal direction or performs an activity which
requires six to eight actions.

13.01. Responds to simple commands (Dis. 19,01).

13.01.01. (Dis. 19,01.010
13,01.02. (Dis, 19.01.02.)

13,02. Carries out a two-part verbal direction.'

13.02.01. Follows a direction, such as "Take two blocks and put
one on top of the other."

13.02.02. Follows a direction, such as Use your blue crayon
to draw a circle,"

13.03. Copies a model requiring a two-part action.

I

13.03.01. Copies a drawing, such as one in which two lines cross.
13.03.02. Copies a model in which there are three blocks in a row

or three blocks stacked on Itop of each other.

13.04. Follows a sequenced drawing requiring .1$/o actions.

13.04.01. Arranges two pictures in the order in which one
happened first and the othcr second.

13.04,02. Carries out the action shown in a series of two pictures,
such as (1) three blocks shown arranged in random,
(2) three blocks stacked on fop of each other.
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13.05. Carries out a three-part verbal direction.

13.05,01 Follows a direction, such as "Use your crayons to
draw first a blue circle and then a red circle."

13.05.02. Follows a direction, such as "Make a wall of blocks
that is four blocks stacked on top of eacl other."

13.0G. Follows a sequenced drawing requiring three actions.

13.06.01. Arranges three pictures in the order in which the
events happened.

13.06.02. Carries out the action shown in a series of three
pictures.

13.06.03. Makes something following a blueprint with three
sequenced steps.

13.07. Carries out a four-part verbal direction.

13.07.01. Follows a direction, such as "Use your crayons to
draw a red circle, a blue circle, and a green square."

13.07.02. Follows a direction, such as "Find the object hidden
under a red book on the bottom shelf of the bookcase
by the washroom,"

13.08. Copies a model requiring a four-part action.

13. 08. 01.
13.08.02.

(See 13. 03.01.)
(See 13. 03. 02. )

13.09. Follows a sequenced drawing requiring four actions.

13. 09.01.
13.09.02.

(See 13.04.01.)
(See 13.04.02.)

13.10. Carries out a five-part verbal direction

13.10.01.
13.10.02.

(See 13.05.01.)
(See 13.05.02.)

13.11. Copies a model requiring a five-part action.

13, 11.01. (See 13. 03.01.)
13. 11.02. (See 13. 03. 02.)
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13.12. Follows a sequenced drawinr requiring five actions.

13.12.01.
13.12.02.
13.12.03.

(See 13. 06. 01)
(See 13. 06. 02.)
(See 13.06.03.)

13.13. Carries out a six-part verbal direction.

13.13.01.
13.13.02.
13.13.03.

(See 13.05.01.)
(See 13.05. 02.)
(Sec 13. 07. 02.)

13.14. Copies a model requiring a six-part action.

13.14.01.
13.14.02.

(See 13.03.01.)
(See 13.03.02.)

13.15. Follows a sequenced drawing requiring six actions.

13.15.01. (See 13.06.01.)
13.15.02. (See 13.06. 02. )
13.15.03. (See 13.06.03.)

13.16. Carries out a seven-part verbal eection.

13.16.01. (See 13.05.01.)
13. 16.01. (See 13. 05. 02. )

13.17. Copies a model requiring a seven-part action.

13.17.01.
13.17.02.

(See 13.03.01.)
(See 13.03.02.)

. 13.18. Follows a sequenced drawing requiring seven actions.

13.18.01. (See 13.06.01.)
13.8.02. (See 13.06.02.)
13.18.03. (See 13.06.03.)

Counting

14. Matches, identifies and prints numerals from 1 to 10. Counts from 1 to 10.

14.01. Counts to ten.

14.01.01. Sings counting song, 'one little, two little, etc..."
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14.01.0'.
14.01.03.

14.01.04.

Recites to ten.
Touches one after another of a series of objects, such
as blocks, as he counts to t'm.
Understands that th:.. number of the last object he has
counted tells how many objects he has counted.

14.02. Counts to twenty.

14.02.01.
14.02.02.

Recites to twenty.
Touches one after another r* a series of objects, such
as blocks, as he counts to twenty.

14. 03. Counts backward.

14. 03.01.
14. 03. 02.

Counts backward from ten, as in a rocket blast off.
Counts backward from twenty.

14.04. Knows the "next number" without counting.

14.04.01. For any number from 1 to 10, answers the question,
"What number comes after...,(two) ?"

14.04.02. For any number from 1 to 20; answers the question,
"What number comes after: (fifteen) ?"

14.05. Counts by tens.

14.05.01, Counts by tens to 100--ten; twenty, thirty, etc.

14.06. Courts by fives.

14.06.01. Counts by fives to 100five; ten, fifteen, etc.

14.07. Counts by twos.

14.08.

14.07.01. Counts by twos to 20--two,' four, six, etc.

Counts by ordinal numbers.

14.08.01. Counts by ordinal numbers to ten while pointing to
series of objects--first, second, third, etc.

14.01;.02. Given a aeries of ten objects, points when asked to the
object representing the correct ordinal number - -such
as, "Wh.ch is the third block?"
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Understanding Numbers

15. Describes sets and members of sets; joins and separates sets; prints numerals.

15.01. Understands the concept of sets.

15.01.01.

15.02. Understands

15.02.01.

15.02.02.

15.02. 03.
15.02.04.
15.02.05.

15.03. Understands

15.03.01.

15. 03. 02.

15.04. Understands

15.04.01.

15. 04.02.

15. 04. 03.

When a set of objects is described, picks out the members

of the set from other objects.

equal sets.

Given pictures of equivalent and non-equivalent sets,
draws lines from one equivalent set to another.
Given sets of objects that are both equivalent and non-
equivalent, picks out the equivalent sets.
Uses word eq to describe equivalent sets.
Understands symbol = stands for equal.
Plays dominoes.

more (or fewer) in sets.

Given two non-equivalent sets of objects, picks out
which is more and which is fewer.
Given two non-equivalent sets of objects, names and
points to which is more and which is fewer.

sequence of sets.

Given pictures of sets from 1 to 10, arranges them in

sequence from left to right.
Given pictures of sets in sequence from 1 to 10 with

several sets missing, inserts missing sets in correct

order.
Given pictures of sets from 1 to 10 with several missing,

arranges them in sequence leaving spaces for missing

sets.

15.05. Understands empty set.

15. 05.01.

15.05.02.

15. 05. 03.

Describes a set with no members, such as all the
live elephants in his bedroom.
Understands none not any, zero, or 0, stands for an

empty set.
When an empty set PI described, names it as zero.
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15.05. Counts to 10. (Dis. 14.01.)

15.07. Counts members of sets to 10.

15.07.01. Given any set from 0 to 10, names number of objects
in set.

15.08. Reads numerals.

15.08.0].

15.08.02.
15. 08. 03.
15.08.04.

Given three numerals, two of which are the same and
one different, picks the one that is different and the two
that are the same.
Matches numerals 0 to 10.
Sorts numerals 0 to 10.
Names and points to numerals 0 to 10.

15.09. Matches numerals co sets 0 to 10.

15.09.01. Given sets of objects from 0 to 10, matches correct
numeral to each set.

15.09.02. Given a numeral from 0 to 10, constructs a set of
objects to correspondito the numeral.

15.10. Understands greater and less in n:nerals.

15. 10.01.

15. 10. 02.

Given any two numerals from 0 to 10, names which is
greater. ,. t
Given any two numerals from 0 to 10, namps which is

less.

15. 1. Understands Addition,

15.11.01. Given two sets cf objects, unites the two sets and
names how many are in the new set up to 10.

15.11.02. Given two numbers, constructs sets that they represent,
unites them, and chooses correct numeral up to 10 that
represents new set.

15.11.03. Irsos words add and addition to describe uniting sets.
15.11.04. Understands symbol + stands for add or plus.
15.11.05. Uses simple abacus to add.

15.12. Understands Subtraction.

16.12.01. Given a set of objects from 1 to 10, removes a smaller
set when asked and then names how many are left in the
remaining set.
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15.12.02.

15. 12. 03.

15.12.04.
15.12.05.

Given two numerals, constructs set represented by
larger numeral, removes subset represented by
smaller numeral, and chooses numeral that represents
remaining subset. .

Uses words take awav , subtract, and subtraction to describe
removing a subset from a greater set.
Understands symbol - stands for subtract or minus.
Uses simple abacus to subtract.

15.13. Identifies several names for numbers.

15.13.01.

15.13.02.

Given a numeral from 0 to 10, uses addition to identify
other names for the number, such as 8 = 6 + 2.
Given a numeral from 0 to 10, uses subtraction to identify
other names for the number; such as 8 = 10 - 2.

15.14. Understands coins.

15.14.01. Matches pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters.
15.14.02. Sorts pennies, nickels, dimes, and quarters.
15.14.03. When asked points to pennies, nickels, dimes, or

quarters.
15.14.04. Names and points to pennies, nickels, dimes, and

quarters.
15.14.05. Matches penny, nickel, and dime to correct numerals.
15.14.06. Tells how many cents are in a mixed set of coins.

=15.15. Understands Fractions.

15.15.01.
15.15.02.
15.15.03.
15.15.04.

Matches halves, thirds, and :fourths of objects.
When asked selects 1/2, 1/3, or 1/4 of an object.
Names and selects 1/2, 1/3, or 1/4 of an object.
Identifies 1/2, 1/3, or 1/41ofa set of objects.

, 15.16. Prints numerals. (Dis. 22.15.02.).

15.16.01.
15.16.02.
15.16.03.

Tellinci. Time

Traces numerals 0 to 10.
Cnnien numerals 0 to 10. ,

Prints numerals 0 to 12 without copying.
4 .

16. Names basic units of time and reads time on a clock.

16.01. Understands time related concepts. (Dis. 30.00.),
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16, 02. Understands

16. 02.01.

16.02.02.

16, 02.03.

16. 02.04.

relationship of time and motion.

Names acid chooses among
fast and slow.
Names and chooses among
faster and slower.
Names and chooses among
faster, and fastest.
Names and chooses among
slower, and slowest.

16.03. Understands how hour glass tells time.

16.03.01.
16.03.02.

16.04. Understands

16. 04. 01.

16.04.02.
16. 04.03.

pictures that represent

pictures that represent

pictures that represent fast,

pictures that represent slow,

Uses an egg-timer to time an event.
Names and chooses among pictures of hour glasses
that represent before and after.

how sun dial tells time. .

Explains relationship of sun to earth in dm: and at
night.
Explains how shadows change as relation to sun changes.
Exi)lains how shadow or sun dial changes in relation to
sun.

16.05. Understands units of time.

16.05.01. Names and chooses among zear, month, day, hour,
minute, and second to represent longer and shorter.

16.06. Understands function of clock hands on watch.

16.06.01. Names and distinguishes among hour-, minute-, and
and second-hands as moving faster or slower.

16.06.02. Names and distinguishes between hour-hand and minute-
hand as being longer and shorter.

16.06.03. Understands hour-hand tells time in relation to hours.
16.06,04. Understands minute-hand tells time in relation to

minutes.

16.07. Tells time with hour hand.

16.07.01.
16.07.02.

Reads numerals. (Dis. 15.08.)
When hour-hand points to numeral, tells what o'clock
the time is.
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16.07.03.

16.07.01.

16.07.05.

16.07.06.

When hour-hand points between numerals, tells which
hour is before and.which is after.
When hour-hand points between numerals, tells which
hour is nearer and which is farther.
Places hour-hand pointing at correct numeral when told
to put it at "... (4) o'clock."
Places hour-hand correctly when told to put it before or
after"... (3) o'clock."

16.08. Tells time with minute and hour hands.

16.08.01.
16.08.02.

16.08.03.

16, 08.04.

16.08.05.

16.08.06.

16.08.07.

Meast22..ino-

17. Compares weights, volumes, temperatures, ,and distances.

17.01. Uses terms of length.

Understands there al-i; (In minutes in an hour.
When minute hand points to numeral, tells how many
minutes it shows after' the hour.
When minute hand points to numeral, tells how many
minutes it shows before the hour.
When minute-hand is between numerals, tells how many
minutes after the hour.
When minute-hand is between numerals, tells how many
minutes before the hour.
By looking at clock, reads time, "It is ...minutes after
...o'clock," or "It isq.. minutes before... o' clock."
Times how long an Witt lasts in minutes.

17.01.01. Names and chooses among objects, such as'rods or
pencils, to discrimi..ateloLgi and short.

17.01,02. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate
short shorter, and shortest.

17;01.03. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate long,
i lenges, and longest.

17.01.04. Arranges objects in sequence of lengths from shortest
to longest.

17.02. Uses terms of height.

17.02.01, Names and chooses among persons or objects to
*discriminate tall and short in height.

17.02.02. Names and chooses among persons or objects to
discriminate tall, taller, and tallest in height.
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17.02.03. Names and chooses among persons or objects to
discriminate short shorter, and shortest in height.

17.02.04. Arranges objects or pictures of persons in sequence
of height from shortest to tallest.

17.03. Uses terms of width,

17..03.01. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate wide
(or thick) and narrow (or thin).

17.03.02. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate wide,
wider widest, or thick, thicker, thickest.

17.03.03. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate
narrow, narrower, narrowest or thin, thinner, or
thinnest.

17.03.04. Arranges objects or pictures of objects in sequence
from widest to narrowest, or thickest to thinest.

17.04. Uses terms of size.

17.04.03. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate big,
(or large) and little (or small).

17.04.02. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate j,
bigger, and biggestt or large, larger, and largest.

17.04.03. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate
small smaller., and smallest, or little, littler, and
littlest.

17.04.04. Arranges objects or pictures of objects in sequence
from biggest to littlest, or largest to smallest.

I

17.05.01. Names and chooses amongiobjects to discriminate
heavy and light.

17.05.02. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate
heavy, heavier, and heaviest.

17.05.03. Names and chooses among objects to discriminate
light, lighter and lightest.

17.05.04. Arranges objects in sequence from heaviest to lightest.

17.05. Uses terms of weight.

17.06. Uses terms of space relationships. (Dist 29.00.).

17.07. Measures with arbitrary units to nearest whole unit.

17.07.01. Uses own hands to measure length, width or height.
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17.07.02, Uses own feet to measure le ttng__L, width, or height.

17.07.03. Measures length or height of something against position
on own body in comparison of two objects.

17.07.04. Measures length, width, or height using a short stick.

17.08. Measures with inches to nearest whole unit.

17. 08. 01,
17. 08. 02.
17. 08.03.

Measures length with inches.
Measures width with inches.
Measures height with inches.

17.09. Measures weight with balance.

17.09.01. Given choice of two pictures of children on a teeter-
totter, chooses one that is in balance, when asked.

17.09.02. Given a scale out of balance, adds weights to one side
to balance it.

17.09.03. Uses scale to. determine which of two weights is
heavier or lighter.

17,09.04. Understands that removing part of an object makes it
fighter.

17. /O. Measures volume or amount.

17.10.01. Understands amount of liquid does not change when

poured from one container into another.
17.10.02. Decides which of two containers holds more or less by

pouring liquid from one to the other.
17.10.03, Uses empty and full to describe containers. Understands

relationship of cup, pint, and quart in liquid measure.
17.10.04. Uses inside and outside to describe containers. Measures

liquids in cups, pints, and quarts to nearest whole unit.

17.11. Measures ternp2rature.

17.11,01. Tells which of two objects is warm or celd by touch.

(Dis. 9.0.).
17.11.02. Comparing pictures of thermometers, chooses which

shows warmer or colder.

17.12. Understands straight line is shortest distance between two points.

17.12.01. Measures two paths between two points and tells which
is shorter.
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17.12.02.

17.12.03.

Chooses which of two drawn paths between two points
is shorter.
When asked to draw shortest path between two points,
draws straight line.

Sticking to a Task

18. Persists 15 minutes at a task.

18.01. Demonstrates some persistence in sticking to a task.

18.01.01. Watches TV puppet show for more than 1 minutes with-
out being diverted to something else.

18.02. Demonstrates fair persistence in sticking to a task.

18.02.01. Watches 'I V puppet show for more than 2 Minutes with-
out being diverted to something else.

18.03. Demonstrates good persistence in sticking to a task.

18.03.01. \Vetches entire 4 to 5,,minute TV puppet show without
being diverted to son.:thing else.

18.04. Has persistence of minutes in observing an audio-visual presenta-
tion.

18.04.01. Time child for how long he watches without being
diverted from a TV show, a movie, a pupp'et show,
or some other a-v presentation.

18,05. Has persistence of minutes in listening to an audio pr esentation.

18.05.01. Time child for how long he listens to without being
divertel from a phonograph record or audio tape.

18.06. Has persistence of minutes in solving a problem.

18.06.01. Time child for how long he will work at a problem,
such as a jig-saw puzzle.

18.07. , Has 'persistence of minutes in working on'eoncept formation.

18.07.01. Time hew long he will work at matching, sorting,
or classifying.
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18.0S. Has persistence of minutes in working with numbers.

18.08.01. Time how long he will work at one of the activities
in Counting (14) or Understanding Numbers (15).

18.09. Has persistence in speech activities of minutes.

18.09.01. Time how long he will talk in telling a story.

18.10. Has persistence in artistic activities of minutes.

18.10.01. Tine how long he will work at such an activity as
drawing or modeling clay.

18.11. Has persistence in musical activities of minutes.

18.11.01. Time how long he will stick to working with a musical
instrument.

18.12. Has persistence in making and building activities of minutes.

18.12.01. Time how long he wili work at such an activity as
block building, a construction set, or model making.

18.13. Has persistence in physical activities of minutes.

18.13.01. Time how long he will work at a physical exercise or
continue with a physical game.

Understanding Rules

19. Makes and follows rules.

19.01. Responds to simple commands. (Dis. 13.01.).

19.01.01. When asked to carry out a single action, he does it;
such as, "Please shut the door." (Dis. 13.01.01.).

19.01.02. When asked to carry out a single direction, he does it;
such as, "Pick up the book, please." (Dis. 13.01.02.)

19.02. Accepts the authority of an adult to issue(commands.

19.02.01. When adult issues a simple command, he carries it
out, either without asking "Why?" or after his question
is answered.
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19.03. Accepts the aitthority of another child appointed to be in charge.

19.03.01.

19.03.02.

19.04. Tests rules.

Follows directions of another child giving orders in
game, such as "Simon Says."
Follows directions of another child leading in game,
"Follow the leader."

19.04.01. When told a rule or given a command, asks, "Why?"
19.04.02. When told a rule or given a command, wants to LA

out what will happen if rule or command is net followed;
fol: example, does not carry out a rule until threatened
with a penalty.

19.05. Accepts the need for rules.

19.05.01.

19.05.02.

When asked to play a new game, he asks what the rules
are, or how the game is played.
After asking "Why?" when a rule or command is given,
he carries it out if the reason given is logical.

19.06. Understands and follows the rules for games.

19.06.01. Understands and can play a simple game, such as
Tick-Tack-Toe.

19.06.02. Understands and can play a somewhat more complicated
game, such as Candy land.

19.07. Helps makes rules.

19. 07.01.

19.07. 02.

Joins other children in making rules for a game, such
as playing store.
Joins in discussion about why rules are needed, such as
why there is a rule that toys and. materials should be put
away after a child is through using them.

19.08. Ex-plains rules.

19.08.01. Explains rules of a game to another child or children.
19.08.02. Explains about traffic laws to a younger child.

19.09. Understands about local laws.

19,09.01. Joins in a discussion about traffic laws and why they
are needed.
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19.09.02.

19.09.03.

Demonstrates understanding of stop-and-go signals
and other traffic signs.
Joins in a discussion about who makes the city's laws,
how they are made, and how they are enforced.

19.10. Understands about state laws.

19.10.01. Joins in discussion about the need for state laws, who
makes them, how they are made, and how they are
enforced.

19.11. Understands about national laws.

19.11.01. Joins in a discussion about the need for national laws,
who makes them, how they are made, and how they arc
enforced.

19.12. Understands about international rules and laws.

19. 12. 01.

Tasting and Brnelli

Joins in a discussion about the United Nations, about
wars and conflict; between,nations, and about treaties
between nations.

20. Compares tastes and smells of common items.

20.01.

20.02.

Distinguishes sweet, sweeter, and sweetest.

20.01.01. Tells by taste which of two objects is sweeter.
20.01.02. Tells by taste which of three objects is sweetest.

Distinguishes sour, sourer, and sourest1.

20.02.01. Tells by taste which of two objects is sourer.
20.02.02. Tells by taste which of three objects is sourest.

20.03. Distinguishes bitter, bitterer, and bitterest.

20.03.01. Tells by taste which of two objects is bitterer.
20.03.02. Tells by taste which of three objects is bitterest.

20.09. Knows common food flavorings by taste.

20.04.01.
20.04.02.

Tells sugar by taste.
Tells salt by taste.
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20.04.03.
20. 01.04.
20. 04.05.
20.04.0G.
20,04.07.
20.01.08.
20.01.09.
20. 04. 10.

Tells peppev by taste.
Tells mustard by taste.
Tells ci».1nve,n by taste
Tells ketchup by taste.
Tells vanilla by taste.
Tells chocolate by taste.
Tells vinegar 1.)y taste.
Tells cloves by 1astc.

20.35. Knews common ffnits by ta,:;ee.

20. 05.01.
20. 05.02.
20.05.03.
20. 05.04.
20.05.05.
20. 05.06.

20.06. Knows odors

20.00.01.
20.06.02.
20. 06.03.

20.07. Knows odors

20. 07.01.
20. 07.02.
20. 07.03.
20.07. 04.

Finer Dexterity.

Tells orange by taste.
Tells lemon by taste.
Tells lime by taste.
Tells apple by taste.
Tells cherry by taste.
Tells grap, by taste.

of common flowers.

Tells rose; 1):: odor.
Tells coffee by odor.
Tells cinammon by odor.

of CO1)11)1011 materials.

Tells cedtx by odor.
Tells leather by odor.
Tells pairt by odor.
Tells moth balls by odor.

21. Controls Ir. ',I and finger movements., coordinates eyes and hands in a
manipulaU task.

21.01. Controls opening and closing of hands.

21.01.01. Makes a :ist when asked.
21.01.02. Opens anl closes fists of each band.

21. 02. Controls bending of inlivilu:11 fingers.

21.02.01. Wiggles )11C fi Igor at a time.
21.02.02. Bends Nell ;irger of each hand at the knuckle.
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21.02.03.
21.02.01.

21.02.05.
21.02.06,

Pends each finger of each hand at the second joint.
With each hand, touches thumb with each finger
individu ally.
Manipulates hand puppets.
Manipulates finger puppets.

21. 03. Controls spreading of individual fingers.

21. 03. 01.
21.03.02.

21.03.03.

21.03.04.

21.03.05.

Spreads all fingers apart,
Separates little finger from first three fingers on each

hand.
Separates idea finger from last three fingers on each

hand.
Separates little finger and index finger from middle
two fingers on each hand.
Separates first two fingers from last two fingers on

. .

each hand.

21,04, Controls thumb movements.

21.04.01.
21.04.02.
21.04.03.

21.04.04.

21.04.05.

Rotates thumb of each hand individually,
Simultaneously rotates thumbs of both hands clockwise.

Simultaneously rotate tlannbs of both hands counter-
clockwise.
Simultaneously rotates one thumb clockwise and one

counter-clockwise.
Shoots marbles with thumb,

21.05. Grasps well with hands and fingers.

21.0G.

21. 05. 0] .
21. 05.02.
21.05.03.
21.05.04.

Coordinates

21.06.01.
21.0G. 02.

21.06.03.

21.06.01.

Grasps well with both hands (Dis. 35.02.).
Grasps and turns doorknob with one hand.
Holds a glass of livid with one hand without spilling.
Unscrews jar lid.

use of two hands,

Uscs both hands to hold and move an object,
Alternates use of hands in holding an objoct, such as a
glass or a book,
Uses one hand to hold :ii; object in place, whiltc the
other hand works, a.. in drawing or hammering.
Alternates hands in Eimple tast,s, such as pulling a
toy or building with blocks.
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21.07. Controls use of fingers in drawing and painting.

21.07.01. Uses hands and fingers in fingerprinting (Dis. 22.04.).
21.07.02. Uses crayons (Ms. 22.05.).
21.07.03. Uses watercolor paints and brushes (Dis. 22.06).
21.07.04. Uses pencil (Dis. 22.07).
21.07.05. Fills in outline drawing with crayons, staying within

the lines.
21.07.06. Fills in outline drawing with pencil, staying within the

lines.
21.07.07. Fills in outline drawing with watercolors, staying

within the lines.
21.07.08. Draws straight lines between dots.

21.08. Controls use of fingers in printing numbers (Dis. 22.15.).

21.09. Controls use of fingers in printing letters (Dis. 22.16.).

21.10. Controls use of fingers in cutting.

21.10.01. Cuts out a given figure with scissors, as in a cut-out
book.

21.10.02. Cuts along a fold produccd,by folding a piece of paper.
21.10.03. Makes paper cutouts of people and animals (Dis. 23.03.01.).

21.11. Controls use of fingers in picking up objects.

21.11.01. Picks up small objects, such as pins.
21,11.02. Plays game of pick -up- sticks successfully.

21.12. Coordinates eyes and hands in aligning objects.

21.12.01. Puts toy train on a track.
21.12.02. Lines up blocks or cards in "trains."
21.12.03. Places two rods so that marks on each of them are

lined up.
21.12.04. Pastes cutouts on an outline of the same shape.
21.12.0:7. Sets a dial to a pre-marked position.
21.12.06. Places a nc;dle at the beginning of a phoncgraph record.

21.13. Coordinates eyes and hands in pouring liquids.

21.13,01,
21.13.02.
21.13.03.

Pours from and into variously-shaped containers.
Pours up to a marked line.
Pours from a large container into a smaller one.
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21.14. Coordinates eyes and hands in fastening and locking.

21.14.01. Places key in lock.
21.14,02. Turns key in lock to open lock.
21.14.03. Buttons and unbuttons clothing.
21.14.04. Zippers and uuzippers.
21.14.05. Snaps and unsnaps.
21.14.05. Hooks and unhooks hook-and-eye.

21.15. Coordinates eyes and hands in threading and lacing.

21.15.01.
21.15.02.
21.15.03.
21.15. 04.
21.15.05.
21.15.06.

Strings beads (.Dis. 23.08).
Threads needle.
Sews button on piece of cloth (Dis. 23.10.01.).
Laces and unlaces shoes.
Ties knots.
Ties a bow.

21.16. Coordinates eyes and hands In using tools (Dis. 24.00.).

21.17. Coordinates eyes, hands, and mouth in eating.

21.17.01. Holds fork and spoon comfortably.
21.17.02. Holds glass and drinks without spilling.

Drawing

22. Describes what a drawing communicates and draws using several media and

tools.

22.01. Understands meaning of drawings.

22.01.01. Identifies objects in a picture (Dis. 1.0.0.).
22.01.02. Matches solid shapes with pictures of those shapes in

different sizes and perspectives (Dis. 10.0.0.).
22.01.03. When shown picture of an incident or event, tells what

is happening in that picture.

22. 02. Traces pictures.

22. 02.01.
22. 02. 02.

22. 02. 03.

With index finger, traces paths through groov;c1 iva cs.
With pencil or crayon, draws paths through grooved
mazes.
With pencil or crayon, traces finger or design urine
stencil cutouts.
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22.02.04.
22.02.05.

Traces flat geometric shapes.
Traces pictures of 'common objects.

22.03. Completes partially-drawn pictures,

22.03.01.
22. 03. 02.

Completes dot-to-dot picture to see the .,vhole.
Completes partly finished drawings of animals,
persons, or objects.

22. 04. Uses fingerpaints.

22.04.01.
22. 04. 02.
22. 04.03.
22. 04.04.
22.01.05.

Mixes colors and puts colors on top of each other.
Experiments with designs and patterns.
Makes handprints with paints.
Uses fingers to make random designs.
Makes conscious designs and patterns.

22.05. Uses crayons. (Dis. 24.01. 01.)

22.05.01. Draws lines holding crayon with fingers, rather than
with fist.

22.05.02. Sorts basic colors (Dis. 11.0.3.).
22.05.03. Chooses crayons to eke specific colors, such as a

blue sky.
.22.05.04. Exerts variable pressures to make heavy or light

marks.

22.00. Uses watercolors.

22. 06.01. Paints, holding paintbrush with fingers, rnther than
with fist.

22. 06. 0? Sorts basic colors (Dis. 11,0.3.).
22. 06. 03. Chooses colors for a purpose, rather than indiscriminately.

22.07. Uses pencil. (Dis. 24.02.02.).

22.07. 01.
22. 07. 02.

Holds pencil \V h fingers, rather than with fist.
Exerts variable pressures to make heavy or light
marks.

22.08. Draws geometric shapes.

22.08.01. Draws a short fairly straight line.
22.08.02. Draws a straight line between two points.
12.08.03. Names basic geometric shapes (Dis. 10.).
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22. 08.04.

22.08.05.

22.08.0G.

Copies geometric shapes, including circle, square,
and triangle,
Makes freehand drawings of geometric shapes from
/II ci ilor3r.
Makes freehand drawing of the American flag.

22. 09. Draws figures.

22.09.01.
22,09.02.
22. 09. 03.

Uses symmetry in drawing people and animals.
Uses stick figures for people and animals.
Uses double lines to show limbs of people and animals.

22.10. Makes representational drawings and paintings.

22.10,01.
22.10.02.
22. 10.03.

Copies objects in sight.
Draws recognizable figures and objects from memory.
Includes much detail in drawings and paintings,

22.11. Uses drawing tools.

22.11.01. Draws line using riler. (Dis. 24.04.03.).
22. 11.02. Draws circle using compass. (Dis. 24. 04. 04.).

22.12. Illustrates ideas.

22.12.01. Makes drawings or paintings based on a given topic or
subject.

22.12.02. Makes a series of drawings to tell a story.

22.13. Understands perspective.

22.13.01.
22.13.02.

22.14. Understands design.

22.14.01.
22.14.02.

22.15. Prints MI met ols.

ti

22.15.01. Reads numerals. (Dis. 15.08.).
22.15.02. Prints numerals.
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22. 1G. Prints letters.

22.16.01. Read- own name. (Dis. 25.07.).
22.16.02. Copies printing of own name.
22.16.03. Knows names of letters. (Dis. 25.05. r.

22.16.04. Prints letters. (Dis. 25.08.).

Making t.nc.1 Dui ldin.

23. Uses building materials in a variety of wap.

23.01. Builds with blocks,

23.01.01.
23.01.02.
23.01.03.
23. 01.04.
23.01.05.

Lines blocks in a row,
Stacks blocks in a straight tower several blocks high.

Makes structures using walls and towers.
Makes structures using arches.
Names a kind of building and then builds it.

23.02. Models with clay.

23.02.01. Makes figures by squeezing.
23.02.02. Makes figures by pressing.
23.02.03. Makes figures by rolling.
23,. 02, 04. Makes recognizable objects.
23.02.05. Adds details to figures, such as ears, feet, and SD on.

23.03. Cuts and pastes paper.

23, 03,01.

23.05,03.
23.03.01.

Makes paper cutouts of people or animals.
Pastes collages of pictures and objects.
Folds paper airplane.
Makes figures from papier-mache.

23.01. Makes objects with foam plastic.

23.01.01,
23.04.02.

Makes ornaments with sequins and pins.
Makes hand puppet.

23. 05. Constructs objects with pipe cleaners.

23.05.01. Makes people and animals with pipe cleaners.

23.0G. Makes objects with plumbing pipe.

23.06.01. Fits plumbing pipe together to make people and animals.
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23.07, Braids yarn.

22.07.01. Makes doll or pu:-.pet by braiding yarn.

23.08. Strings beads.

23. 08.01.
22. 08. 02,

Strings large beads to match pattern.
Strings small beads to make necklace.

23.09. Builds with interlocking construction set.

23.09.01.
23. 09.02.
23.09.03.

23. 10. Sews

23. 10. 01.
23. 10. 02,
23.10.03.

Builds complex structure following drawings.
Builds furniture using large-size construction set.
Builds toy that moves' n wheels.

Sews button on piece of cloth.
Makes simple doll or puppet clothes.
Does simple embroidery.

23.11, Builds with cards.

23.11.01. Builds house with tr. *..ards.
23.11.02. Builds house with five cards.
23.11.03. Builds two-tier house with seven cards.
23.11.04. Builds three-tier hose with sixteen cards;

23.12.01. Builds simple airplane kit with glue or cement.
23,12.02. Builds simple car kit with glue or cement.

23,12. Makes models with glue or cement.

23.13. Builds with cardboard.

23.13.01. Makes wagon from heavy construction cardboard.
23.13.02. Makes somet! u g more complicated from heavy

construction cardboarLt using wood-working tools.

23.14. Bt ids with Awed,

23.14.01.
23.11.02.

Makes box from wood.
Puts together wooden birdhouse kit.
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Using. Toots

24. Demonstrates the ability to use a variety of tools,

24. 01 Uses tools that pound.

24. 01. 01 Hammers pegs with wooden ban-met,
24. 01. 02 Hammers nails with metal hammer.

24. 02 Uses tools that fasten.

24. 02.01 Fastens paper with staple-less stapler.
24. 02. 02 Fastens paper with regular stapler.

24.03 Uses prying tools.

24. 03. 01 Opens bottle with hand-held bottle opener.
24.03, 02 Lifts weight with lever.

24.04 Uses tools to draw.

24. 04, 01 Draws with crayon (Dis. 22, 05).
24. 04, 02 Draws ith pencil (Dis. 22. 07),
24. 04, 03 Draws line using ruler.
24. 04. 04 Draws circle using compass.

24. 05 Uses tools that pinch.

24. 05. 01 Tightens and loosens nuts with pliers.
24. 05. 02 Picks up pieces of paper with tweezers.

24. 06 Use tools that twist.

24. 06. 01 Fastens pipes together with fittings.
24. OG. 02 Winds toy with key.
24, 06. 03 Tightens and loosens screws with screw driver.
24. 06, 04 Locks and unlocks with key.
24. 06. 05 Clamps with vise.
24.06. 06 Tightens and loosens nuts \\Alt fixed-opening wrench.
24. 06. 07 Tightens and loosens nuts wilt monkey wrench.

2,1.07 th.zes cutting tools.

21. 07. 01 Cuts paper with scissors.
21. 07.02 Sharpens p-mell with hand-held pencil sharp2ner.
24. 07. 03 Slices with hand-held wire cheese- slicer.
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24.07.01 Cores with apple corer.
24.07.05 Peels with potato peeler.
24.07,06 Saws with handsaw.
24.07.07 llemoves lid with hand-held can opener.

24.08 Uses rotary tools.

24.08.01 Mixes with rotary beater.
24.08.02 Drill s with hand di ill.

24.09 Uses tools that smooth.

24.09.01 Smooths s+rorgi with sandpaper.
24.09.02 Piles wood with rasp.
24.09.03 Planes wood with plane.

24.10 Uses tools to measure.

24.10.01 Measures width and length with ruler.
24.10.02 Measures temperature with thermometer.
24.10.03 Measures weight with scale.
24.10.01 Measures width with calipers.ir

. Knowing the Alphabet

25. Names alld prints all letters; reads own name.

25.01 Distinguishes differences in the shapes of letters.

25.01.01 Given two a's and one o1 can tell which two are the amSe and
which one is diffefe»t.

25.01.02 Given two b's and one 1, car tell which two are the same and
which one is different.

25.01.03 Given two t's and one i, can tell which two are the same and
which one is different.

25.02 Matches the letters by shape.

25.02.01 Given two sets of cut-out capital letters, can match the letters
in pairs.

25.02.02 Given a chart of the alphabet and a set of cut -out letters, can
match the letters to the chart.

25.03 Sorts the letters by shape.

25.03.01 Given three or four sets of cut-out letters, can sort them by
shape.
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25, 01 Knows the order of the alphabet.

25.01. 01 Arranges the letters of the alphabet in order.
25.01. 02 Sings the alphabet song.

25.05 Knows names of letters.

25.05. 01 Points to letters when named.
25.05. 02 Names and points to letters.

25.06 Knows the sounds of the letters.

25. 06. 01 Points to the consonants when their sounds are given.
25.06. 02 Points to the vowels when their short sounds are given.
25.06.03 Gives the sound for each consonant and points to it.
25.06.04 Gives the short sound for each vowel and points to it.
25.06.05 Matches letters with pictures of things whose names begin

with that sound.
25.06.06 Matches letters with pictures of thirs whose names end

with that sound.
25.06. 07 Matches letters with pictures of things whose names have that

sound in the middle.

25.07 Recognizes own name, in print.

25.07. 01 Picks own name in choice between it and a very dissimilar name.
25.07.02 Picks own name in choice between it and a similar name.
25, 07.03 Picks own name from a list of names.

25.08 Prints letters.

25, 08.01 Traces letters A-Z.
25, 08.02 Copies letters A-Z.
25.08. 03 Prints letters A-Z without copying.
25.08.04 Prints own name.

Relations With Others

26, Demonstrates friendliness and respect for others and willingness to participate in rel
to other children.

26. 01 Meets others without unusual shyness.

26.01. 01 lteadily parts from mother.
26. 01.02 Accepts guidance by an adult other than mother.
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26. 02 Ilas a friendly manner.

26. 02. 01 Smiles when meeting a new acquaintance.
26. 02. 02 Says "Relic," or offers to shake hands when meeting someone

new.
26.02. 03 Smiles or laughs at jokes or funny situations.

2G. 03 Controls emotions.

26. 03. 01 Accepts reasonable opposition 1vithout crying or sulking.
26. 03. 02 When opposed, does not give way to a temper tantrum.

2G. 01 Respects rights of others.

26. 04. 01 Does not "tattle" unnecessarily on other children.
26.04. 02 Does not hit or hick other children.

26. 05 Shares materials.

26. 05. 01 If asked by another child, will give him toy or other material.
26. 05. 02 When asked by an adult, will give a toy or other material to

another child.

26.06 Asks permission of others.

26. 0G. 01 Asks permission before taking a toy or other material being
used by another child.

26. 06. 02 Asks adult permission before doing something other children
are not doing.

26. 07 Waits own turn.

26. 07. 01 In game with other children, waits to take OW11 turn in order.
2G. 07. 02 Does not interrupt another child to express his own views

during a group activity.

26. OS Plays well with other children.

2G. 08. 01 Joins in games with ofhcr children.
2G. OS. 02 Freely talks with other children.

2G. 09 Assumes responsibility.

2G. 09. 01 Helps another child accomplish a task.
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26. ff.). 02 Offers +-I help adult rig something.
20.0.03 When asked, willh:gl caries out a simple c?ioic for an adult,

26.10 Exhibits reasonable competitive :,ss.

20.10. 01
26.10.02
26. 10. 03

Tries to Will at group games.
Does not try to cheat to win at a game.
Does not cry or sulk when he loses at a game.

26.11 Demonstrates politeness.

20. 11.01
20.11. 02
26. Ii. 03
26.11. 01

Usually says,
Usually says,
Usual ly says,
Usually says,

26.12 Exhibits courtesy.

26.12. 01
26.12.02
26.12. 03

"Please."
"Thanl-,3ou."
"You're -velcorn2."
"Pardon me."

Does not push and shove when standing in line.
Does not try to bully younger or weaker children.
Stands aside to let an adult go through a door first.

26.13 Joins in group discussions.

26.13.01
26.13.02
26.13. 03
26.13.01

Makes own opinions known in group discussion.
Contributes to group di seusion on how to do or build solJA:11,ing.
Gives reasons for a statement in great') discussion,
Gives examples or deEnitions to support an argum'ent in dL.uu

26.14 Speaks to a group of other childrel..

26.14. 01
26. H.02
26.14. 03

Tells a group about a favorite toy, vacation, etc.
Tells a simple story to a group.
Describes something to a group, such as his bedroom

26.15 Performs a role in a play.

26.15.01 Acts a part in a pantomime play.
26.15.02 Acts a speaking part in a puppet play with ether childvc
26.15.03 Acts a speaking part in a "dress-up" play with others.

26,10 Exhibits independence.

26, 10. 01
20.10.02
26.10,

Does not conic to an aeult unw,ets,-2.arily to solve micl
Makes up ov.-n mind willlout 11011) in solving, simple 111'0.
1'0r::iS11-) at a task in II:: fao,.. of (1.ifficul1!Ls:.
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Self -Care and S:t fel v

27. Demonstrates good health and safety practices in playing, eating, sleeping, and
moving about indoors and outchors.

27. 01 Understands routine cleanliness habits.

27, 01.01
27. 01. ('2
27. 01. 03

27. 02 Dresses an

27. 02. 01
27. 02, 02
27. 02. 03

Knows to brush teeth regularly.
Knows to wash hands before eating.
Knows to wash hands after using bathroom.

d undresses self.

Buttons and unbuttons clothes himself. (Dis. 21.14, 03).
Zippers and unzippers. (Dis 21.14, 04).
Ties shoelaces in bow knot, (Die, 21.15. 06).

27. 03 Understands

27. 03. 01
27. 03. 02
27. 03.03
27. 03.04

good eating habits,

Knows eating utensils to use for different foods.
Holds eating utensils comfortably. (Dis. 21.17. 01).
Holds glass and drinks without spilling. (Dis. 21.17. 02).
Knows why it is important to cat a balanced diet with many
kinds of foods, such as meat, vegetables, milk.

27.01 Understrnds importance of exercise.

27. 04. 01 Willingly takes part in physical activities.
27. 04, 02 Explains why exercise is important for health.

27. 05 Has good posture.

27. 05. 01
27. 05. 02,
27. 05. 03
27. 05.01

Stands erect, with shoulders back.
Sits straight, with hips back in chair and feet on the ground.
Balances book on head while walking.
Balances book on head while sitting.

27. 06 Understands the importance of sleep.

27. 06.01 Understands why sleep is necessary,
27.06. 02 Understands that dreams and nightmares are not "real".

27. 07 Practices good health habits.

27. 07. 01 Covers nr ,u!h when coughirg or sncozing,
27. 07. 02 lisc;-: lvirdl:erchief er tissue,
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27.07.02 Pi :cards dirty tissues in \,t,;tebasket after use.
27.07.01 Indicates lac?: of fear of dc,1ors by describing a visit to doctor,
27.07.05 Indicates luck of fear of 1.1:!alists by describing a visit to dentist.

27.08 Takes care of possession

27.08.01 Handles materials he use: carefully.
27.08.02 Returns things he borrows.
27.08.03 Puts materials away after using them.
27,08.0-1 Uses broom and dustpan lo clean up,
27.08.05 Shuts off water faucet after using it.

27.09 Understands home safety rules.

27.09.01 Explains symbol for poison on boxes and bottles.
27.09.02 Explains why he should not take pills and other medications

from the medicine chest himself.
27.09.03 Explains why he must not put finger into a light socket.
27.09.01 Explains why he should pick toys up from the floor when he

is finished pla3ing.
27.09.05 Explains why should not stand on chairs to reach for things.
27. 09.00 Explains why he should not play with sharp objects.

27.10 Understands traffic safety rules.

27.10.01 Knows to look both ways before crossing street.
27.10.02 Understands hand signals of traffic policemen or crossing guards.
27.10.03 Reads red, green, and yellow traffic signals and other traffic

signs.
27.1 0.04 Explains why it is important to wear Feat belts in a car.
27.10.05 Knows to ride bicycle or tricycle on sidewalk and not in street.

27.11 Understands water safety rules.

27.11.01 Knows why swimmer should never swim alone.
27.11.02 Tells why swimmer should not go out too far.
27.11.03 Knows to wait at least a half hour after eating before going

swimming.
27.11.01 Knows what a lifeguard does.

27.12 Understands outdoor safety rules.

27.12.01 Explains why he should nut play with matches or start fires.
27.12.02 Knows v,hy hr ;:i)otthl not stand ruder tree in a thundort.A.mm.
27,12.03 Explains why lie should not reach into animal cnges wheal

visiting a 700.
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27.13 Knows how to handle self in a.. emergency.

27.13.01 Knows what to do if lost.
27.13. 02 Knows own name, address, telephone number.
27.13, 03 Knows mother's and father's first names.
27.13.01 Knows how to dial telephone operator for police cr firemen

in emergency.

27.14 Understands basic rules of first aid.

27.14,01 Tells why outs and scratches should be cleaned.
27.11. 02 Tells purpose of a bandaid,
27.14.03 Knows how to apply a bandage to a burn or scrape.
27.14.01 Knows to clean an animal bite .with soap and water and report it.
27,14.05 Knows to apply cold water or ice to an insect bite.
27.14. 0G Knows not to try to move an injured person until a doctor arrives.

Understanding "What?"

28. Identifies body parts, surrounding physical earth features, seasons, weather
conditions, animal and vegetable life.

28.00 Recognizes charaetcrisitcs (Dis. 5.00),

28.01 Understands classifying (Dis. 6.00).

28, 02 Identifies parts of the human body.

28.02.01 Touches various parts of own body on verbal comniand.
28.02.02 Names parts of own body while simultaneously touching them.
28. 02.02 Names parts of the body of a doll or figure in pietu.
28.02.04 Given an incomplete dollor drawing names the missing parts.

28.03 Identifies parts of the earth and its surrourrlings.

28.03.01 Names the sky when it is pointed to.
28.03.02 Names the earth when it is pointed to,
28.03.03 Names the sun in a picture.
28, 03.01 Names the moon in a picture.
28. 03.05 Identifies stars in a picture.

28.01 Understark Is the seasons of the year.

28'.0.1.01 Knows what autumn is.
28, 01. 02 Knows what spring is.
28.01. 0:, Knows tyl-,;t1
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28.0,1, 0.1 Knows what summer is.
28. 04.05 Knows \vhat Indian summer is.

28.05 Understands storm terms.

28. 05. 01
28. 05.02
28. 05. 03
28.05.04
28. 05. 05
28. 05. OG

Knows what rain is.
Knows what snow is.
Knows what 1:.,2,11tning is.
Knows what tlu..ider is.
Knows what a flood is.
Knows what a rainbow is.

28.00 Understands wind terms.

28. 06. 01 Imitates the sound of wind.
28. 06 02 Knows what a tornado is.
28. 06. 03 Knows what a hurricane is.

28. 07 Understands land terms.

28. 07, 01 Knows what a mountain is.
28. 07. 02 Knows what a desert is.
28. 07, 03 Knows what a ,volcano is.
23. 07.04 Knows what an earthquake is.
28. 07. 05 Knows \vhat an iceberg is.
28. 07. 06 Knows what an island is.

28.08 Understands water terms.

28. OS, 01
28.08.02
28. 08.03
28. OS. 04
28. OS. 05

Knows what
Know s what
Knows what
Knows what
Knows what

an ocean is.
a river is.
a lake is.
a waterfall is.
the tide is.

28.09 Understands harts of the atm There.

28. 09. 01
28.09. 02
28.09.03
28. 09. 04

Knows v.lmat clouds are.
Knows what dust is.
Knows what fog is.
Knows what makes the sky blue.

28.10 Understands plant life.

28.10.01 Understands that plank: ale alive.
28. 10.02 Knv.vs tvl:It root s are.
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28,10.03 Knows why most plants need water and light.
28,10.0.1 Knows how plants grow.
28.10.05 Explains how man u. ?, plants,
28,10,06 Describes different kinds of plants, such as flowering plaints,

house plan's, trees.

28.11 Understands flowers.

28.11.01 From memory names some common flowers, such as: rose,
tulip, violet.

28.11,02 Shown a picture of common flowers, names the flower in it.
28.11.03 Names own favorite flower.
28,11.0-1 Knows common flowers by smell (Dis. 20. 06).

28.12 Understands fruits.

28.12.01 Understands that fruits are parts of plants.
28.12.02 From memory, names common fruits he eats.
28.12,03 From picture or reality names common fruits; such as,

apple, orange, pear.
28.12.01 Names own favorite fruit,
28.12,05 Knows common fruits by taste (Dis 20. 05).

28, 13 Understands vegetables.

28.13.01 Understands that vegetables are parts of plants,
28.13.02 From memory, names common vegetables he cats.
28.13.03 From a picture, rimes common vegetables, such as carrots,

peas, celery.

28.14 Understands trees and shrubs.

28.11.01 Knows difference between a tree and a shrub,
28.11.02 Names parts of a tree, such as trim1:, branches, leaves.
28.14.03 Knows the names of common trees, such as oak, elm, maple.

2t).15 Understands animal life.

28.15.01 Explains how animals help man.
28.15.02 Names two animals that help man.
28.15.03 Explains how animals may harm man.
28.15.01 Names two animals that may harm man.
28.15.05 From a picture, names common parts of an animal, such as

legs, paws, claws, tail.
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. 28,16 Understands zoo animals.

28.16. 01 Front a picture, names common Zoo animals; such as,
elephant, giraffe, tiger.

2s.10. 02 Names the animal that has a long trunk: and big, floppy ears.
26.1G. 03 Names the animal that S\VingS from a tree and his a long tail.
28.11i, 04 Names the animal that has stripes all over its body.

28.17 Understands animal Deis.

28.17. 01 Names three kinds of animals people keep as housepets.

28.38 Understands farm animals.

28.18.01 From a picture, names common farm animals.
28.15. 02 From memory, tells names of common farm animals.
28.18.03 Knows what a cow is used for.
28.18. 01 Knows what chickens are used for.
28.18. 05 Knows what sheep are used for,
28.1S, 00 Knows what horses are used for.
28,18, 07 Knows what clogs are used for.

28.19 Understands birds.

28.19.01 From a picture, names diffc,..,nt parts of a bird, such as wings,
beak, legs.

28,19.02 Knows that birds use their wings for flying.
28.19. 03 From memory, names common birds, such as sparrow, bluebird,

eagle.

28.20 Understands insects.

28.20. 01 Knows how insects help man.
28.20. 02 Knows how insects harm man.
28.20.03 From a picture, names common in sects, such as fly, bee,

spider, ladybug.

28.21. Understands fish.

28.21.01 Knows that fish live in water,
28. 21.0. Knows how fish breathe in water.
28.21, 03 From a picture, names parts of a fish, such as fins and :-_xalcs,
28.21.04 Names common fish that people eat,
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28.22 Understands basics of astronomy.

28.22.01 Knows that the earth is round.
28.22. 02 Knows relation of earth to sun.
28.22.03 Knows relation of earth to moon.
28. 22. al Knows what a "falling star" is.
28. 22. 05 Knows difference between a star and a planet.
28. 22.00 Names the plonets.

Undo-standing Whore

29. Uses prepositions to describe where objects are and uses spatial clues to lo: te objects.

29.01 Identifies and uses spatial terms through action.

29.01.01 When asked, is able to take object and place it in a box.
29.01.02 When asked, is able to take object and place it on a box.
29.01.03 When asked, is able to lake object and place it over a boy.
29. 01.01 When asked, is able to take object and place it beside a box.
29. 01.05 When asked, is able to take object and place it between

other boxes.
29. 01.03 When asked, is able to take object and place it under a box.
29. 01. 07 When asked, is able to pick out the block (from a stack of blocks)

that is high a-td the block that is low.
29. 01. 08 Finds where an object is in terns of its position in relation

to other objects (next to, near, under, on, in, etc.).

29. 02 Identifies and uses spatial terms by verbalizing.

29.02.01 Tells where an object is by stating its position in relation to
other objects, such as next to.

29. 02.02 Tells where an object is by stating the word m_
29.02.03 Tells where an object is by stating the word under.
29.02.0.1 Tells where an object is by stating the word on.
29.02.05 Tells where an object is by slating the word in.
29.02.00 Tells where an object is by stating the word over.
29.02.07 Tells where an object is by stating the word between.

29. 03 Finds hidden objects.

29. 03. 01 Finds hidden object when given a spatial clue such :is, midr,
near, next to, rte.
Finds hidden by by asking twenty questions.
Finds hidden toy when shown simple map of room and pit ;iire
of the toy.

29.03.02
29.03.03
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29.0.1 1:11,,rstands directional terins, it,;111 and left.

20. 01, 01 Shows the correct li,ght or left arm or is in response to a cormr.!nal.
20. 04,02 Points to the correct right or left body part (eye, ear) in

response to a comm:col,
29.01.03 Turns to the left or right on command.
29.0-1.04 Points to the right or left body part of another person.
29. 04.03 Points to the right or left side of room or area.
29. 04, 06 Points to right or loft glove and shoe.

29. 05 Understands directional terms right and left used with pictures.

29. 03.01 Points to right or left Fide of printed page.
29. 03.02 Points to right or left hand and leg of picture of person.
29. 05.03 Points to right or left position on a page (ex: What is to the

left of, right of this picture?)

29. OG Reproduces a pattern.

29.1 .01 Shown a group of objects arranged in order (series of beads),
reproduces the pattern of beads.

29. 06.02 Shown a group of objects arranged in a pattern (series of beads),
draws a picture depicting that pattern.

29. OG. 03 Shown a picture of objects arranged in a pattern, draws a picture
reproducing that pattel.n.

29.07 Understands locations.

29. 07.01 Points to N, 5, E, W on compass.
29. 07.02 Names compass directions.
29. 07.03 Uses compass to determine direction,
29. 07.01 Turns body to compa.E.1-: point directions.
29. 07.05 Uses globe to point to major continents.

29. OS Identifies objects in spatial perspective.

29. OS.01 Matches objects with pictures of those objects in varying
perspectives.

29. 06.02 Matches drawing of objects with picture of 1119.,e objects in
varying perspectives.

29. OS. 03 Points to ob.',cel imbedded in picture of that ol.)jeot.
20. 06. 01 Points to picture of an object imbedded in a picture of that

object.

29. 0i3 Uses spatial elves to j11(1.;

29. 09.01 which pur41,' pi, ces will fit pu.,/le with.rat 11 1: 1 prat

ein'or attempts.
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29. 09, 02 Predicts wh:ch cut up pieces of a drawing will fit to produce a
picture that is rhown.

29. 09. 03 Points to shortest route between two poinis.

Undorstanclimr "Whe»?"

30. Estimates time and places events in a time sequence.

30.01 Understands differences in ages.

30. 01.01 Chooses ger or older among persons.
30. 01. 02 Names and chooses younger or older among persons.
30. 01.03 Names and chooses younger or older among pictures of animals.
30. 01,04 Gives own age in years.

30.02 Understands before and after.

30. 02.01 Given pictures of two events, chooses which came before and
which after.

30. 02.02 Given pictures of two events, names and chooses which came
before and which after.

30.03 Understands now, soon, and later.

30. 03.01 Chooses among forthcoming _-its related to self as to which
will happen now, soon, or later. For exainp"c, lunch, dinner
and bedtime.

30.03.02 Names and chooses now. soon, or later among forthcoming
events related to self.

30.04 Understands day and night.

30. 01.01 Chooses among pictures events that happened in the da: or at
rap,-ht.

30. 01.02 Names whether pictures represent events that happened in the
day or night.

30. 05 Understands yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

30.03.01 When asked names events related to self that happened or will
happen yesterday, today, and tomorrow.

30.05, 02 Uses words yesterday, toda,:j and tomorrow to deserihe events
related to self,
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30 OG Underst aro 7 mernim afkomoon, and ovenimr.,

30. OG. 01 Chooses anion pieturcs evenll that happened in the morning,
afternoon or evonirn,

30. 0G. 02 Names and chooses arnen;:; pictures of events that happened in
the morning. afternoon, or evening.

30.07 Understands days t i wick,

30.07.01 Recites days of week in order.
30.07.02 Names days that conic b,forc and after another day of week.
30.07.03 Names day of week for ye:terday, today, and tomorrow,

30.08 Understands the four seasons.

30.08.01 Recites four seasons in order.
30.08.02 Chooses pictures representing each of the four seasons.
30.08.03 Names and chooses pictures for each of the four seasons.
30.08,04 Arranges pictures of four seasons in order.
30.08.05 Names seasons for nca beforti and after.

30.09 Understands months or year.

30.09.01 Recites months of year in order.
30.09.02 Names months that conic before or after another month.
30.09.03 Names months for this month, last month, and next month.

30.10 Understands past, prese.nt, and future.

30.10.01 Chooses from among pictures events representing_ast, present,
and future.

30.10.02 Names pictures of events as paste present, and future.
30.10.03 Arranges pictures of events in sequence of las_t, present, and

future.

30.11 Arranges events hi time sequence.

30.11.01 Given three objects to hide, tells which he hid first, which
second, and which third._

30.11.02 After hearin a story, tells what \vas the beginnins, Mutt was
the middle, and whit was the end.

30.11.03 Arranges pictures in order from left to right to tell sequence
of events.

30.11. 01 Retells a story, remembering events in correct seclJence.
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30.1 2 Discriminates differci in duration of time.

no. 12. 01 Correctly discriminates among events as to whether they are
short or

30.13 Understands relationship of time and dist:mce.

30.13. 01 Understands relationship of time and motion. (Dis 16. 02.)
30.13. 02 Times duration of on event in minutes. (Dis 16. OS. 07.)
30.13. 03 Discriminates slow, slower, and slowest in relation to things

moving over a specific distance, such as moclel racing cars.
30.13. 01 Discriminates fast. faster, and Nsie -it in relation to things

moving over a specific distance.
30.1 3. 05 Uses speed to describe how fast or slow something, moves.
30.13. 00 Understands speed is a function of time and distance.

Understanding "Why?"

31. Explains a cause behind a natural event or effect.

31. 01 Understands cause and effect.

31. 01. 01 Given a sequence of cards depicting a cause and effect, arfangcs
cards in appropriate order.

31. 01.02 Given a cause in a story, states the effect. (ENamplc: Three
Little Pigs. Wolf blew on the house of straw, so it fell down.)

31.01,03 Given a cause, states the prohabb. effect. (A bottle of ink
poured into a bottle of water will make the water dad;.)

31. 01. 0-1 Given an effect, states the probable cause. (A bre,lien mirror;
someone dropped it.)

31. 02 Uses logical relation \vords. (Dis 7.01.)

31, 03 Understands causes in plant

31.03. 01 Knows why plants need water.
31.02.02 Knows why plants need sunli;.;ht.
31.03, 03 Knows wily the grass is green.

31. 01 Understands causes in animal life.

31.0-1.01 Knows why bees sting.
31. 01, 02 Knows why birds build nests.
31. 01, 03 Knows why spiders build webs.
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32.

81. 05 Unch-!,..,taods causes in human life.

31.05.01 Kre..vs why people have to eat.
31. (K.'. 02 Knows why it is importanf to eat a 1):,,laneed diet. (leis. 27.03.0.1.)
31.05.03 Knows why people have to sleep. (Dis 27.00.)
3j. 05. 04 Knov,.s why p..y+ple need water.
31. 05. 05 Knows why people have to breathe.
31. 0.1;, 00 Knows why hnhies can't wzn or talk,

31. 50 Und2rstands ea:ses in weather.

31. 0G. 01 Knows why it rains.
31.00, 02 Knows chy it thunders.
31.00.03 Knows Nvh the shy is blue.
31.03, 01 Knows Nchy the sun shines.
31, 00.05 Knows why the wind blows.

31. 07 Understands changes in the four seasons,

31.17.01 Knows why leaves grow in spring'.
31.07.02 Knows why leaves fall from trees in autumn.
31.07.03 Knows why it snows in winter.

31.0F Understands basic of gravity.

31.0S. 01 Knows why things fall down.
31. OS. 02 Knows why v:ater runs
31. OS 03 Knows why he cant t \VC1.1k on 1110 ceiling.

31.00 Cndersta!:ds causes in natural penonlonon.

31, 09. 01
31.03.02
71.09, 03
31. 09. 0.1

Knows vh the ocean is salty,
Knows why mountains 11:-..vc snow on their pcal:s.
Knows why fire burns.
Knows wilY food sPoill"..

31.10 Understamls causes in astronomy.

31.10.01 Knows why the stars shine.
31.1 0.0? Knows why the moon charges shape and slie.
31.10, 0: Knows why the earth do(,snit fall

Under 1 ?"

Nufl how 1,,T, or mono actioi,s or 00,1tryc7Ice;; re1910, ;Jf!..r:r v;t,
a derne..7--tration,
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32. 01 Understands cause and effect. (Dis, 31, 01, )

32.02 Understands how things freeze.

32. 02. 01
32.02,02
32. 02. Orl

Knows 111:1. cold changes liquids into solids, such as water into ice.
Knows how ice cream is n.Ide.
Knows how meats and v'cPetables can he frozen.

32.03 Understand how things melt.

32. 03. 01 Knows that heat changes solids into liquids,
water.

such as ice into

32. 03. 02 Knows how to melt wax crayons.
32. 03. 03 Knows how to melt chocolate.

32.04 Understands how simple machines work.

32. 04. 01
32. 04. 02
32.01. 03
32.01.01
32.01,05
32.11.06

Knows how a lever works.
Knows how an inclined plane makes work easier.
Knows how, pulleys WW1:.
Knows how a wedge works.
Knows how the screw does work as a machine.
Knows how the wheel and axle work,

32.03 Understands how electricity works.

32. 05. 01
32.03.02
32.05.03
32. 03, 01

Knows
Knows
Knows
Knows

32.06 Understands how n

32. 06. 01
32.06.02
32.06,03
32. 06. 01
32.06.05
32.00.06
32.06,07
32.06.08

Knows
Knows
Knows
Knows
Knows
Knows
Knows
Know7

how a light switch tvorks,
how a flashlight works.
how to use battery-operated toys.
bow to put together an electric circuit

lad-lines around the house work.

how a \valor faucet works.
how a carpet sweeper Nvorks.
how a vacuum cleaner works.
how a washer works.
how a dryer works.
how a toas;ter works.
how a coffee maker works.
how varions can openers work.

32.07 Undcrst:Inds how timepieces work.
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32, 07.01 Knows how a sundial woyks,
32.07. 02 how :la gl CI SS works.
32.07.03 Knows how a clock works.

32. OS 'Understands how eon -a' 3m:chines work,

32, 03.01 Knows how a tel works.
32.05. 02 Knows how a tope recorder Nvorks.
32. 0`-. 03 Knows a tel set works.
32. 08.01 Km-r,vs Low a camera works,

32.09 Understands how farm machines work,

32. 09. 01 Knows how a windmill works.
32. 09. 0° Knows ho',; a tractor works,
32.09. 03 Knows how a plow works,
32.00, 01 Knows how a milking machine works.

32.10 Understands how business machines work.

32.10. 01 Knows how a typewriter works.
32.10. 02 Knows how a computer terminal N:orks.

32.11 Understands how medical instruments work,

32.11. 01 Knows how a stethoscope works.
32.11.02 Knows ho, 7 a thermometer works.
32.11.03 ]incurs how an .X -ray machine worlis.

12 IThderstands how scientific instruments work,

32.12.01 Knows how a magnet works,
32,12.02 Knows how a magnifying glass w;:rks.
3`2.12.03 Knows how a microseop works.
32.12.01 Know; Lo-v a telescope works,

32.13 Understands boyv cutjires and motors works,

32.13.01 Knows how gears transmit pv.ver.
32.13.02 Knows how a water wheel works.
32.13.03 Knows how' a steam engine works.
32.13.01 Knows how an electric motor works.

Z;2.1 I Undcr:lancls ho macl.,inc.; that run on

32.11. 01 Knows a b,eyele werkr.
32. 1 1. 02 Knows ho',v a motornye)0 work:..
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32.11.03 Knows 111,%v an automobile works.
32.1,1.01 Knows how a railroad train w'ork..3.
32.1.1. 05 Knows low a roller coaster NV011:S.

32.15 Understands how, machines that run on water work.

32.15. 01 Knows how a row boat works.
32. 15. 02 Knows how a motor boat works.
32.15.03 Knows how a sailboat worl:s.
32.15. 0.1 Knows a submarine works.

32.10 Underst;:nds how things fly.

32.10, 01 Knows how a kite works.
32.10.02 Knows how a balloon works.
32.10.03 Knows how a parachute vorks,
32,10.01 Knows how an airplane vorks.
32.16.05 Knows how a helicopter works.
32.16,00 Knows how a rocket works.

32.17 Understands how engineering structures work.

32.17.01 Knows how a tunnel works.
32.17.02 Know.'s how a bridge works.
32.17.03 Knows how a drawbridge wo.- :s.
32.17. 01 Knpws how a dam works.

32.18 Understands how transportation system!! work.

32.18.01 Knows how a railroad works.
32.16. 02 Knows how an airport works.

lindur:;tanding People

33. Describes how people differ in terms of physical features, personalities, roles in
a family, place where they live, dress, occupations, 11obbie s, language,
and politics.

33.01 Under lands same and different in people.

33.01.0'
33.01.02

Understands words smile and different. (1)is. 5.01 )
Understands that people are the same in some ways alrl
different in other ways.

Under:s1 7,11[1:-; that pco, le physical differences.

33. 02. ( 11,.crib s difflvL roes in s1 ; color.
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33. 02, 02 Describes differences in height.
33.02.03 Describes differences in weight (fat, thin).
33.02, 0.1 Describes differences in eye color.
33. 02. 05 Describes differences in hair color.
33. 02, 03 Describes differences in hair length and shape (long or

short, straight Or Curly).

33.03 Understands that people have differences in personality.

33. 03. 01. Tells what it means to be shy and na.i.c.s someone he knows
who is shy.

33. 03, 02 Tells what it means to be friendly and names someone he
knows who is friendly.

33.03.03 Shows how someone acts when he is happy.
33. 03.04 Shows how someone acts when he is sad.

33.01 Understands differences in family roles.

33. 01. 01 Given a representative picture, includinga mother or father,
identifies the role being depicted.

33. 04. 02 Play-acts the role of a father, a mother, a sister, a *brother.
33. 04. 03 Knows what grandparents are.
33. 01, 0-1 Knows vAat an aunt is.
33. 01.05 Knows what an uncle is.
33. 01, 03 Knows what a cousin is.

33.05 Understands that people live in different places.

33. 05. 01 Names three countries that people live in.
33. 05. 02 Knows what a city is,
33.05.03 Knows what a sm.A..
33. 05. 0.1 Knows what a farm is.
33. 05, 05 Knows what a ranch is.

33.03 Understands that people live in different hinds of houses.

33. NI. 01 Knows what a private house is.
33. 03.02 what an apartment how* is.
33,06, 03 Knows what a walk-up
33. 03. 01 Knows what a but is.
33. 06. 05 Knows what an igloo is.

33.07 Understands that people dress differently.

33. 07.01 Dc: .2riLcs Lnals ,,r ctothe,; ja oph' in cold elim ;;fcs wear.
33. 07. 02 Di!serib,.. Lind,..lf clothes 1,)co;)le in varin clin'ultes
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33.07.03 Describes kind: of clothes pce;-de wear to dress up and kind
they wear to play in.

33.07,0.1 Knows what a esturff is and gives reasons for wearing oue.

33. 0S Understands that people eat different kinds of food.

33. OS. 01 Tel 1 own favorite foods are.
33.0S. 02 Tells what kinds of foods are eaten on different holidays,

such as Thanksgiving or Christmas.
33.05.03 Names some national or ethnic dishes that people eat, such as

Italian spaghetti or Chinese Chop

33.09 Understands that people have different occupations.

33.09,01 Explains what. a teacher does.
33.09.02 Explains what a storekeeper does.
33.09.03 Explains what various commtwity helpers (1-;, such as policeman

and fireman.
33.09.04 Explains what a librarian does,
33.09.05 Explains what a doctor does.
33.09.00 Explains \Olaf a dentist does.
33.09.07 Explains what a nurse does.
33.09.0S Explains what a farmer does.
33.09.09 Tells occupation of father or mother.

33.10 Understands tluA people work in different hinds of huilflings,

33.10.01 Knows what a skyscraper is.
33.10.02 Knows what a bank is.
33.10.03 Knows what a court S.
33.10,01 Knows what a hospital is.
33.10.05 Knows what a theater is.
33.10.0G Deseribos where father or mother works.

33.11 Understands that people have different hobbies,

:33.11.01 Names ot,..n hohbv, if has one, or hobbies of ineralKA.t.- of
his family.

33.11.02 Names three hobbies that people have, such as stamp
collecting, phologi.aphy, mal;ing thim!s.

33.12 Understands that people enjoy differ( hinds of re.creatioa.

33.12.01 Names sonic Fports 11111 pcoplt. like to tahe part in.
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33.12.02 Names some spa rts tliat pt-ople late to watch, such as ha scha I

or football.
33.12.03 Deseytlies different I:13.1 s of enf,ertaitnnent people eniey such

as movies, theater, mus mins.

'33.13 Understands that people speak diffcrc n1 languag,cs.

33.13, 01 Knov..s that the I nr1lau he speaks is Ingi

33.12.02 Names foreign Janie- other poplc sport,.

33.11 UndersIand that people have difft..icnI. religious beliefs.

33,14.01 Names two holidays that Christians celebrate, such as
Christmas and Easter,

33.14. 02 Names two holidays th:,' Jews celebrate, such as llanuhhali
and the Jewish New Year.

33.14.03 Knows the difference between a church and a synr.:-.0gate.

33.14. 01 Knows the difference between a priest, minister, and rat,?4,

33.15 Understands that people have different political beliefs,

33.15.01 Knows that Americans vote for political leaders.

33. 15. 02 Knows that people belong to 11.-1 Meal part lea.

33,1:5. 03 Knows tne terms Democrat 111011bl:can.

Mahirtr; Soafls and )1Itsie

34. Reproduces vocal and instrumental sounds and rlithins.

31. 01 Demonstrates awareness of musical rhythm. (Dir. 2.03.)

31.02 :Nlatches musical reference tones with voice.

24. 02.01 Sings with a group.
34,02.02 :Matches voice to do-re-lni of teacher.

34. 02.03 Matches Yoke to a note on a pitch pipe.

31.02 Maite:z tones in a sequence with voice.

31.03.01 Hums an a:scending scale of eight netc.a, or limns a tutu.,

34.03, 0:-. Hums a :=cending se;,1e, or Mims a tune.

34.01 ;Nlanipciates simple voice modulated musical hist ru,rent.

31.01.01 licres a tore on a Icitie,t, o i l unt:: tune with a c-.) :nu! a
piCCe of rip(!

I
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34.05 Varies voice in musical sequence without aids.

31. 05. 01 Sings a L-iilg with out music Of OthCf;i
31.05.02 Sings a complete do-re-Inc-fa-so-la-le-do.

34. 00 Keeps rhythm with fine movements.

34. 00. 01 Snaps fitu,;er,,1 in rhythm to music, or ripples finger tips on
flat surface in time with music.

31. 07 Produces without voice a musical sequence using tongue and lips.

34.07.01 Whistles or clucks se -oral notes forming a musical scale,
or tune.

34...1S Shows knowleck;e of :.cAne musical sound properties. (Dis. 2.10.)

34. 09 Understands some aspects of musical terminology.

34. 05. 01 Names notes of tho musical scale A to G and does not add IL
3.1. OD. 02 Knows which marks indicate musical note on a music score.
34.09.03 Knows that "sharps" and "flats" arc in between ether notes.

34.10 LndersliL,Is b:isicr of how simple musical in.ctruments work.

34..10.01 Plays the scale on any of the following: xylophone, harmonica,
recorder or flute, or piano.

3-1.10. 02 Can describe ho-: :' you obtain different notes on a guitar, or violin,
and on a trumpet, clarinet or saxophone.

34.11 Plays sonic simple musical instrum (mt.

34.11. 01 Plays a tune on a xylophone, or a recorder or any wave ;firm:.!
musictl instrumeut.

Physical Coordination

35. Balancer., and controls ;,.ror_,s motor activities.

35. 01 Coordinated are and legs.

35. 01. 01 Does jumping- jacl..
35, 01. 02 Plays leap frog.
35. 01.0,1 Sldps.
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35.02 Gra,f-Ts well with both hard,,,

35. 02.01 Plays tug of war,
35. 02. 02 /fangs by hands front chinning ba.

35. 03 Coordinates lnotic of arm: and hand in opp,w,:ttc directly/ s.

35. 03, 01
35. 03. 02

stonu-zcl.; with one hand while palling top of head with other.
With arms extended, moves one arm in circle clockwise while
other arm Incrie,3 in circle c; itterelochwise,

35. 0-1 Ccordinatea different motions of arms and leg:3.

35. 01, 01 Ricks with one leg while patting top of head with one hand and
rubs stomach with other hand.

35. 04, 02 Ships rope.

35. 05 Exercises breath control.

35. 05. 01 Holds breath for ten secoods,
35. 05.02 ]3lows up toy balloon.

35.05 Controls body movement.

35.06.01
35. 06. 02

rellows leader on path 1,etween objects Without touchi,i;; them.
Follows lear,Lo. on pat a between two lines without slopping out
them.

35. 07 Coordinates eyes, hands, and arms,

35.07, 01 Throws ball with one hand to catcher.
35.07.02 Catches ball with one hand.
35. 07. 03 Rolls ball to tc;rget.
35. 07.0 Hits target with dart.
35.07.05 13ounces hall repente:,13. wHh one hand.

35. os nuances.

35.08. 01 Stands on toe., for several seconds,
35. 08. 02 Hops on one
35.03.03 Walks hcel-and-t cc alor:.; a 11:1'row hoard.
35.08. 01 Stands on head,
35.05.0 5 heel-and-toe along a linc with boo!: balanced on licad.
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35. 09 Exhibits arm muscle strenp,th.

35. 09. 01 Does pusl;-up.
35. 09. 02 Does chin-up.
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Reach ne; bbrevi lion:,

N'is. D. Visual Discrimination

Awl. a Auditory Discrimination

Lit. C. Literal Comprehension

Int. C. Interpretive Comprehension

real. C. Evaluative Comprehension

Lib. S. Library

Rd. R. Related feeding

Voc. D. Vocabulary Development

Ref. S. Reference Sills

Sir. A. Structural Analysis

Org. S. Orgmliwatiol
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READING

Level A

Vis. D. Identifies similarities and differences in objects and pictures; identifies size
differentials.

Vis. D. Identifies and names letters of the alphabet, Identifies groups of letters that
form words.

Vis. D. Identifies names and matc,hes the basic colors.
Aud. D. Identifies familiar vocal and non vocal sounds. Selects rhyming words as read

by teacher or shown in pictures.
Lit. C. Asseciates words and pictures that arc related. Describes several characteristics

of an object.
Lit. C. Responds after two directions are stated orally.
Int. C. Arranges pictures in a logical sequence and gives orally the story presented.

Interprets a story orally.
Eval C. Completes an unfinished picture and marks what is wrong with a given picture.
Lib. S. Responds by pointing to "title" or "word" in or on a book. Tells a story orally

from a picture book.
Rel. R. Traces or copies numbers, letters, and figures using correct pencil position.

Identifies left and right, top and bottom on a page.
Rel. R. Classifies pictured objects. into broad categories.

Level B

Aud. D. Identifies words beginning with short a, f, m, p, t from pictures. Gives orally
words that rhyme with a word presented orally.

Voc. D. Responds orally to printed McGraw; -hill Primer and Book 1 words and first 100
words on Doich list. Uses them in sentences.

Lit. C. Follows simple printed directions.
Lit. C. Recalls events of a story orally and locates answer's to questions in the teat.

Completes SenielleeS with correct word in writing,
Int. C. Te117.; a SiOr.V from a picture series and describes the moo,1 of a story listened

to. Predicts or explains the outcome.
Eval C. Identifies irrelevant ideas in a picture series or a paragraph.
Lib. S. Locates the title and the author on a book cover. Moves finger left to right

under a sentence in a book.
Ref. S. Arranges alphabet in sequence.
Ref. S. Marks the picture that defines a given word,
Rd. R. Begins sentences with capital letters and ends them with . or ?

Level C

Aud. D. Names letter heard !LI beginning or end of any word given orally,
Stu. A. Identifies and \ :4 root words, singular and plural fol ms of regular reet;7,

and contractions.
Voc. D. Ider,ifies in print simple anonyms, anion) ins, and rhymirg words. Uses

text clues to define words.
Lit. C. Alatcles worth-, that form an n:::-;ociotive
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I

Lit. C. Writes (incstiens /rum a by memory or by copyin:.;. Lists themain el,arae.tc,
Int. C. .After reading ;,.e.b.ction, orders scut el:c.c.,: lo,:;ically, predicts what nii1;11 Lappr anes.t, identifies idea and mood convey(d 1b' author.

After reacing ...:election, ::tales the ;eJthor's purpose, and predicts from liaultiplechoices ,..hat happen
Eval. C. Deseril)es a picture in writing or dr.r,vs a picture of a story.Lib. S. Uses the table of contents to locate titleF.: and pages, Identifies a book as fictionor nonfiction.
Ref. S. Alphabetizes gyo.o.ps. of three to five letters.
Bei, R. Identifies proper names as those words capitalized within a sentence.

Level I)

Aud, D. Identifies initial and internal vowel sounds of words given orally where the vowelis long or short.
Str. A. Marks root words and adds endings -'s (possessive), -ing, -ed, -s where root isunchanged. Identifies and forms contractions.
Str. A, Marks silent vowels and consonants. Forms plurals of words ending in -oh,-x,-sh,Voc. D. Identifies cons ant blends presented orally or in writing.
'Yoe. D. Defines %Yords b associating a picture or using the word in a sentence.Lit. C. Recalls main facts and events of a story.
Int. C. Locates aliswcrs, describes moods, selects rr recounts events, mindexplains cause ard effect relationships in sheri
Eval.C. Orders events and \;hat might happ.nr,-1 in a paragraph or stemy.Lib. S. Uses the table of contents to find specific informoLio,i. Locates fict ;en ;Ind non-fiction books on a library shelf.
Ref. S. Differentiates vowels and consonants. Alphabetizes 3 to .1 words by I' firstletter. Uses the table of contents to find wheye a story begins.

Str. A.

Level E

Forms and id -iitifies eomponnd words. Counts syllables, Adds the ending::
-ed, -er, -1y, -est to words where the root changes.

*Vac. D. Identities synenynts feu words used in sentences. Define; words in sentei,the meanin; is gil:enas part of thesentenee. (12)
\roe. D. Distinguishes bet;cen v ords, that name grotps and words that »nine mcnibLT:_. ofgroups.
Lit. C. Answers question:: based on factual or fictional selections.
Lit. C. Defines the authk-, 's pui-poe and deletes extraneous material from a pat ::::,vaph.Int. C. In a given selection, sequences the main events, identifies cause an effect relation-ships, predicts future events, and describes the physical appearance of chat.oete*1»t. C. Identifies alliteration. (17)
Eva! C. Selects voids and phrases that suppcmt tl:c slated purpose of the author.Determines if a Acetion deals with reality or funtas.Lib. S. Differentiates be icon fietioa and nonfictipa books on a litir.iry aelf.Defines of the cneyetopedia by 1cw;:',ir;2; 7.131 cific inf(.1 in: lion,
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Anmvens que;:tion by referring to a tulle of contents and main juids
of (?`)

Ref. S. Alphabetizes to the third letter of a word. Identifies entry words and guide w,c.tis
in a dictionary. Locates Nvords in a dictionary and defines their nicaning:-..

Level F

Str. A. Adds suffixes (-or, --or, -ist, -Ian, -1,y, and - less) and prefixes (out-, over-, self -, under-,
and tin to root words. Identifies the roots. Divides two syllable words into lm
and marks the accents.

Voc. D. Identifies antonyms used in a sentence. Identifies implied meanings in a senten;.!c.
Lit. C. Answers factual questions based on informative selections. States main idea of

a short selection.
Int. C.' Identifies phrases that describe a character's reactions. Identifies exaggerations.
Int. C. Draws conclusions. Sequences actions portrayed in a selection.
Eval.C. Identifies and gives evidence of an author's purpose for writing.
Eval.C. Gives details that are relevant to a specific topic or that support a concludon.
Lib. S. Locates a specific topic or needed information in an encyclopedia.
Ref. S. Uses a dictionary to locate words, multiple meanings, and phonetic spellings.

Distinguishes between a glossary and a dictionary.
Org. S. Orders scrambled sentences. Selects a topic sentence for a paragraph.
Org. S. Selects situations where use of ar outline would be helpful. Compldes a s'irple

outline.

Level G

*Str. A. Uses suffixes (-ncss, -went, -ship, -ion) and prefixes (non-, dis-, un-, was -, in-) to
form new words. Marks accents on words with prefixes. Divides words ondilr,-;
in -le into syllables. (6, 7)

*Voc. D. Uses context clues to write correct homonym and to define a word where the
meaning is h»plied but not statcd.(10)

*Lit. C. Executes printed directions where in5;truelions are written_written_iaa his vocabuleiy, (1)

Lit. C. Answers questions from factual and fictional selection:: in timed and untin-A
situations. States the main idea of a short selection.

Int. C. Selects worcl-; am' phrases that identify a ehare,clel's physical iippearance and
emotional state. Identifies cause-and-effect relationhips and predicts tou.eomes
in a story.

Int. C. Identifier and forms similes.
Eval C. States and supports statement of author'a purpoe. State:, a conclusion bared on

evidence.
*Lib. S. Uses 11)11.P.,clin,rs and cross r(lerr:nee3 in r..n greyelopedia to looatempeeific_,

information_. Locates call Itiinh'q's of a book in a card catalogue. (27)
Ref. S. Uses index and key to index to find specific information. Uses the dietienary

to find singular and plural spellin;;s. 1:\plains the fuw..lion of a preface.
Ref. S. Al 1 1 IIp.m...);.,...(em; names, titles, and comp.wad word;..
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Org. S. Se leot:.: the topic sonteneo in a 111:4,:; specific details thnt :-.tipport
the InaH idea in a selection. Co!r-arucl,.; a simple. outlino.

Level '1

*Str. A. Wen 1:iiiis3T,*s. of ar,d uws word.: ending in able, ihlc, ful, oils: less. (7)

Sir. A. Syllabifies \vercTs in 3 or n ore syilables and marks with primary or secondary
accent s.

'Woe. D. Identities the meanings of hom,-.-:raphs when used in conle:. Define,: words where
meaning is implied but not stated. (11)

Lit. C. States main idea. Answers questions based on implicAions in timed and untimed
situations.

Int, C. Describes the characters as to personality traits and actions and rcac;iolz..
Identifies and states the plot.

Int. C. Unscrambles and orci,.:fr:-; sentene2s in a logical sequence.
Int. C. Identifies and forms similies in prose.
aal.C. Lists e% 'donee to support conclusions. Lists specific ideas that define general

statements. Differs between statements of fact and opinion.
Arranges library b00% titles bx the Dcwe,. Decimal System: Locatc.

information in the cardeataloue. (27)

Lib. S. Differentiates le,etween use of the abridged and u:a dictionary. Uses cross
references in an encyclopedia to locate infernw-.'"

lief. S. Uses correct biblio;rapLic form. Uses dietica to identify parts of t,lu'ech,
Org. S. Arranes a group of paragraphs in seclnential Uides. Constrw,'IL, an outlin of Circe

to four main hendin,;s.

*Six. A. Defines and uses endings. (en -ify,.-atc) and pnc:fi tes (sub -. cireupu -.

trans-,intra-4((i, 7)
Voc. D. Uses antonyms, synonyms and homonyms in sentences. Defines words ii rd in

sentences Iviicro meaning is implied bat not stated.
Lit. C. Selects statements which substantiate inferred conclusions.
Lit. C. Beads and ans,vers questions under timed contion" States the main idea of a

selection.
*Int. C. peserily:s character tYnits; id.ntifips and FA;11(,s Ivic,t)(1 :1 (17)

Int. C. Predicts the content of a selection fren1 the introductor3 par:7,T;11'h.
Int. C. Identifies six kinds of propavada tech:14;1;os.
Exal.C. Analyzes slanted veiling by locating samples of his sod reporting, insuflieionl

or in-cloy:int information to support a ease.
Lib. S. Uses an encyclopedia to locale information and compat es the results to annthor

encyclopedia. Uses the unabrided dictionary to loc;ito histm.k.a, :0
origins of words.

4 fib. S. Identifies the pu-po:ye for uainuc refriCnir, Ihr.N (;111('

Library CAnlo \Voyld 1'howrn,..:7. (2(1)
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I(,f S. \Vrifo;., .(irh lcjper 11.1;i1.3L...; k.r4., (11(2( I), , (2)
s, T comirJ.re.; inrol ,r,t:tion in a v i( of perior.lical (21)

Clrg. S. Cold C01`,fl'lCt:.; an ()1111i112 MI 2 1c,.(-1s of indentation,

Level

Str. A. Uses and defines words e]idJiv with the s1 (-once, -cnec, -ic, -ty,
-ity, -(ire, -ism, -Ili) and beginning with tha pcc.f.;cs (re-, con-, de-, ex-, plc-. pro-. ad-.
o1)--)us(. s definl.': common Latin roots, (5, u, 7)

Voc. D. Uses o.auruo 10 locate synonyms and :nit or.yrns.(S, 9)
Voc. Chooses correct. meanings for words in :.c.-1,1c:-ciees where meaning is implied but

not stated.
*Lit, C. AvessjerPcasreqinringbetli recall of fret and inferential reasoning. (14)
Lit. C. Writes and gives orally a boo'. report.
Int. C. identiiles metaphor and words cenveyinL; the mood of the selection. (17)
Int. C. Determines the emotiorial reaction of characters in particular situations.
let. C. Identifies cause-and-effect in a selection where one or the other is implied but

not stated. (1.9)

".-Eval C. Examines the validity of a written \VW:I:. Identifies author's states whether
or not the e\-ide:lce supports the conclusions. Classiftesadvertisements iceciitli
to the tv-pe of ;nioraanda. Chooses best lie;-dline for a given nc,,,-5..paperainicle.
(18, 20, 22, 2:.;)

-.1,11). S. Uses the WorldAlynanao as a reference.
S. Uses the di cli Onllv to find alibrevial hors, ri aes , svnil ms. 21T1-121r12,E.1.1

n:!.ines pronouncir:. ra--Actc.A:r. forms of address. (29)
qlef. S. Conr-f-r- s fu -letion and cever-,,-,c of two or noire , ;,,":/iJes or r(.v1),0.

Statcs_preferene.c
Ref. S. Writes a research paper using :3 sources,
arg. S. Orgnnizcs by tahing notes, sequencing locating inforn-.,tion that supports

the main ideas, constructing an outline with three levels of indentation.

Level K

Stn. A. Define:: and uses words ending in -ant, -eat, _-iyo,:io, -f-sc. Defines blsic
and Greek roof a al.; used in eon. (5, 7)

Voc. 1). Answers gu:,:tions based on a ter...liwical selection.
1-Voe. D. th-es. souree bool.ls to locate ori':insa.r.i"1iesof words. (1::1)

Lit. C. DCterMitles V,i`c,ther gi veil (lye --,tions can he an a c red by a given El 1C C I hi a.
C. Writes or reports. Incluc7(- (I are biographies and autc,bHg-raphics. (15)

Int. C. Identifies and describes poetry rceording to the devices that establish moo41.
identifies examples Of personification.

Eval C. COMPafeS techniques an el ViCAVrOillis of different authors. Evaluate; emichision
on basis of evidence.

tl?cf. S. Loo,iteL: pl-no(i: 0, cic2fini1 151. and Of words in it (?7,)
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.4-11ef S. \Vjit: I 'C(LICl1 paiwr usingUi)) 1 referene(,s, UrS ru1iiie, I:0;es
(21)

Org. S. 1)enion%Arater.., ttlrilit- to organize information by constructing a paragraph
based on informational statements, tals.b.g- notes from an oral prosentation, con-
structing an outline with ihrec! Ieveis of inil,Atiallon.
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11'r 1 in',

. or 11.0 DA p:u'i;r..*1,; eo1it fp:?; of ,onatically correct senten,..ei- mid
appropriate convcni ion._-; of punHirttion.

1, 01 Controls niove1.1ert of hands an,.1 individuol
1 . 02 Lira:-:1):.1 r.'cl l with bm and
1.. 03 Coordinates use of two hands in a Iasi:.
1. 0-1 Controls of fingers in drawing, pointing, and cutting.
.1.05 Controls use of fingers in trzicing Or copying let k' vs and numbers.
1.06 Picks up small objeets with fin:rxrs.
1.07 Coordinates eyes and bands in alizning objects, pinning liquids, fastening,

locking, threading.nnd 1 acing.
1.08 Coordinates oyes and bands in using tools such as hammer, stapler, rotary beater,

sandpaper.
1.09 Writes in manuscript all upper and lower ea:,e ktiors on primary paper.
1.10 Writes full name in manuscript from memory.
1. 11 Locales and types all letters on a typewriter.
1.12 Labels in manuscript simple familiar objects, where. words exist in reading

vocabulary.
1.13 Prints numbers from 1 to 10 from memory.
1. 14 Writes yes or tic in response to oral uestions.
1.15 Writes missing word or words in sentences which use the reading vocabulary.
1.16 Writes letters when dictated for words up to 6 letters - no spelling involved.
1.17 Copies simple sentences in mant.seript with regard to capitals and punctuation.
1.18 Writes in complete sentencas of two or more words to express notion in a picture.
1.10 Places period, question mark, or exclamation point at the end of appropriate

sentences that use reading vocaulm:y.
1.20 Begins all nentencc s with capital letlors,
1.21 Writes in manuscript or cursive a paragraph of two or more sentences about

himself.
1.22 Writes own name in cursive from incinOry.
1.23 Writes in cursive or manuscript between two lines.
1.24 Writes in manuscript or cursive, a friendly letter or at least one paragraph.
1.25 Writes in simple, compound, and complex sentences with regard to punctuation.

26 Writes at least two original paragraphs on a familiar topic with grammatically
correct sentences and appropriate punctuation.

1.27 Uses adverbs and adjectives when describirL; characters, places, and feelings.
1.28 Writes a 500-word report from an outline. (see Intormediatc obj eut lye 11cP.di Level
1.20 Writes legibly in (211r;,ive. Itefcrunco
1.30 Records a eniveation using ili)pvci»latc plinct'drition.
1.31 Reviews or rewrites the wort; of another author.

2. Spells ninety-ei;;111 nerd :nt (9S;;) of Nvord.; us,.d in original sentcices correctly as
the result of mast,... of basic words in frecirent use, phonetic principles, or use
of a dictionary.

2.01 1dentific; as words lettc.,rs ,souped to form worth.%
2.02 Names all letters of the :tlphab-t.
2.03 1(1... nti 2 rhyming w(rdt, wbere throe word.. ;11'0 given orally (hall, lull, dig).

ldentifie; words ti .it In gin with the sooad three words are givt-n
(mut, mon,
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2,05 Ideal if;F . words that cad with the Still IC :::01111(!fl W:11e71 words arc prez.'ented
2.06 Spells a name orulIy.
2.07 his with correct :;pellings to identify en-ors.
2.08 Says r.!.,,ord which rhyn-:es .%ith a word said by adult or enother child.
2.09 Name:: vowels.
2.10 Hears n..aries rugul:.r long; and short vowels at the beginning or middle of a word.
2.11 Lists w...:.,!ds belonging to common word families such as at: cat, hat, fat, set.
2.12 Spells I) !bib ::ight words with SO percent accuracy.
2.13 Gives orally the letters of the alphabet in order from memory,
2.1-1 Finds words in sithple picture dictionary according to the first letter in 0,-.! word.
2.15 Count!..; the number of syllables in a word up to two syllables given orally.
2.16 Spells col!rectly in writing his name, days, months, .numbers, street of school end

residenc,:!, city, state, school names, family names.
2.17 Applies rules for adding endings -s, -cd, -es, 4y, -ness, -meat, ship, -ion.
2.1S na ks zilent vowels and consonants in words in reading vocabulary.
2.19 Alphabetizes names, titles, compound words.
2.20 Locates: words in a standard dictionary by first, second,and third letters of the word.
2.21 Lists orally four was in which a dictionary can serve him.
2.22 Alphabetixes words using up to eight letters (international, internal).
2.23 Locate= any word in speaking vocabulary in the dictionary using the gliic'e words.

*2.24 Spells percent of words correctly in original scathnces as the result of mastery of
words in frequent use, phonetic principles, or use 'lie dictionary.

2.25 Applies rules for adding endings-able, 4b1c, -ol: -less, -en, -ire, -ify,
-ance, -critic, --dam, -ism, -ty,-ity.

2.26 Syllabifies words of 3 or more syllables
2,27 Chooses correct spellings of homonyms, when conte!!st is Icnown.

3. Gives directions, orelly or in writing, to other students which the other students
successfully ex Bute. The directions arc to be for a task which can it C coinpleted
in 10 minutes, can he completed without cost to the students or school, and for
which all subtasks included are in the repertoire of learnings of students who are
to complete the Lash'.

3.01 Follows simple directions from a series of not more than three pictures.
3.02 Follows footprints, arrows, or color code.
3.03 Leave:: p:ith for another child to follow.
3.01 Follows directions from a series of 3 to ;; pictures.
3.05 Vol ono word printed directives (go, stop, cut, color).
3.06 Follows footprints, arrows, color code, number code, or letter code.
3.07 Creates and loaves e nth for another child to follow.
3. OS Shows another child how to perform a tall: he has learned.
3.09 Follows directions from . series of 6 to 1.0 pictures.
3.10 Follows one sentence printed directions.
3.11 Follows :t series of direction!, in simple voci,bulary.
3.12 Heads that dire :I him from place to place (Co to the nit room. Como :'cc nu.).
3. LI 1\1;11;c:: :1110ther student ttrC,It:d (11;ini,,. up your coat. 'The pr

Dc,wo:c.ti:Itcs :-:(2Vcr;,1 -At-pa for anoth,:i
3,15 Follo!...s direction:: in a ronrco.,1 or ,.,)-;,1;,oL.;', v..1 14.'1; iiictnde ;ti:d v.
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:1.16 for a s Well: I": ruovin:,; from step to !.top.
17 Dr!:-;(1'.41,.... 11,c. 01)::):',Ition or 111.C.,211?!:(' 01. 1111' PC11:0':'J1r',!10 e or n

Ntrrit(-K Ciirectins with at least 0 pails for anotl,er child. 1-..,1allytte: self 071 /):!:.:is
of ()tiler child's perrorn...1,1ce.

4, Types 30 words a minute with a maximum of two errors.
1.01 llxpluicls with typewriter io discover letter keys, number keys, return button,

spacin,?: batton, and carriage for pap?.
4.02 Naine:i lo',.cr ease letters and numbcrs that he strikes.
1.03 Responds to :he command to type a letter (Type a "e", strikes e").
1.01 Typ:.s upper ;..nd lowLr cases of all letters.
4,05 Typ;2s by copying, names ar:d \v.)rds with regard to capitalization.
4.00 Copies simple sentences wi;) regard to capitals and punctuation,
1.07 Types sentenrles with accurate positioning of fingers.
4.08 Types with a steady rhythm.
4.09 Typ,:s 20 NvordVroinute with a maximum of 2 errors.
4,10 Types with correct pa) ;raph forillation and sentence structure.
1.11 Typos a business letter. May copy.
1.12 Tt pes with steady rhythm and proper finger posittcolfrg and posture.

''1.13 Types 30 wet d.Vminuto with a maximum of 2 errors.
-1.11 Types a two -pa; ;e paper with correct placement of title and page numbers.
4.15 Types a title page and a bibliography.

5. Judges student's ov.-n wri!ing for selected criteria such as clarity, express.on
of a mood, and brevity, and revises selections judged to be deficient Jecordini.;
to the selected criteria. Reviews revised version.

5.01 Listens to a Flory he has dictated and evaluates it as to proper sequenee of events,
brevity, clarity, interest level.

5.02 \V rites a simple paragraph and exam:lies it on the basis of how Nvell the scotenee:-;
relate, clarity, and interest level.

5.03 Dietat2s a story, listens to it, then judges it on basis of brevity, clarity, mood, et.
5.01 Makes corrections and revises a story he has dictated.
5.05 Writes an original story or report.

'5.00 Judges his story on the bat..js of clarity, mood, brevity, character
regard to significant detail, etc.

'5.07 Revises of story to correct v..cakne:;ses.
5.0S Beiev,a a revised version.

G. Judges the vriting of an unidentified author for 1-;e1ceted criteria sneh as
clarity, expression of a mood, and brevity, and revises ,elections jad,*,.1
to be deficient according to the selected cuileria.

0,01 Listens to simple rhyme.; :Ind short levies. Choose.; ones he lihes lcat.
G.02 Listclis to a variety of r-Aeries or poeins and chow-e;,, the cmes he lihesb;%.1.
G.03 14 tells torie.!: he has Le:1..d.
0.(11 Salt, ; 1011;11 in. I;!.1.'4 or tiory.
0. (Co story by di a..., Illy; a character, scene, or eNpre:;;ing. a from

that story.
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6.06 1;(:::;13 a star [Lnd orally or in v,Titin,f,..(liew did thu story
int:he you fi.A.

6.07 a tort' (ii article and selects the Hilo. he thin%s nppr4, te o:n
a list of Foul.

6.08 Write...; a par.,raph critically reviewili:; authorto wL»'k.
*6.09 Writes or delivers orally 0 critical review. of another' author's wor17. basing the

judgment on r.lurity,oxpressio.! of 0:owl, brevity, etc.
*6.10 Itcvl.,es an author's work 1)y sugge.,,ted changes.

ii.11 Devises a cl;ec,!di:.,t upon which to an author's work.

List-r2i2i172:

7. Listens to a till: of up to 30 ininu'.cs nod paraphrases, orally or in writing,
two points that the speaker made.

7.01 Listens to a story of about F minutes in lerth.
7.02 An.,.wers simple questions orally, (Who woo the story about?)
7.03 Listens to a story up to fifteen minzitea in length.
7.04 Answers simple questions orally in complete sentences.
7.05 Retells a short story in proper sequence.
7.06 Listens to a ten to twenty minute story or t;-.11c.
7.07 Answers simple questions orally or in writing.
7.08 Retells the major events of the story in the proper .7.equence.

'7.09 Listens to a talk of up to thirty minutes in length.
7.10 Ansv.'ers questions about the talk orally or in writ:

*7.11 caphrases orally or in writing what a spcaler in a 30 minute trtl':;, st%t1,.oi
least two main points.

7.12 Summarises orally or in writing both sid;:s of a del,ate after listening to the &bate.

S. Hears and executes-1 related, depLl.dent, scquenti0l, meauirful operation.
extending ever at least 10 minutc:7, when both the lan,tuage and the operation,,,
are known to be in the student's repertoire; student inay write down the
directions if he chooses.

8.01 Executes .1 commancl requiring one operalion \viler° anrlro;oired op,Tatien
are familiar.

8.02 ltepet.ts a simple sentence he hears.
8.03 llep.-educos a pattern of heats by tuping (six taPl.
8. 0-1 llears and ext.'cute8 sequenti11, meaniv;ful op'.2ration.:; eatend'in/: over

5 minutes where lan;., age and required operations fniniliar.
8.05 llepc.,ats irnme(liately a se/ of instructions co.itaininr; up to four parts.
8.06 Reproduces a pattern of beats by tapping (eight taps).
8.07 ne;:r:; and cxceute.; two 'Tinted dep:IwIent, sectuentP11, meaningful eperatinns

eNtendin.g c..er 10 minutes where lan:L.,u.r;-,.e and recplirtiloperation:_; are
lie,:rs e:;,__.ute.; lour rotated, (lependent, seritu-nIcal, opc-ration;;
extt.nding over J mil "-ti's where 10011:11e ;Ind rr-quircd ()per:Mons are familja

8.119 1(ccordn in \yritin,,,, a set of four in:-..rrue!ion,-.: vocabulary,
lloat and c.,\euule:i four related, dc.pond( Tr/e,..ntial, meanir,fol e.per:cit'.';10

.L'r It 10 1Ililniter.; 1:411 ;;Irt:2;f :tr-1 ft.;;Ilired
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to a inf.nntn-,f,11 ihr e,,n1,,,nt and 1,n1:n,
used 1-nov.T, 101,0 v;i1h1.-.1'n0 Hperioire.
delay Of n,..4 n

9.01- u.inu)lc,

9,0-2 one-r.,:),'_,rn.lior; for aft: child withn ir;;:uto
heafin:!,

9.0:1 Listens to a incsa.:a;c:. titan (m,,T,ntent a. H.1 lal,r;u:;;L, no

familial') aid rehlys 1.1.e rat.--s-,;r, 1 :thin five
'1-9.01. Listens to ar.d relays a meanin:,;l'ul mcsr-.age whr:»11,.- content and lan:,ut,,ge 11.:..c.r.l

the ine-,y"r5;( are hnown to IA: ithill tiles :3tudr2nt's repertoire. Time delay of rot
more thamt five

10. Uses the phone to gather inforr,-,::t:en on seleel.-1 topics: finds the corr.,ct
phone number, places the call, follows socially efre(qi ye r oc( for
requesting information, and obtains clarification of information ruay
not be clear.

10.01 Uses play phone in conversation with another Child (says hello, acts who lir.: is spc.n!,:....;
to, says i..,,00dl',ye).

10.02 Use phone to call homo or fr 'CI,C1 V.110 MIMI 7,';'Y he has, Dials phone, for

10,0,3 Uses phone to call home, herd, or business c.
(e. g. time, 1-1(7.0re--). nar:0,-...r in a plrDnc.., book es: thew.%.,1)
follows socially effec i no pr411:!ki'cluv

10.Oi Repeats up to four pica.'; of inform;Ltion gafterLd,
*10.05 Uses the phone to call Lome, friend bm;ine::s ef,i;,hli;-.1.went. to g;11(.:1.

on selected topics'. find.; correct phone ntunb;:r, places call, foliews
procedures for requesting iaformation, obtains clarificition of ii,form1mtic, is
not clear.

10.03 Records or Jcp;,ats information that lie has gathered.

11. Leads- di t-zeussion iimong five :::tod;:nts: focl::-.<:.s on the main topic,
ideas of others, sum:'.-Larize rnaln points, sees that all al',
included, 1.11'i3':.; the discussion to a soti;,factory conc.:1u,,inn. The to lit: hi,
of sueccs may be thc leader's ;,ll ('l0ni,n1,,., of
euEision given :0),Jvc. collsensus- cf (111C lt;;:5 C -611.1;, tn:Lt 115: 1(,,J1,
4111 n' the di: CU55 0;1 lintel :(1)(iVO, tll' F.:(%1S1.1": of

of studc.nt:;, f instance) that tl.e loader includLd elemehl;,
listed above.

11.01 Iloamis to or slwre.,, soincthing Nvitit a group, /1,!,.1;s questions of Ilient. 1,i

their allwers.
11.0:3 Contrib.dtes to I. led by al:'- ,111('r' t,11.1fl II!, Si:'1('S It (.'&.
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11.0.; San n!) 19 four niain points of a discussion w' Leh 1,c v..1Lnes,f.,.;.1aim,n;.-;

2-1 otlaa.
it. livaluatl, (ii:.cusir.icia in terms of the gr(inp's to stick to 1hr, topic ancl

accemplish t1e. pu-pae Or.111.:C.11011.
11.05 (11.!:.:enss01 among five students: focuses on main idea, listens to others,

dray, 5 Others into the dis,eti-
1.1. Or.. Summari4es and evalualL:H a dism:sien.
11. 07 Contributes to and eval rales a discussion led by another student..
11. OS identifies and states problems or areas no' covered in a discussion.
11. 09 Identifies and describes biases of speak', rs.

12. Negotiates with adults aid /or sinAnt:, to obtain agreement on a topic or
plann(Al activity.

12.01 Asks to borrow a ioy or game F.170111 tLachen en' anothca. student.
12.02 Allows another student tc use materials hc., is not using.
12.03 Asks to borrow materials. Returns vlien finished.
12.0-1 Lends own materials to another student.
12.05 Shares materials and worl:s to*,ther with another child for 15 minutes.
12.00 Plans a prescnuttion, game, or project. Locates and obtains materials, space,

and help from others.
12.07 Participates in a group diseu-,7sion to plan a group activity.
12.03 Evaluates alternatives and listens to the evaluation of others on a given question.
12.00 Plan:, an activity and presents it to an adult or sludant group,
12.10 Listen:; to and discusses and su::,f,,,:stions of others.
-12.11 Negotiates with the. adult or stuchmt to obtaia agnecmcnt on the final plan or topic.
12,12 Propaf,es alternative pt. ants and conducts a diseusLion to select one.

13. Prepares a questionnaire on a specific topic :n id uses it to conduct a 15
minute interview with an adult (a local busincsi,man, conummity leader,
school teacher) employing the procedures: Makes an appoint
ment for the interview, identifie.,..-;thuself at start of interview, states
pm-pose of the intervicr.,, asks questions and recocds responses of
interviewee, brings interview to close, thanks interviewee for cooper-
ation, reports orally or in v,-iting the resz,it.5 of the interview.

13.01 Questions another child ahcrit what he is doing; listens to the alISV:CF.
13.05 Formulates alone or with a group, a series questions to ask a guccil sPen[:(.'.
13.03 Introduces self and friends to new acquaintances.
13.04 Notes on a checklist and summarizes the remarks made by a guest speaker.
13.05 Role plays a five to ten minute interview: makes appointment, identifies self,

slates purpose, asks questions, records answers, closes interview, thanks inter-
\ow en, report.; back.

'1:1. 00 Chooses a topic and prepares a qoestionnaL..e. to use in a 15-minute Interview on the
topic.
1,,e1 an makes appointraeol, idcritifiy:i self, states purpm,e,
quetAlt.ns 71011 rceonds r-.sponscs, elw,es. interview and thank:: intervitwce,

'13.0 Reports or hi writing tie
13. Oil Pa it i-.:ipates in a rolcdlaying situation as the persi.n being interviewcfl by another

student 0r an adult.
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14, 1)rtiv,-, a r;.t.f.T,e cn [11;LI-lo:: a (1 :!..;i*11i N..1)1(..Il is reeegni:.iahle at a later date
to the or to other, as a nietliocl of recording an observation.

14.01 Records a simply, observ;t ion by dress'';:-;. as "iveathf:T d:111" or clititing own bri;:;111,
11.02 Using a real inoch,l, records 'tr drm,,:ing the mercury on a thermometer, lianchs on a

clock, clothes on a "weather doll," leaves on a tree, etc.
14, Identifies a drawing or photogra;Jh of a familiar Leen:2.
14..01 licecy:;nizcs major than;:-es, in the cla:zsroom rra,-;.?Inc-nt.
14.05 Draw,: his house, self, school, or pet, etc. , and explains how it differs from the

recorded observations of another child who observes and draws his house, etc.
(That is or is not my house because., . ,)

14.04 11(2,09r-cis data periodically on a chart or graph.
14.07 Observes and records an observation by drawing and compares -,bservation with

that of another child (cells in a microscope, veins in a leaf, shadows).
14.08 Explains a simple chart or graph to another child or to a group.

*14. 09 Draws a simple floor plan or a map of :amillar scene so that another child can
recognize and identify it at a. later dale.

14.10 Draws a scene or diagram from memory that is recognizable hy students to whom
it is familiar.

14.11 From a diagram, compares observa'..on to actual place observed.
14.12 To a basic diagrnm of a familiar object or location, adds details he recalls from

memory.

15. From a group of pictures or diagrams representing an event or scene
familiar to the student, selects those pictnres which can be accepted as
an accurate expression of reality and explains why those pictorial repre-
sentations are acceptable and others are not.

15.01 Identifies familiar people or places from photogrP.phs.
15.02 On a drawing, marks whit is missing or incorrect.
15.03 Identifies and classifies pictures (places to live, people that nerve our community, etc.)
15.04 Removes pictures that do not belong in a classification and says why.

*15, 05 Prom a series of pictures,points to unrealistic event or action and explains choice.
(barefcet in the snow).

*15. 06 From a diagraal of the s-nool or class, selects one most nearly like the real thing.
Identifies flaws in the ui3a::ceptable diagrams.

*14. 01

4)6.02

16.03

16. From a group of pictures or diagrams representing an event not familit,r
to the student, selects the picture which can be accepted as probably
accurate expression of reality. States a gross inference upon which the

student decided to accept the picture or diagram as probably accurate.
probably accurate.

From a group of pictures,selcets the ones most likely to be accurate for ail unfamiliar
situation. (Scicets tlie animals who arc adapted for life in the water, Cie.).
From a dingram,choese,-; the one most useful for a given function (space ship, Intel:,
baseball glove, ete.).
1\1:11:.!s coricelions evelit:: or scour;..
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obsenviry l7. From a serif:; of film clips that relnte an event witnessed by 1.Le
student, selects the One which factually documents the Oveat.

17.01 Identifie:i films of places or events that are the same as or similar to places or
events he has e:,:perieneed.

17.02 From a series of film clips of familiar places, identifies things that are new or
changed or previously forgotten.

17.0:1 From a series of film clips chooses the ore that is "most like I remember it",
17.01 Mat:es a film of an event. Compares it to another Min of the same event.

Third child \vill choose the one that best represents his view. Discusses results.
*17.05 From a series of film clips chooses one that best recalls his interpretation of the

place or event. Says why.
17.05 Views two or more examples of film reporting of the same event. Ex: lain:; the

bias of the photographer,

Observing: 18. From a series of pictures, still or motion, makes inferences about
the emotions represented in the p7 tunas.

18.01 Cla:;sifics a series of pictures of faces with happy or sad expressions, according to
the appropriate category.

18.02 Identifies characters in a boo!: or on film that are happy, sad, angry, embarrassed,
afraid, excited.

18.03 Identifies characters in a book or on film that are happy, sad, embarrassed, angry,
afraid, excited. Explains how be arrived at the decision,

18.04 Views motion films and describes einctional content of physical movements of
characters.

18.05 Views a molion film; and lists the forms of the non-verbal communications he sees.
18. 0G From a series of pictures, still or motion, states emotions represented and innhcs

inferences about why the character is reaoling in such a way.

* Terminal, required objectives.

** A number of objectives grouped under communication steals, social studies and
art forms require the student to stale preferences. For these objectives the cri-
terion measure is simply that the student disco 5 or state his preference. No
score or grade will be ;Oven for the response.
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Mathematics Abbreviotions

Num. Numeration

Add. Addition

Sub, Subtraction

Frs. Fracticns

P. V. Place Value

Mon. Money

Time Time

Som. Systems of Measurement

Geom. Geometry

S. T. Special Topics

Com. Combination of Processes
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I

I

Num.
Num.
Add.;:,
Sub.
Frs.

INIATItinlATics

Level A

Com,H., reads, and writes numbers 1 to 10 in sequence.
Identifies and CCM:3f ru(!ts sets. Matches equivalent and nonequivalent sets.
Illustrates simple addition throngh manipulation of objects; cornbh.es objects
from two sets.
Responds. to terms and identifies whole and hall of object or set of objects.

Level B

Num. Beads words for numbers 0 to 10. Counts, reads, writes numbers 1 to 100.
Counts by 10's to 100. Responds to ordinals to 10th.

Num. Selects greatest and smallest numbers from group of numbers . Places
or < between only 2 numbers 0 to 100.

13. V. Places digits in tens and ones places for any number 1 to 100.
Add & Solves addition and subtraction problems with objects, numbers, and words to
Sub. sums of 12.
Frs. Identifies and div'cles in half an object or set of objects up to 12.

*Mon. Reco,:mitzes and matches numerical value of penny, nickel, dirro. Reeo:mizes
quarter. Finds values of groups of coins to 124 using sign. (18)

Time Reads and writes numerals cn a clock face. Places long hand "before" and
"after" the hour.

Som. Identifies inches on ruler and uses terms "ruler," "yardstick," "dozen,"
and "one-half."

Geom. Identifies and reproduces a circle, square, triangle, and rectangle.

Level C

Nur». Counts, reads, writes numbers to 200. Counts by twos, fives, and tens to 200.
Identifies numbers as odd or even.

P. V. Identifies place value of numbers to 200 in written or expanded form. Places
> or < between 2 numbers to 200.

Add. Does column addition with sums to 20 (no carrying). Places > , < , or =
between 2 addition expressions.

Add. Demonstrates associative principle for addition using parentheses.
Sub. Subtracts without borrowing all sums to 18. Places > , C , = between sub-

traction expressions.
Frs. Divides a whole. into halves, thirds, fourths.

*Mon. Matches numerical value of quarter. Adds coins le 0P fi.. Uses $ and . (decimal).
(18)

'rime Counts hour and minute marks on clock or number line.
*Sony. Measures in inches and feet. (3), cups, pints, quarts.
Geom. Identifies and names solids: sphere, cylinder, cube, cone, and rectangle.
S. T. Writes Roman numbers 1 to 30.
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Le, (.1 1)

Num. Counts, react ", 1V11.1CS /11.1inLerS 10 1000. Courts by 3's, 1's. Converts (k. f ma's
to fractions and to wrItten terms.

P. V. Identifies place value to 1000's and to 10.i,,dredtlis for decimals. lli.groups.
Writes numbers and decimal in expandc,l

Acid. Adds with re.';roupin; to hundreds', smos to 2000.
Sub. Subtracts by borrowing from 100's and 10's.
Mutt. Multiplies with factors 2-5 by repeated adlition. Donlonstrates commutative

principle.
Div. Divides by numbers to 5. Uses multiplie'd.ion to claret: problems.
Frs. Identifies parts of objects by 1/6, 1/8, 2/3', 3/4. Adds two fractions with

same denominator.
'Non. Identifies half dollar and drdlar. Adds and subtracts with sums to tit. 00.

Mal;es change. (18)
Time Reads printed time and draws it on a clock. face.
S0211. Identifies 1 yard = 3 feet = 36 inches. Measures to 1/1". Uses equivalent

measures. (28)
Geom. Identifies sol As, Names line segments.
S. 'I'. WritesRoman numerals to 100. Reads thermometer, bar graph.

' Level E

`Nun). Counts, reaCL.writes numbersto1.1.000, 000. Writes nuns is to 1 places and decimal
fractions to -4 places in \vorfls, Convert:7 decimals to frac?eus Orders pare
a_d Orsirials to 100..001. (I , 2,3)

: ,

*.f). V. Identifies place value diOts to 1,000,001i amt decimals to thourandths, (0, 7)
*Add. Adds with carrying to 4 places: decimals Jo hundredths, Solves multiple -st r

word problems. (8, 11).
*Sub, urriaii2,2:tolplincia_dec,i_22yls to hundredth;:. Solves multinle

step '.vord problems, (0, 14)
Mult. tises repeated addition for 1 digit x 3 digit numbcrs. Uses commutative, associative,

distributive principles.
*Mult. Finds squares of numbers 1-10; uses exponential form; uses algorithms for multi-

plication by 10's to 1,000,000. Solves \vord problelw-,. (14)
Div. Divides with remainder using 1 digit factor, 2 digit. products. Solves word

problems.
Frs. Uses and names all common fractions. Adds and subtrets with like denoirinators.

Reduces to lowest terms.
Mon. Totals .amounts to $10.00 and makes ehangc.

*Time Rends and writes time by a elm.k. Identifies time by !mats of daysimt,rnim,,.,_ele.)
days in weel;s, months. Solves calcnd.).r problems. (23, -21)

*Time Identities and reads seconds on a clock. Reads time schedules, Adds and sub-
tracts with time usinl rei;rcupin',,,.. (25)

*som. Solves probleonusina tth1S,_ ;,;14:0(1 (C1:,._st.), centigrade and
Falircnbcitthermometers, feet, rods, yards, miles, l\leal'res eentl ?u
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Geom. Names and ..egments, ri:!;11 :ingles, intersecting lines,
peipendicul,.r.

'I', Writc Itorartu. numeral., to ;7,00, 1;eadtldii,1%, erel, map.y, rends and nit!hes
graphs and charts, (,;9, -1())

*Corn. Solves ecittions u;,,in.; N. Finds averaL;es to 1 Ot!0, le_that
describes an equation and vice versa. (10)

Level 1'

*Num, Rounds numbers up to millions, Locates primes to 100. Writes 5 place nrt 7 rs
in words, (z.t, 5)

P. V. Writes numbers as powers of ten and in exponential form to 92. Roads and charts
d(slinals to millionths.

Add. Adds whole number and decimals to millionths with carrying.
Sub Subtracts with decimals to millionths.
Milli,. Multiplies :3 digits x 3 or more digits to 1,000,000, Multiplies 2 dec:rnnl numbers. (10)

*Div. Uses algorithms to dividewith 2-or 2-place factors. Writes remainders as
fractions, Divides decimal by whole numbers. Uses fractional notation. Solves
2-stop word problems. (13, 14)

Frs. Identifies proper and improper fractions. Adds, subtracts, multiplies simple
improper and mixed fractions with unlike dolomi}:lators. Finds LCD, LCM.

Frs. Orders fractions using > , < , , Writes Iteinaal equivalents. Solves ono-
step word problems.

Mon. Multiplies and divides monriv values. Solves i n . .ple--step word problcins. (31)

*Time Acids and subtracts with times be.-ond 12:00. Reac's a 2,1--hour clock, '(19)
Solves problems on 111110 Z011(;';3 and dayliidit savin,ts tirro
fortnight, score, century. (20, 21, 22)

Som. Converts measures, Uses metric stick.
*Geom. Finds perinmfers, areas. Identifies plane fiitares. Locates circle parts, ray,

vertex of triangle. Converts squannunits. Measures to nearest 1/10 inch. (31,32,34)
*S. T. Finds ratios and proportions. Completes numl:erixittc-ens. Muhesi-;Taplis n.n.t1

charts with fractions and decimals. Converts fractions and decimals to perecct.
(35,36,37,38)

Con). Solves 2-step word problems with fractions, money, time, measurement.

Level G

Num. Finds prime factors of any lannber., identifies, writes, converts. 11.,:id:1(1!:.

Locates and illust-ate use of negative numbers, Writes numbers in exponential
notation.

P. V. Makes place value charts for base 5 and 10 systems and for decimals with p sitive
exponents.

Add. Adds negative and positive nund)ers. Adds any 2 numbers which are multiplied by
same base to same positive pov..e.o.

Sub. Subtracts negatie ',umbers and numL,.,rs in exponential form.
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Alu lt. numlierN in form. Ti±liiplies?.dceinial

*Div. Divide,_ numbers -,71111 decimals la tivol,"r, Divides numbers in exponential form
where bases are same. :.1nne.:\e zeros to c l : v i d e . Writes cjectient a;; mixed an,imben;

Frs. Write s equivalents of dc,oiniel;.., iqul11p1i,,;47, and divides fractions.. Sol\ us
multiple step word problems:.

Time Names very small, very large units. Sol ',,.ord problems.
1 Som. kiloerrams. Convert ;.; to Converts aere.,,, miles

feet: (26,27)
*Geom. Identifies plane figures; finds perinietcm end measures angles. Uses forrind as

to fincl_eircumfevince. arch. and pC:riliff.f!'r,tH (33)
*S. T. Graphs coordinate pairs. Diagrams set intersection. Solves algebraic cair.tions

with one unkno,,vn. (17)
*Cool. Finds percent of whole number. (15)

Level II

Nun-J. Identifies, adds, and subtracts in b:Iscs 2,5,5. 1.1:ies commutative and associative
principles for adding in base 5. Solves 1 -step word problems in base 5.

P. V. Makes place value charts in bases 2,3,S.
Add. Adds and subtracts positi;,: and negative numbers \vithout number line. Adds numbers

with decimals puts to 1000 or more.
Sub, Subtracts with numbers in e;:po)i.rlial form with same base (2 -1 0) o the sniie

negative power.
Mull. Multiplies pesttive and negative numbers. :Multiplies numbers in exponential fermi

with the base, with positive and negative newel's.
Div, Divides positive and negative numbers written in exponential form. Finds square

roots and cubes of whole numbers.
Frs. Finds value of whole number raised to a fi ectional power.
Geom. Finds surface area and volumes of solids, Finds congruents, parallels, trans-

versals, perpendiculars.
Geom. Uses Pythagorean theorem. Lists properties of plane and solid geometric figures.
S. 'I'. Identifies integers, rational, irrational numbers, sets which exhibit closure,

Completes deductive statements. :Takes comparative charts for U, S. and
foreign currency.

Cons. Solves insurance, bank, tax, stock problems.
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SOCIAL STIrD11,-;'-

General Ski 11 s

12. Uses apprepsis,te library resources, books and periedicah.-!, reference 1;tric1( s, and
informed persons to locate information on a given topic.

12. 01 Given a textbook locates the pages of a chapter on a given topic using the
table of contents (Rcadng E, fief. S).

12.02 Given a chapter of a hook at his present reading level and a factual question
to answer based on the chapter, shim reads the material to find the answer.
(Reading E-K, Lit. C.).

32.03 Finds the addresses of three businesses offering a particular service
(e. g. , TV repair) located in a given area, using the telephone book.

12.01 Given a topic for research, finds all references to it in an eneyek)pcdi.a.
(Reading G, Lib. S, )

12.03 Given a textbook and a particular topic, uses the index to locate the
nornbors of information on that topic. (Reading G, Ref, S.

12. 0G Given the title and author, finds the call numb;.r of the book in the card
catalogue and locates the book on tLe shelf within I0 minutes. (Reading II,
Lib. S.)

12,07 In a newspaper locates the weather report, editorial page, and a
advertisement for secretarial help. (Beading I, Ref. S.)

12,0S Using the World Almanac as a reference, finds a number of given fact F.
(Readir 3, Lib. S. } For example:

Fish and ga-ne regulations in the Dintrict of Columbia
Loser of World Series; in 1933
Song of (lie year receiving the Grammy Award
Largest urban area in (lie U. S.
Year Ghana became an independent Commonwealth nation

12.00 Given a series of questions, states Who in the eemine:lity could ariF,\.;,s,r
them (What is the daily rate for a semi-private hospital room at I). C.
General? Hew does one join till'. brick-layers union?)

For a discussion of the organization of these objectives, sec the terminal
objectives in Social Studies.
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18. 17siir,; infoi m......tion. lie la located, identifier 11,o inain I cas and supportive details
comr.lutHeak.s1 to Lift, ).elated

13.01. fie/ secr:_;° a film or fil)m,,Irip, :lotus the math idea or ideas ;Ind fy..0
details to !-:i.]].porf each.

13.02 Given a plIcit.);..ph or illustration awl a series Of r:Jated questions,
ans....ers the qucstions correctly.

13.03 In a given graph, u.!derlines the sentence that presents the in;Lin
idea and slates two det:Als that suppov it. (Heading r_h-, Lit. C. and
Eval. C.)

13.0-1 After listeing to a 30 minIte oral presentation, states at least two main
...leas or paints and two details to suvort each. (Communications Skills 7.13)

13.05 Given a pi ragruh and several related questions, reads the pa..agral,11 and
answers the questions correctly. (Reading 1"--E1, Lit. C.

13,06 After hearinf;- a discussion by several participants, states tiie main p(Jints
made by each speaker and lists points of ,9greement and points of
meat among (Commtalications Sh1 1's 7.12 and 11.0'; - 1],09,)

13.07 Given a picture of an interact:on and a her of i',2::tod
each sic/lei-n(21,1 as a description, an infeinlea, or a value jtul,m;,nt.
(Reading II, Eval. C.)

13.03 Creates a brief questionndiYC on a topic of his choice, administec.,: it to a
selected sample of his classmates, and tabulates the results.

13.09 Chooses a topic and prepares a questionnaire to guide his intorYiews of
three people to obtain specific information about that topic. (Cominunicatios
Skills 13. 08.)

13.10 Given a story or article several paragraph;, long, outlines the main idyas
using Roman numerals, capital letters, and Arabic numerals. (Ilead;1;
Org. S.)

13.11 Given a lit of terms u; c(1 in social studies and a list of definitioi.s,
terms an. definitions .2orrectly to 00".; proficiency (wants, culture, col:=t-
tution, law).

13.12 Frow written and/or pictorial materials, creates it three-dimensienal model
based (.1/1 the daia, tnal:es a cross - :..cation of an '.....r;yptial pyramid
or burial tomb, a model of a Puel:lp (Arts 2.15 and Sett r(.e S. 'I'. .1.)
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14.

13.13 Given a story or article several pages long, sunirnarizes in:Aerial in
one parat!;raph.

33.3. Gathers data on a topic of his choice. as a part icipanf-ot,survor in his family
or classroom, keeping notes for a week, and ;:ummarizinglis

Using infornnttion he has gat1Wl'Od l'eV1 CWC evaltiates the inforiratin on the
basis of facts presented, relevat..:y of the information, author's purpose for writing,
opinions and interpretations stated, and persit;tSiVe tee:11111(1110S.

14.01 Given a paragraph containing relevant and irrelevant information ,.-)n a
particular topic, identifies the irrelevant data. (lle:Wing E, Li C.)

14.02 Given five titles and authors of books, identifies at least four correctly as
primary or secondary accounts (e.g. , Autobiography of Malcolm X;
McCuchion, Story of a Free People; Smith, (ed.), Collected Letters of
Abral.;.,m Lincoln; Sandhurg, Lincoln; The Prairie Year ).

14.03 Given 10 sentences, correctly desinates at least seven as fact or opinion
(e.g. , "The U. S. is the sixth largest country in the world." "The U. S.
has the best form of gover»nient in the world."). (Reading 11, E.al. C.),

14.01 Given a series of reports and articles by witnesses and historians con-
cerning one particular event, asseses the bia:? and compott.ney of each
author in tern,s of the author's purpose in preparing his account, the
attitudes he expresses, and his connection to the event or situation.
(Reading 1-K, Eval. C.)

14. 05 Given three paragraphs each on a different topic chid a generali;:atien from
each, states whether the genevalivation is justified based on theinferr::ttien.
(Reading 13, Eva]. C.)

14. 06 Given an article containing inconsistencies or contradictory information,
points out the internal conflicts.

14,07 Given two sources of data about the same event, compares the two accounts
in terms of factual content, points out two inntanees of disK;reement between
the authors, and states which account he believes to be most relit hie an i

y. (Reading J, lief. S.

15. Using information he has ev:Jualed, analyzes the information by testing theories and
hypotheses and makes gererally,ations drawn from specific chit :..
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o] Giver! a seie:: ('.last., or pr-cr:Ip;raphs on ti ;Lily tor,j0, IrNfL(:

fro,a !;iven par,r;i'Liplis on life ill
;Ind Plyincrth, and eree)pl,.; from NVilli;lin Penn's

diary aliont the life. of the et-11.1y generali./e;: that life v as a
con.st ant struglc for survival 05 that the were. fyieocily
and helpful in the early (1,1.1's of settlemeHt.)

1:). 02 :\lalcus a hypothesi:;, tests it, and turn states ',.1,etiv2i- it was toeura.!e.
or 31 2eds revision,

03 Given previously learned eeicept:'3 and ,,-2:craralitations, applies tlicra to
new data (c. g. , diyewlses in writing or oral]', the trip to the riwion in
terms of the concept of Western expansion and America's pu..,11 toward a
frontier).

13.04 Given a single-factor theory of cau,7a4.ion for an histori.cal phenomenon
(e. g. , immigration to the U. S. was eau: cd by the desire for religious
frcedoni), proposes .,..-.everal alternative Causative factors and gives
supporting evidence.

inform ation he hos evaluated, orgat''7es and presents it and uval'.7.ttcs
eff,-;ctiv3ness of his presentation.

16.01 1.:;,cs or partioily,tes in a rcic- playins: siturtion tit dram:-:ti7e a sceial
issue. (Arts 20.03.)

09 Prepal es a 1)11.11Ctill bkial'd or Other rrapi'de on a sulijeet of his
choice as a means of conveying inicrmation. IL:valuates the elle .tive:lec::
of his presentation by administering a brief test to his anlience to deter-
mine how well the thformation was comn-, "Heated 211d Celaired. (Arts 7.02.)

10. 03 Writes a logically organized report on 0 topic of rofieets
preparation involving reading; inestigHioa, and original thouglii.
(Reading K, Ilef. S.)

10.01 Prepares and organizes a 6 to S minute oral report on a topic of Lis choice!,
so that elassIntes can Nbel the report is finhThed, state the iunir)r
and a supportive detail for c,,,ch. (Coirn»unicatiens Malls 11.11,.)

16.05 Given a controversial topic or a current social issue, eNronines si!vet?,1
points of view and chooses One position and deb:iter. in tdat;;;., (co;Thivni_
cations Shills 12.13.)

16.06 After investigating a topic of his choice, muhes a value :1.1)ollt it
a6d mplains or justifie opinion (ihe U. S. should or nc,t 11:1Ve

arneNed there .11o111:1 or should not l a dress code in Ihe
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lii. 07 readin the igation of a political, economical or
1)1'01)10111 of 111 s choice (c. r,-. , low cost how-jug for the Nerthe.st,

whero S sublvay should run in D. C.) produces a plan or proposal wh!ch
inclucle:J a statement of the problem, sources investigated, and juAifi-
cation o: he propr.,,,...al.

17. Constructs and irterprets graphically represented information.

17.01 Finds mean, mode. and median of IWO population samples to illustrate
different uses for each statistical "average" (e. g. , weight of all the boys
in the class; allowance of all boys in 11,a class), (Math F, Com.)

17.02 Given several different types of graphs (a: bar graph, pictograph, circle,
and line graph) and a statistisml table, (Math ', S. T. and Science Co 7a-c)

a. identifies the graph which represents the tabularied data, and
b. puts the data into graph form using the other three types of graph

listed above.

17.03 Given a clearly misleading g-iaph or chart (omission of zero on graph
scale, changing size of graph symbols), identifies the misleading factors.

18. Uses compass points as reference for cstablishi. ,'clations LetWeell geog-plile
locations.

18.01 Names the cardinal directions. (Korth, South, Fast, West.)

18.02 Given a compas, orients himself, and walks in a designated direction.

18.03 Given '.(;n commonl,y known geographic locations; states the co!npass
direction relative to his position for at least nine of them. Foi example:

Canada Mississippi Iiivcr
New York The Capitol
France The Rocky Mountains
Florida Texas
Hawaii Puerto Hite

18.01 Given a map, approximates north on the map with actual compass direction.

19. Given six connonly known vco,;raphic locations, puts them in order in terms of
distance from his position. For example:

Vietnam
The Whit)' llouse
Ba..iinore
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21.01 Given a re:,(hrap of an unfamiliar area, uses the legend itret scale to trace
the shortest route between two given points using major hithways.

21. Given a unlabeled political uuq of an unfamiliar continent, identifies the
major political divisions (city, county, state, count criPii1d) using the
key.

21. 06 Given a map using dot symhols (e. distribution of cattle throughout
the IT. S. states what cx.olt dot stands for and interprets the map (e.g. ,
tells how many head of cattle there arc in Colorado).

21.07 Given an isothermie map, identifies areas of similar temperiaure.

21.08 Given a physical map, states the elevation of one color area according to
the legend.

21.09 Given a physical (colo layer) map, identifies two areas of similar elevation.

21.10 Given an isometric map, identifies areas of similar elevation.

21.11 Given a large scale map and a small scale map locates area covered in
large stole map on small scale map.

22. Uses lines of longitude and latitude to locate geographic areas and to establish
relationships between them.

22.01 Given a globe, traces with his finger one line of longitude and one line of
latitude.

22.02 Explains that all longitude lines meet at the North and South Pole,

22.03 Given a globe locates the prime me'dan (meridan at Greenwich).

22.0,1 Defines longitude as extending from 180° east of the prime metidna (0°)
to 1800 west of the prints rreridan.

22.05 Locates the equator, the Tropics of Capricorn and Cancer, the Arctic and
Antarctic circles, and thep.des on a globe.

22. 0G Uses the zones of latitude to explain the position of the earth in relation to
the sun at the time of the vernal equinox and the autumnal equinox.

22.07 Given a globe with a grid, cprreelly labels the, latitude of the equator (00)
and the poles (900).

2`2.03 Given a map or globe with a grid, locales on it cur five pairs
coordinites (e.g. , 01°N and li °\\*), (ath G, S. T. )
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22.09 Given a point on a globe containing st:des the position in degrees
of latitude and longitude.

22.10 Given two specific points on a globe measures the distance between them
in degrees of longitude and latitude.

22.11 Given two specific points on a globe, estimates the mileage between them
based on the distance in degrees.

22.12 Defines and locates the international date line.

22.13 Given a globe and a time and day for a specific location on the globe, can
state the time and day for another designated location on the globe. (E.g.,
if it is 2 p. m. on Tuesday in New York, what time and day is it in Japan?)

23. Identifies and names map projections and indicates areas of greatest distortion.

23.01 Given several world maps of different projections and a list of the types
of projections, identifies correctly three of the projections and states
the advantage or primary use of each.

93. 02 Given three world maps of different pro.i tions, points out on each the
areas of major distortion.

24. Calculates the number of years between two given dates (e.g. , 2550 B. C. to 1950 A. D.

24.01 States the number of years in a decade and a century and the approximate
number of years in a generation.

24.02 Explains the meaning of A.D. and B. C.

24.03 Given a year, correctly states which century it is in.

25. For the following events or time periods, gives the ai.proximate duration of each and
ranks them in terms of duration, longest to shortest!

Civil War
Prehistoric times
We Award expansion of the United States
Ror.Jan Empire dominated the world
Flight of Apollo 11 to moon
Voyage of Columbus to America

26. Constructs a tiro line of Arncrican history marking off centuries and places on it one
event of his choic,. for each century.
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27. Works independealy, submits xvork for evaluation, and then accepts criticism
and makes revisions.

27.01 Chooses a topic for examination, investigates the topic independently
through reading, observing pictures, movies or filmstrips, and/or
interviewing, and reports orally or in writing on his findings, (Social
Studies 16, )

27.02 Copes effectively with criticism of a report he has written by rewriting
Or revising it with the criticism in mind. (Commication Skills 5,05 -
5.09, )

27.03 Pursues reading or other project in a room with other students without
interrupting or disturbing their activity.

28. Participates hi group discussions or activities, respecting the opinions of ethers,
waiting his turn to speak, and pro,.;Ming, the goals of the group.

28.01 Observes a group of his peers working on a project noting the goals of
the group and the roles played by each member.

28.02 In a formal class discussion, awaits recognition of the chairman before
speaking.

28.03 To show awarrniess of others' feelings, pantomimes different feelings
(include use of hands, eyes, mouth and whole body) to be identified by
others and identifies feelings pantomimed by them.

28.04 As a discussion leader or chairman in a group shows respect for the
opinions and feelings of all partkapants. (Social Studies 9,)

28.03 In a debate, waits until the other side has finished its presentation;
does not interrupt the presentation of the opposing side.

28.05 In a debate, criticizes his opponent's ideas, rather than his personality
(e.g. , "I disagree with your opinion because...", not "that's a dumb
thing to say").

28.07 Participates as an active member of a committee, accepting his share
of responsibility without dominating. (Social Stiidies 3.)

28.08 As chairman of a committee gives all members an equal opportunity to
participate, respects the opinions of each, keeps order bu! does not
dictate to the group. (Social Studies 9.)

29. Is aware of his own elrarneterislier, feelings, and values.
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29.01 Describes at least four unique features about himself.

29,09 Lists the rolc3 he plays as a member 01 the faintly, school, and .:-ommunity.

29.03 Compiles a scrapbook "All About Me" including in it information about
himself, about his fainily and friends, and sections on topics such as:
"The Most Important Things I Am", "The Most Important Things T Do",
and "Things I Like, Fear, Hope to Do or Be."

29.04 Given a list of human emotions \MI' space for "when I fell this way" and
"why", keeps an "emotion" checklist for a week, recording the emotions
he feels, and examining the circumstances or situation that produced the
emotion.

29.05 Keeps a to of all the gesturer he makes or observes others making and
describes the meaning or feeling they express.

29.06 Lists all decisions he has made in one 2.1 hour period including cToiccs
of Cothing, food, recreational activity, and use of money.

30. Recognizes differences among human beings, classifying the differences as per-
manent, temporary, or changing.

30.91 Given a list of differences between people, labels those that arc
hereditary and those that arc not.

30.02 Lists the %rays he is like other students and %vacs in which he is different
from them, concluding "We're all alike in certain ways, and different in
other ways."

30.03 Lists the groups to which he belongs and indicates:

a. which he will always be in (e. g. , race, sex, family).
b. how lie became a membey.
c. how one should act as a member.

31. Distinguishes betw con friendly and unfriendly behavior as typically exprs.,ed by
himself and others and lists possible causes for unfriendly behavior.

31.01 States or acts out five friendly' actions and five unfriendly actions.

31.02 Participates in or VieWS a situation demonstrating either
friendly or unfriendly behavior and describes his perception of the
action, what the behtriur was intended to convey, and how the bchav ior
was perceived.
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31. 03 Followilv4 a role-playing sittiatin similar to the one deserihed above,
participates in a discussion to the !nearing of the clernon:trateci
behavior,

31.04 Given exat»ples of unIciendly behavior lit several situations, including-,

"name calling", infers the possible eau 7C. or reason for the 1;ehavicir in
each situation (situations should demonstrate am bi\ aleocc,
loyalty, disappointment, frustration, ignorance and fear, imitation of
others, crobarrassmert, unfulfilled expectations).

32. Demonstrates cliTathy and respect for others.

33.

(C..)

32, 01. Dramatises appropriate behavior in tho, following places: concert Loll,
museum, place of worship, a ball park, the movies, library, a per!t,
swimming pool, so that other classmates can idt,atify where student is
and what he is doing.

32.02 In ro1,2-playing situation assumes three of the folloAng roles, d-mo-
strafing a problem faced by each:

a policeman on a night squad-car patrol
the owner of a small grocery or no--.-Ity store in a city
a tourist to the U. S. who knows li. ° English
a corporation vice-president

32, 03 Names advantages and disadvantages (problems) of people of the follo\:1,1g
ages:

2 months
5 years

10 years
1S years

35 years
70 years

32. 04 Teaches or tutors a younger child a skill or knowled,c-e with patiemeo
and respect for other's feelings until he has mastered the material.

Knowledge

Globalisnl

Using a globe for the earth and a light bulb to represent the sun, demo-
stratus and explains the effect of the rotation of the earth, the inclination
of the earth, and the revolution of the earth around the stin.
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34. Identifies, locates, and explains the effects of major ocean currents or
(G) land bodies.

34.01 Names and locates the origins of major ocean cur cnts on a map
or globe,

34.02 Traces the flow of a single ocean current on a map, identifying

the land bodies affected by it,

34.03 Given a list of major ocean currents and a globe or map, draws
in two of them and states the effects of each on major land bodies.

Landforms

35. On an milabeled globe or map, identifies types of land forms and bodies of
(G) water.

35.01 Given an unlabeled physical map of an unfamiliar or hypothetical
continent, identifies one example of the following landforms:

plain island
hill harbor
mountain isthmus
plateau peninsula
valley

35. 02 Given a map including an example of each of the major types of
water bodies (ocean, sea, bay, strait, lake, river), labels each
correctly.

Clim-te

36. Identifies factors which Influence temperature and precipitation, and

(G, A) describes how various types of climate influence human life in given
regions.

36.01 Names three factors that influence the temperature of any given
location.

36.02 Given a list of possible factors, chooseS those that affect the
amount of precipitation at any given location.

36,03 Given a physical map of a hypothetical continent, shows where the
following will probahly be: desert, tropic it rain forest, tuadr:1,
temperate climate with abundant rainfall, and a temporal(' ;:litn:ite
with iloclerate
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36.0.1 Lists three advantages and three disadvantages of the climate
of a tropical rain forest in Africa to the people who live the !.'e,

36. 05 Lists differences in ,..o cultures which result from climate
differences (housing. in i\lexico and Alaska; working hours in
Greece and England).

36.06 Gives two examples of the effect of cultural values on agriculture
and two examples of the effect of technology on agriculture in
the United States and another culture with a similar climate.

37. Identifies natural resources and products of a given area and explains how
(G, E) a culture or society is affected by natural resources or lack thereof.

38.
(G)

37.01 Given the following lists of natural resources and agricultural
products, states which are produced in the U. S. , which are
imported, and which are both produced and imported (80';: correct).

coal beef
uranium hogs
oil wheat
tin rice
bamite coffee
rubber sugar
gold cotton
iron tobacco
copper tea
lumber silk

37.02 Briefly explains how each of the following affect the soil of an
area and gives an example:

basic rock rivers that,. move ::oil
climate man's agricultural practices
vegetation erosion

37. 03 Describes how the discovery of a natural resource in one area
has changed the physical environment and way of life of many
people in that area (e. g. , how discovery of oil in Ohlahoma
affected Indians; effect of tin mines on Polivian Indian).

Patterns of Diyorsity and Similarity

Lists factors which determine regional divisions and identifies sevei.d
regional groups based on each.
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38. 01 From a given list selcct eight factors that help determine 'Hiat
area of a land mass is considered a region.

38. 02 Given a map of a continent and atlases, divides tint continent
into agricultural and industrial regions and clima.ic/lopcgraphical
regions.

Change

39. Locates and identifies examples of biotic and technological changes in a
(G) given environment.

39. 01 Using his own eity, state, or region, names five physical and
biotic changes in the geography of the area in the past million
years, and eight man-made changes in the geography and environ-
ment, and gives an example of each.

39.02 Gives examples of manes application of technology to overcome
two problems of topography and two problems of climate.

39. 03 Predicts what would happen to thq desert way of life if water
were discovered.

Urbanization

40. Deserihes regions of varied population deiisity, identifying natural features
(G, E, S, and land use. Lists cause of, problems with, and results of urbanization.

40.01 List at least five factors that contribute to the emergence of
city (agricultural surplus, division of labor, market, trito;portution,
government, literacy).

40. 02 Given a map of a hypothetical country or continent, shads in
where areas of dense and sparse population and location of major
cities arc most to be and justifies these inferences.

40.03 Explains what factors contributed to the growth of at least five
of the following cities:

Ancient Babylon Pittsburgh
Athens Cleveland
Home Chicago
London Los Angeles
Singapore
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40.01 Given an atlas and an almanac, makes a chart or graph of the
population grov.11, of his city (Washington, D. C.) over the past
50 years and states the reasons for the growth.

40.05 Draws a picture or writes a composition describing "my neigh-
borhood" in 'terms of natural features, land use, and people.

40. OG Makes a list of the advantages and disadvantages of living down-
town in a big city, in the suburbs, on a farm, and in a small
town.

40.07 States the factors that determine the in ice of land in the city
and in a rural area.

40.08 Lists the major problems and considerations (p':sical, economic,
political, and social) in planning one of the follov.-ing:

a city transportation system
an urban neighborhood
a suburban neighborhood
a downtown shopping area
a large urban park

World history

41. Identifies, describes briefly, and locates in time and place, several of
(II, A) the great cultures, states, or empires which have existed in recorded

history.

41.01 On the time line below, places five of seven events correctly:

Beginning
of life on

earth
Man begins

history
Birth of
Christ

The New Testament of
Bible is recorded

Discovery of fire
Building of pyramids
America declares
i»tiepcndence

1000 1492 Present

Greece begins the practice
of democracy

The Middle 4\gcs:
The Industrial Revolution

41.02 For at least five of the following ages and places, describes a
"typical day in the life of a young man" including fond, shelter,
and clothing; daily activities; tools atui artifact::: relations r ill;
family and community: -cligious or spiritual beliefs and practices:

a. a l'aleolithie European forest-ch% eller
b. an am.ient ptian r,cribe's appretiti(!e
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e. au ; thenian free -4, ;in of the 5th century B. C.
(1. a serf in the la Ages
e. a Chinese nolhe at the time of Confueions
f. a student ai list in Florence in the Renaissance
g. a prince in the Court of Louis 'XIV
h. a young Idea, Mn v an, or Aztec youth during the

flowering period of those civilizations
an Arab camel herder under the Ottoman Turkish
rulers

j, a young tribesman in the Ashanti or Songhai empire

41.03 Lists two major artistic, governmental, scientific, or technical
contributions to later or other civilizations made by each of three
of the following:

Egyptians
Ancient Greeks
Romans
Ancient Chinese

41. 04 Based on classroom examination of the art, literature, science
and technology, and way of life of one ancient civilization
(Egyptian, Greek;, Roman, Byzantine, Indian or Confucian China),
states how much be feels man has "progressed" In the past several
thousand years and justifier his opinion with at least three "facts".

42. Names r
(11)

ames fou wars the history of manl.drid and compares and contrasts
reasons for each,

43. Compares and contrasts given characteristics of life in the U. S. with those
(11) of other nations or civilizations.

41.
(11, E, Psy)

43.01 Compares and contrasts the reasons for and treatment of slaves
in Ancient Egypt, Ancient Rome and Greece, the Aral) civilization,
and the United Slates.

43.02 Contrasts a Greek city-state with one of thc 1meriena colonies
and with the United States today regarding environmental problem::
and barriers, the meaning of citizenship, and the meaning of
democracy.

of Exploration

Selects one area discovered by exploWl'S and der,:cribea the men involNed,
their reasons for exploration, and till technologiell iromvations that mag'.o
the adventure possible.
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41.01 Names four nc w. ideas or technological 1civanecs in the 1-1111
and 15th centuries that made explonfition of the world po.,11.1e.

44.02 Given biographies of two explorers of the New and
astronaut., makes a statement ahotit the personal characteristics
and qualities that make a men an explorer.

44.03 Given a number of statements describing social, political, end
economic causes for exploration of new, lands, states an c:aniple
of each,

American iiistm - Gonerel Chronologv

45. Sequences and identifies the correct century of signgicant _events in
(II) American History,

45,01 Places the following events in correct chronological sequence:

Constitution of 1789
Bill of Rights
Emancipation Proclainaticv;t
Declaration of independer
Articles of Confederation
Settlement of Jamestown
Exploration by Lewis and Clar!:
Exploration by De Soto, Cabot, Marquette
Northwest Ordinance

45.02 Places the following events in the correct century:

Establishment of Plymcuth Colony
Revolutionary War
Freeing of the Slaves
Exploration by Cabot, 11Ierquette, Ponce De Leon
World War II
The California Gold Hush

Colonial America, independence and the rounding of our Covcronte-*

46. Describes the colonial period in terms of types of people who [Kin late]
(11, A, P, Psv) the New World, the leaders that evolved, and the reasons for revolution

and the establishment of an independent nation.
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46.0; Giver. a ma) of Colonial America:

a. shades or labels the majce areas of settletoont and /or
co1oni7.af ion in the Ti. S. by each of the follo,..11):1; groilps:

French Spaui sh
English Scottish
Dutch Africans

b. states at least ono contemporary example of the influence
of that culture in the area (e. g. , continued use of French
code of laws in New Orlean:).

46. 02 Explains why the colonists sought independence rather than remain
British subjects,

46.03 Given six excerpts from the Declaration of Independence, the
prean;b1c to the Constitution, and the Bill of Bights, correctly
idenilficE the source of five.

46.04 Describes the life of four of the following individuals at the time
of the Americau Revolution in terms of home, food, customs,
r2ligioa, recreation, education, and

Rural Englander
Do iton Si oorat
Peansylvania farmer
Phil:la:AI hi a blacksta.11
Virgil-1'a aristocrat.
South Ca.olinian

46. 07) Given blogrc.phical data about the founder:, of the U. S. (c. ,

Franl.lin, Washington, Paine, J. s, S. Adams, Jeff',2ro1,

a. Ft:th s n):Ijor ;trilievcinc,!,,,,, or C017liibIllic0 7;" Of. {each
of 11r.! (

b. n valid thi
of the 1'11I'l1' li.:111t21F1 of 001' C'1,111:11'',' (e, , 11C./1,

c. a valid :;( mu 11,,

lelf1.1:.!.111) (1-,..(2,1 (.01 111:: 1;i%
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Given biographical material about early American leaders and
current leaders (President, Vice-Prc:.liden, Speaker of the
House, Chief Justice), generalizes about similarities and dif-
ferences in the requirements and characteristics for political
leadership.

46.07 States two reasons why the Constitution was written and three
ways in which it was a unique document.

46.08 Briefly outlines the two major political positions of the early
days of Inderendence as represented by Hamilton and Jefferson
and gives examples of positions on two current political issues
illustrating the continuation of each philosophy.

Westward Expansion

47. Identifies major groups and their reasons for immigrating to America.
(II, Identifies major groups and their reasons for moving west.

47.01 States four reasons for immigration to thc U. S.

47.02 Names eight immigrant groups to conic to the U. S. and at least
one contribution to American life and culture by individual
members of at least five of the grOups.

47.03 For each of the waves of westward immigration (across the
Appalachians, into the Great Plains, and to the Pacific),
explains!

a, who went and why (major groups and reasons),

what major harriers and hardships they faced
(both environmental and cultural).

c. how they met and over 7ittnu the barrio: s.

d. how government policy hc ;.-.!1

the movement.

47.01 Given : map, dray..s in and labels the nod's of tine
migrants (Apprlaehian trail, river Valley: , Santa 1:e aid
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C; it Wur ar.c.1 I-Zo:!onstru:Jtioll

48. Si3leets he considers to be major causes and effect:-.; of the Civil War
P, Psy) in of significant events, grerros, and persowilities.

48.01 Given a list of statennents,indicates those that describe major
issues or reasons for the Civil War.

48.02 Given a list of statements, those factors that enablerl
the North to win the Civil War.

48.0;1 Briefly describes three of th. problems faced by the emancipated
slaves.

4S. 01 Given a biography of a 19th century Negro American, states the
problems he faced, how each was met and overcome, and his
contribution to the Negro and to society in general.

48. 03 Briefly states the provisions of the 13th, 14th. and 15th amendments.

48.00 Briefly states the government policy of Reconstruction and deuribes
its effect on the South.

48.07 Given a biography of Abraham Lincoln, summarizes (describes)
highlights of his life and career, explains (infers) the reasons for
his central place in American Ilistory and mythology, 'and state,-..
(judges) his own reaction to the man and his role in history.
(Social Studies 13.07.)

Government Policy

Identifies significant causes and factors which have cost l'ilAlted to the
rise of the United Siatcs to its position as a world pov, or.

49.01 From the history of the United -tat es, selects three iiicidlenta
involving policies of the ted;:i ill government, foreign or (1.unc.stie,
that stude-,t feels were wrong awl rnplains

4ft. 02 Li is five reasons (cultural, economic, aiulfor political) for 11e
interest in Africa, Latin Amerienor A::ia.

19.03 Cln one of the following :End (1 i.:-A;11.S:7('S it us 11-v lr(
inllurrec on 20th ccutly history:

l)(yil Civil \Van imini;;r:Itic;':3
t'nited Sta v...orld affairs

cieutific adva];ces
disl ar,1
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Wants and Choices

50. Given an individual or a family as a case study, identifies likely wants
(E, 1', A) and needs and the choices that the individual or family mtht make.

50. 01 Distinguishes between wants and needs,

50.02 Lists the necessities mid luxuries wanted by himself at the present
time, by his grandparents when they were his age, by another child
of a contemporary culture less technologically advanced (e.g. ,

Hausa child, Eskimo child), and by him self in 2001 (student as
adult).

50.03 Given $X for the year as an allowance to pay for clothes, snacks,
and recreation, makes a budget for his spending for the year.

50.04 Given $X to spend for the month, makes a budget for his family's
expenses and purchases.

50.03 Illustrates that choices are determined by culture by drawing up a
monthiy budget for a hypothetical family from another culture with
a money economy.

50. 06 Given a written summary of the president's budget request for the
current ;.'car, a) makes a circle graoli showing the percent of the.
budget allotted to each of the major spending categories; b) makes
up a budget with same total and justifies what he, if he were
president, would allot to each.

Consumption

51. Lists orally or in writing examples of economic consuo.iption of good and
(E) services.

52.

51.01 Given a list of goods, distingilishes the durable from the non-
durable goods,

51. 02 Writes a story of what would hapi)cn if Ca i'A ;:1(1,/kir CI OIL'S nu Vel'
wore out.

51.03 Keeps a log of all ik goods and services lie cc--i-wwes or tiL-.t.-4
in a 'vie (Tay porio,l.

Ca I'VerS

op. .o to au inro,ide;i1;inni
requirCill( t5 foil' the cce.o,,Xoct, av:1101;lity of ,lids ill Ihe 1101(1, ,,;11:;rs
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52. 01 Given a. list of the jobs thH, parenk of students have, lists the
special skills, abilities, md training which are necessary for
each.

52,02 Intervie\vs five people different work that The student
thinks he might like to do ;Tnel from each person interviewed
collects the following information;

the training requircci
the income (range for job category)
whether and why he likes his work
what tasks are performed what is produced
the hours of work
the disadvantages of the job

Tabulates the information collected and ranks the jobs in order
of preference based on new knowledge.

52,03 Makes plans to star: a small business he feels is needed in the
neighborhood including financial arrangements; necessary licenses
and contracts; optimal location; initial expenses, equipment,
supplies; kind and nurnber of employees; potential customers; and
lists potential problems :Ind offers suggestions for overcoming
them,

52,04 Given the following list of professions, ranks them in terms of
income and then ranks ()loin as he feel they should be paid,
explaining the latter rankim;-;

television actor
doctor
policeman
auto mechanic
garbage collector
judge on district court
minister
poet
vice president of (metal ..'qotor;-;

52.05 Compiles a list of tea and profescion':; Iv. re
into existerce in the p:tsi hvehly

52,06 Given a list of job titles-, (7051 "It('`; those v.lere opoortci.ities,
salable:', and numbor of positiomi in the categouy arc
faster f1 an poiu,Thtion ;''c .111, (host,. gr,c,,,'Ll.; at
the s:tp,0 rAte ati pop.11:L.ion, aLd t'norr rr,., not
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52. n7 Compiles his own "personality (nubile ", examining; the follov:ing
characteristics il)oat 1:iroselt as they relate to job demands:

indoor or outko:Nvoil:
physical. activity or sedentary
individual, small groan, large gTor.p
reading, writing, listening, talLing
directing other;.; or being directed
any other characteristics he can think of

].Toney

53. States why money is used as a medium of exchanp:e for ;cods and services.
(E) Identifies functions of check-:ng and savings accoants. Explcins the effects

of inflation in terms of the value of a dollar.

53.01 Given a series of examples, designates those where money permits
a transaction not possible with a barter system (e. g. , farmer gets
a pair of shoes; fisherman saves up to buy a boat).

53.02 Explains why he accepts money as payment for newspaper delivery,
baby sitting,or other work he

53. 03 For any item the studet chooses, co:tia-,.; more that $30:

a. prices the item in thre differer,t stores.
b. calculates the cost of a ban!: loin to cover Cost of

purchase if repaid in sir months.
e. call %dates She cost of charging the item and

for it in six 11011thly inLA:1111r:::1!s.
d. ranks in ascending order the cost of tile. three

methods of p:.ymert: cash, bank loan, credi!.

53.01 Correctly fills out a bank chen.

53.03 Given several statements, desog:ruies tha)se which are tii;, of
checkir.; aceovnt, those tii:e of a ;'(('s tat,
true of both.

53. tlfi

Pi odeet'

5I.
s, ti)

1,xplains in terms of inew!le, and prciits hov..
affects a busiLessinan 1ii..i o',.,ns his ovn store and famil:
welfare.

ele,11e1.!s: of ..,w(,,.ha.tiori
;ice
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54.01 After isiting a urinal cafcteuia or factory identities examples
illustraSimy the di vil;i0a of or speciali/ation and the f;1.ctors
of production tint ,,;(1 into rrwl.ir,g the 111,1(11 or pioduct (labor,
dural.le and non durable c pital goods, natural reset Fees),

51.02 Give]. a chart or gy.!ph shon,vinL, decreasing time needed to produce

a manufactured object, descrit:es what the Omit shows (decrease
in tim(: to p:ocluee shirt over 200 years from x hours to x minutes),
and briefly expleins the re.:1!-.,n,,; for the increase iii productivity
(more efficient division of labou and spccialixatioa, technology,
more capital input, less 1;:hcc).

5.1.03 Studies; one basic product in 61» society (e. g. , bread, shoes, houses,
paper) tracing it from the raw materials through steps in production
and distribution (marlzeting ) to the consumer. Compares curruit
productjon methods with those used 100 years ago and those used
2,000 years ago.

54,04 Chooses one natural resource (Potomac River, coal, water, iron
ore) and using atlases or almaacs:

a. makes a bar graph showing the quantities used by the
Indians, first settlers, in 1f)00, and today;

b. lists the major uses of th._. resource at each of the four
times;

C. draws inferences abut what \\Ill Happen if growth
pattern continues;

d. mahes a proposal nimomut how our society should use the
resources note,. and in the future.

51.03 Chooses three of five industries and explains why they on
located where they are in terms of geog'raphy, ft:.etorf; of production,
and transportation:

St e1 -
Wheat - Gre;tt Plains
Meat - Chicw;,.), (11unha
Aircraft - S. Calil,n-uh!
Ilcetrenies nuTH.LA tts

51. 0i; ;:t to adv;11 and two dicadvant;-.:.;es cf uir,'.
(S11011111 i11Clk:(11! grenOr output Not 1 oxer Init cent,
and as a effN't man's scm'e of pride ;n1(1

to his
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5'1.07 Arranges pov...er sourc.'s iii onler of diseovery or u;-..c and explair.,-r,
how each new source affected fenhoolo;y, production, and roan'.
way of life:

Electricity Inter power
Steam IV hid pL,wer
Human strength AiliM21 power
Atomic energy

Tel-melon- and reonornie Develnntraait

55. Identifies land, labor, and capital goods required for production in given
(E, S, 11) industries and businesses. Explains how technological change has altered

the need for given typos of land, labor, and capital goods.

55. 01 To distinguish land, labor, and capital goods, plays "20 questions"
using as categories land, labor, and capital instead of animal,
vegetable, and mineral.

55.02 Given a biography of one of America's business moguls, describes
how he got rich (caving, reinvesting in business, ete.).

55. 03 Chooses a country that is not industrialized (or a state or
region cif the U. S. , e.g. , or Appalachia), and using
an atlas and other library refe-renes:

55. Ill

a, considers its geogr:-,phy, natural re:3ources, trails--
port:diet) systems, current a?,rieulture and indu:Aly,
population and Inbar force, and n.-j, 1' problems;

b, makes a plan for economic developmet including
industri,:,s he v 01116 build, which service:, power t'oources,
and forms of IrceL,portation he would develop a .-10 wlxre,
and with whom the country should attempt to trat14.;;

C. visits tile embassy of the chosen comilrA.' and
the ceonoinic cotr:sclor to learn whrit plans the (:ountry
does tan e for ccoiriniic developloe7,!.

5. ilumigr:110:11:,Y: and policy in the I11111
and the current al,d dra::s an inference nit curia ,.1
needs and svtply.

55.05 Examim,s five major i..dstrio:: la an r.1 :Liter ai.lorn:
tore,.;-: of m mi;ers and tpes of
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56.
G, S)

55. 06 Picks what he ce:isiders to be the twenty most important feel;no-
1ogic:11 chan':,;es or inventions in a field of his choice, places
on a time fro,c, prehi:z,tory to the pre:,(..not,
the tied and rate of chan;:.;e, and mnl :ea a predict about changen
in the ncnt thin;

11Tarltet

Identifies the rurhel for particular goods service:: and lists various wzt.vs
prod),Icers vie for the marl:ct yet peep profits al a maNirnum.

56.01 'AI:itches the folluxing:

Resource Price for its Use

Land Interest
Labor Salaries, wages
Capital Rent

56.02 For a product of his cI ')ice (soap, car, cereal) lists the companies
that flake that product, eompares,thee different brands of the same
product with regard to price, pa, ease of use, good ta:te,
and pretriu:'-s offered, and stale Anck brand he would buy ard
why,

56. 03 Imagines be is the mr,1,-,er of a nevi prod..10111a1<cr.: up a product
name, r,nd prepares an advertisement for the product
facto other th: price.

56. 01 Goes to three food stores including a sucrnwt.het and a '.1-n11

neighborhood store, compares the price of two or threeiten-is, coal
states two reasons for price differcnces bet teen the small slur,
and the supermarlret.

50. 05 After leolAng in the clt,ssirged ieetion of a for :Id., Cu'o
apartments of sin-iilar sire (e.g., two bcdroon) apartment.),
factors that co:ttrilnIte to yar;-,-,;tion ill ren'. freln one ni1:11.111-: t ;

-)1110r ,

50. 115 market c,:ntcr (Now Yorh, a;,:d e\phtin,;
geo:;raph influe::,ccd its as it mityllet.

5r). 07 Pretend-- hy of stero ;et

r ..--17ppl.., of a E..a,sen:d Pei» , and
ceoTetitor.; lAve 1.eiu:11 :11 tily Iin,i , Sc

p Cur tir., c:;!..1+ ta-.Htlt Co :;-ct niost
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50.08 Makes a chart illustrating the ly.lsiness cycle.

50.00 Front TV, -radio, or nev,;piu. r, chooses what he consideis to be
three good ads, and frois a list of propaTmda. states
which ones each ad uses.

50.10 Interviews the )ninagcr of a local co-op (Greenbelt Co-Op, Sean,
or one of the neighborhood co-ops) to I urn how the co-op works
and how it can save consumers' money.

56.11 Participates in role playing a scene there a door-to-door salesman
gives "hard sell" and the consumer responds with the "right"
questions about such things as product performance and specifications,
financing, and guarantees.

56.12 Mukes a graph of the following data

Demand for Steak

Price Per Pound Pounds P.,ciht per Wed:

$1.00 0

1.40 100
1.20 200
I, 00 400

.80 450

Interprets the data by answerbig the follo.,ving- questions:

How many pounds would bc2 bought at $1..10 per week?
Al. what price world most steak he bought?
If you were a butcher who got steal:, at .505' per pound;

NV111011 of thcro prices Nvolild you ::(..,11 at?
What would be ys.,ur profit?

56.13 Names two Heins fur which dcinand varies greatly with price, and
two for which de:onnd remcins tr,leady if price ellar:.,-e..
briefly how the price l':.etner Jon x.111 his win
is ekterinined (cy.;-,12ins pJcicet

Modif d 71iirket EcenoiLly

57. Names and descriles the ,good: ?, servic,::::, cost dc.civNt
(V, (;,11) governinc11 particip,,ti,..7.1 in a 1,1ark.4.-1 ceonz,,m: I (..c, ).
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57,01 'goo(i..-; or se r-ice; prc,duced 1)y the r;overnment (mail,
schools, fire protection).

57,02 Examins one local eNaulple of pollution (Che.npc,ale 11y, Po
or 0. C. aft) to (Ici(Tnlinc:

a. source:; of pollution - type, quantity.
b. effect:!. of pollution on wild life, ver,-eLltion, hmans.
c. govermnent regulating pollution.
d. effeetivenc, of law and enforcement agencies.

Proposes two alternative ways of controlling or climinatirg the
pollution, discusses effects of the proposals on individual ClUZCIV,
business, and others affected by regulation, and submits the
proposal to local authorities fol. comment and response,

57.03 States orally, in v.Titing, or through roleplaying how government
helps:

a. elderly citizens getting medicare benefits.
b. housewives seeking consm.ler protection with respect

to advcrti8ing, labeling, and inspection.
a. school systems receiving federal aid to erlueati,:n.

57.01 Lists the different types of ta::cs paid hr his fulfil in the pry ,t

year and tells to NVIKIM they `acre pa'.(1 (61u1e, local, and fu'r21:al
levels).

57.05 Explains how people without children ben2fif froin cducation p
ride( by the go.,ernynent.

57.03 Explains is meant by the te? m gradw-Itedin«,,,ne tax
the man with 1110IC ille01110 S0311( OWCS (1');`,::: not pay Snore

57.07 Coinp;.'.res Ivorhin^: inirt,;; or faotori, th; 1:1'11

century and nor,,', lists the a,14.1

their! (V-17. ,1:1/1C1C unions and re:rculaf,10,1).

57.0S H 3 1(--111::yi.:,;-L- a c,.)1IL.,t11e

union lea!ler., 1.-.11110yeY:s.

57.09 1)escrilics of the Co111,%.i1 -,..;-,

mccr:.(.1

VatAoer

11-Jnl.,or

i r«1
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I

I

58.

(P)

57.10 lists three wars in vAlch ,ico\-crinnent regulation affects him and./or
his .family

57.11 fo illustrate the differNnee planned econanies nail
eC01101111Cq COIYI pa IT S the life and \VMl: of 1) Farm.,:r Jon of 1<enF.-:
who owns a 1000 acre wheat ft:.,art and farmer 11'IMOV, a meml.)e cf
a eolleetie 1.;:rni in the Chrainc, and 2) oresident of lotr.,rnationAl
Harvester, a company in the U. S. , and the director of a Chincse
tractor factory.

General S of Govt riyin e at

Describe:: general forms of government and gives examples of earTh.

58,01 Given a series of definitions, descriptions, or statem!2nts, correctly
matches each with one of the following terms: monarchy, dictator-
ship, oligarchy, democracy.

58.02 Slates two advantages and two disadvantages for the citizens of a
dictatorship, an oligarchy, and a r;!en-ioci'acy.

58.03 Gives two examples of a federal .! of govornmont and two cx.:mpl(...r,
of a unitary typo of government,

58.01 13rictly states difference betwen a pure derne;1.acy and ;,
republic (rcprecnt alive government) and gives an adv;;;A:,,..;,, !,!.(1,
a disadvantage of cash

Conmai%-,tive Goveymn,_

59. Given a list of types of governn;ents and C7`,1";',1:1,22,' of each, idt:Itifft
(P, G, E, 5) or false statements made alont each.

59.01 1\1:0;es a list of the rind Iliffc.'enees hotv,een the
process of Ancient Greece or the 1?olla» TIcpAlie and the IHilcd
States.

59.02 (3i en a .-c.'ies ,:o1 ,

"11colc accc)c,lir, to lilt L.17 [11,2y (1..,", "Pc.,
paid ae('c,rf',ili.2, t,.)",s4 act 1'), f.:to .,.11;c:11,,f 1"

a. ;11:11x and 12ni.;(-1'. ccin..ept f,f
1). Praet (1 in Icrtl'Ay

Pracl;col in
,131

c. Truo of
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GO.

(P)

50. tr.;

59.01

I

vv;11) 11)c, 11,

v1;i (Wale:, in ier,,,u-.1 of
and how 11):1 to the ceat,o.,ic,
geor,credl'tliy,1 ;Ito eount.ry facc::: the mc11,,,S.
and of 11::e and tla.. of the eitP7e,1,3, tov-nid
that Icce,:eti.n. if tov,.n-cd

Anieric:In (lewer;vin'

Given a list of br;;:icl'A.!s, inriitothns, and levels of goverim1(. it in the
United KlaIeF and ;1 of the -rerp,insi'ilitie of ench: in:iteLcs iyi.Nnch

or IC\ CI ;WO the functions.

60.01 Names the tv,a of Congers:: and eonfirit,-- them
linnis of reprerontatic.-,,i a.1,1 term of offico of nicmhei't,i.

GO. 02 Nainei five give;i to the Esderal goveiTJunt
by the Constittli'on.

60, 03

G0.0.1 Given ,,-,, 6,,,;;;01-;1,,cd briefly, tInter whetly..,r it in
primarily of 11:e 0, exe,-utive, or jodicia' Lace'',
govcrnmen:.

G0,0.5 Nair,e,7 at len :1 fto OlSIHI 1ev(.1 ,mr1

duties.

GO. 01 Give:: the of Pie iren euryeelly oft io :..;

vice preal:.:"t

(10, 07 011tii! '2.: Cr,: nod i:1.' rift
stater his on the

thrce c:..arilph..", f elin'-.;ca oil;' ii; .e. ;

ot101.

(10. 09 Given the l'iettir tic, to Con, titcJic a, of
1'oun(111);; c,7,a1H1 GC

to ocelno1,,,or,,.., c,;n11.5,1,, n .011,1,1

f;,11-.; 1,, ,,,(1.1;,-,. (1: If.

sIY.14' : '{1 r,;(1V(:11:111(.1,I 'H H .1.1

t,i15,, (5 I. 1.14,[:: in `;';'n1;., f',
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(13, S. P:,y)

It i

1*;111::, 10 CVLI'y 111-111iCti

i;1. 01 Ericf1:.. eNplains \vh:.1 i. ;y,cayit by 11.! .11111 of fligls r!ncl its
imPortance

61.02 Names four of the five frccdLy-c,.; guar:lntecil by the l'ir5t Amendincut
and gives an example of what *like without (.:h.

61. 0:1 Names five rights ;liar:;nteed by the Bill of Bights to the j..'
accused of a crime and what the conEccitic,.:ice;=. of (loving each of
them would be.

61.04 Explains why we have trial by levy and vhy deciFions have to lie
unrminmu.F.

61. 05 Names three differences 1K.,tv.-(en the trcilmcmt of juvriniic.-, ned
adults accused of the same crime.

01.06 Describes the ri;;his and privilei:;e:3 of U.S. ard three
ways to become a cltLen.

1,aw

62. Give ropoFed 1ev, dc..irtl, its anei.it!.;, it:, :Idnpilc.5,
(P, S, Psy) ;Ind the inean,,, of enfrivc.5);;;. it.

62, 01 Propoi,,.:s three should lii coil and .?.1.,1t(.,:
advoc;ites each.

62.02 Evalv,:tcs three prc,D0:-,cd iv a ch;s..--,;n:t(c! mid aicit&c whythcr
the 11'(P ails violate any riiLt (;:re Fe' (ir
the propo:,,cd laws Etatc6 \v1A..111cr it is
which groups in fun' dial \\111(11 ;Hid

c'--1i1r.2te!--: the lil:eliheod of c.-,11:;rcss (or at :;./att.

the propo;:,e(11av,-.

62.11 Selci lace (rt.,.. .=tate, ni fccler:.1) vhich ii ccoi,7
repc.;lco statys

02.0 tic' of a ,;:1;4.-..1.;1,-,:,;(. L'ao

infcvon,..es f.(
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62. 0C

62.07

H:!henok vs. U.S.) whore inclivid.wil
fr( irloin e;.)nflicts with order 01' welrare, st0tes tile he
0311.0th and "(1:-..H.-F.ionr on the casc free

eoh slinatiGr,e which led to
app:-,0 bcfore Coa,t, )

ChuaFe= (yne go\ 1eg;F101c,11 of arorality to
examine governalent regalati,!,,i; of an indhiclual's private life
(e. g. , regulation of gainhlitv., prohibition of narcotics). UsirT;
whatever resources are nc.er-;try stzAe:i: ,,vhat the laws now are
what penalties of violation arc, what the coni:a3vences :hr-di shin:
all regulation might be, and lu. he feels society s1oiiIii deal with
the issue.

Clauses one law, stales the intent of the le,c1:-,1ateri-, stadies hov,.
veil the law is enforced and ic.o.l:es inferences or to yhy there is

a gap betweel the real and he ideal (e. g. , air pollution).

Policy: 11;ace. Doci.sion (Power)

63. deei;ion proac_::,,s as ilcs carried out by an individaal
(1), S. PF,) (presido;-.1) 171' by a democratic gio-,..p I-1.ture).

63, 01 CLno.cr a re:y docifo.,-, he lois ody mid oxm,in(s it in terms of
the prcl);ern, the CiioCef op.: a to ld., the ae.,:is:ocH.
he scycL.;11t, faetc,rs h v.-ei.;:lii,1 in jrnl;irg the deei:,:ion, and i-ssil).re
conser111:2noe's of Exaroincs the clod hoe

proccss of a ache',] :-.;youp in same le,t1215 Ond comp:o.,,,:;

6:-). 02 hat of ci er iJetles 01' valitier; Tic ftc la a r:overw-n,,...
loader should ha\ e hi h list n hilt of
two or three other :,tu;lerit,-,, and an(1

diffvrences,

62.03 Given Lk...4...1.101:k c na,,J,..1.Thl or 07:M111:105
1 a grr)::;)

00 ;11).,,crilic-Lilly,
I). by CO-n. ;;O,ri:; ;01,ctINtive;-:,
c. by ralioilal or ertil,tion:-,1

63,) (;i., en 0 in' 111' if iTs

aniectatic, laiza 0- liii
(',. t.111.1('Li a fc ii

ac)) 11,(1;,?;_1 ),;:s t
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Giver. a suiien of inIcrpoonl lal.w1;;

the type of influeneo in briup,in;.; ahoiq the b...21invior tIto
list of eatecoricH: thrent, S' ,

1(1,W-101y.

03.06 With OK, nhoye list of c;Ito:;oric;_, Thal;c,4 u iii eNarople of each to
illustrate on n lc;;Islator Con;vc; -;wan.

63.07 Ma%es a Chart (us ii'; governnv:.nt illinunTh non other references)
showini; five Federal regulAory nt..oncies (PA A, AEC) and lint
each is suppoed to protect the public welfare (viz. , vhat cr:ch
regulates and does).

Puhlic Opinion---------
64. From a series of csaicples of nQwspaper articles, identifies the slant or
(1)) bias of the writer,

64.01 Given three articles from different newspapers reportin, ; the
same event, but with clearly different opinios on the issue, points
out the different interpretations of the sail facts, stating \V lint
facts all at on, which facts each ehoof,:es to omit or inelu(1.T..; and
what values or assanipt ions eaCh article.

61. OR Write.--; three brief »ev..,,,-; article s one favivabh,, one neutral, ,!ncl
one negative, all baEcd cc the 50510 eveal, so that arothor
can iden;.ify the "slant."

11°1 itieal Pat 1:,.-7 /Orr, 'mi. yot ios

GS. Front a list of polief( s and peuroils, idyntifict: the ary li11,21y to
(P1 with each arql sa; (1i:1 must he limited to a .4.-4pcs.;:ifk roiled in U.

history).

65. 0) Given party literotore aid ci monl);:r of art Hies awl
by offiei;.,1:7, tic: p!),:,i[i0:,,-; on a (c.

to :it_1.,.1C

and I)ontooratie dart locally ;Ind I--

zatinn ltscI on nt%'..er;:).1 :boil position if cccli party (if Cri.rc. 0710
and unify or lach of. it in each party.

(15. (13 Interviev::, local Fq:rty offie;;k1 to kca of
;1;111 h. 1,ot [11,,
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(P)

(1:).11;1 At elcutier. P a pair of candid titH to study,
Usfiip nets mcdH accotmts aa,.1211'111:::::f liter:ttl
and cortrasts eandidates in terms, of lineit;;Found, ednsst coa
ttrul position on thee campaign date: a prt fcrenec.
one nian [int! clu.,.ico.

Moes, Grouss

Given a list of interest they roe 111;dy
to be involved, riml their means of e\ertin{, pressures on policy rnalters.

66. 01 Pias a current public political issue, mahes a liEtt of legitimate
ways a citizen can influence I Pc government to act on that issue,
and acts in at least one way to influence the outcome (e.g., writes
a letter to Congressman, attends a citizens committee mectin:,'..

66. 02 List three local and five national prosEttre groups or lobbies and
evil:titles one of them in ter-,Js of prodtilini Cling characteristie
of rnemix rship (soeioecomuttie, rctigir-as, racial, special interest),
issues the orgasitiation 1 figl:ting for or against, tactics to-cri to
influcricc legisktors and the paidic, and the do,;Jec of sritec:ss.

ono"(1t,monstrat ion" (c. anti-v.-at. rally, l'oo Pcoi!ito,-;
(amp:tiz,n) iii teri-H.F. of Einps'Lers:, and o0..

06.01 Follow:, a loan l city poiitioal isue (e.g. , 0150-
papers rind Wh:er media, de.i.crihcsi majoir

PO; ill OA Of aHird

involvi'ment and ihen st:Ar and
bk acti.ins a concerned

CO"(liel

67, In eX:I.YrIpleS of itid:Vidt-::1, late]' iyr,up, or inter,lai,oiic,1

(Psy, P, S, ideti lies the possible cutfliet and sti.,2..,;e:ts ailci nil. a mc:;us
of settlin,..:, flx, dj

67. 01 bk.' 1)1''sis or oll:ci,vi:to three to

conflict (conflict omtso!r).

67.02 Expla;nt: in wriiiit,t,; In- orally, Ilio di! fcrence.
conllict and conflict bi.tv..cca individ el

07. W,; 1:\1,10 :r.::: In wriii;:.; otali..t . r.d!:(11. .;;1' 1 IL!

or (13 0 a oh no:
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(A

07.01 of In(1: or filnce of ccHer;n,l,e_.;:tion :is. a
c, in euntl;c:' lab an a e v, kb I a tr:!ILH thc

07,05 Given two TI;,,

of 1.1-m: ve.i.ol-of ton:: to e,ich nitimI Tin.

07.00 tinnle; tb: United Nnticim!-. nail e;p:i;C
briefly the fulir2tic.:1 of

07..07 Dcfir.,,F rc-volvtion nndgive:; t/rree

07. OS Given a 1iat of inclic]tes were bns!c
which \vas the init-ne;ti::tc! eause cf a 1),rtie.ulal.
choice).

07. Of) Writes a story, pc,,cr.), or es.ay or tells orally Low he rn.i.;ht ha\ e
felt and what he rniL,I:t lava dun., in two of thc, folio

If I 'acre a Pari,,-12n Ingo:. in 179.
If I were a 131:7,:ici fact.ory woe an iii 1017.
If 1 v,-ere a C.7)-inc:-7;., pcas::n'
If I were a 1)1:,cI-: t

C01111)21CS lii c.V3.11 Ii rn Vi11.1 of life in elan
the of th'n iii.; b IL:) ae coin call liLa ri i:

his (1'3'3113

0.1 Shov,-,1 five set:: cf c:;'11 five 1,1r.

the baa p'ctur.:.--.; in (-dell the c_.;_c--

rectly four tin:es c1 five.

fj (12 Com]:lle bL. nv..1 aniline '3'37? (1:!c Ot12r Ta te.1-1;,;,, at :1:r1

and

OS, 03 Stc::: orally or in writ-...n:4- fn: ;),- 1r) 1hr,
In nfl c' in group.-;.

N:11.!-,-,ss :,a

for ("'ICh (a. 'J. , -,i1-30 C: (of prolci:',74),I, fc,r r1c.(

fr.):
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6S. 06

1'3'01!1 eorreolly
that ifc jot,,(;,
ynarr;.:;(. 1111,;-.).

l'oi one of r.11;nro 0...;1110in5 Il,c 4(..,1t.i;.r;.,.,

in that eithor fowl, clothinJ,
piiyHt-;c1 envivo,u,leill, ;Ind eeollo,,,,Lic

G8,0 Cites an imta,:r:e (If lion; he wo;., led to reexainine his ov.n
toward wrin Ihriali Ft1) of another culture group.

08.0 Exarnines the ctillurn of at least two Anie.rietm trihc-,:s co.

\frierm tvihoH, When anted to deeribr! "The Redman" c)r
sbtte:,: that the et:ltorc of each gro.op val'ics widely, i»diunin::, the
elimination of stereotyped thinking about the52I groups.

68.09 Creates a poorL-, CSFV.y, or store to CL7.1)1..CS:.; lint
believes n-tan must do for future

68.10 Given a world amp with location-,' of rf,jou group:-;
families of thr., world :4.11),J.1;-.(1 in a list of lanya,,i,;(-t
the sliacicd arc,: with thi? eofrec:t

OS, 11 Given r1 world mnp ]'eli;!L":-L' of IL. --1110

with the corrc,:t

131r, r-'r. Anthrt

phy:icol
crivironnier.ts. ir,:-(1o1);,- Loth

G9,01

0

v,'1',it is 1,1e:151 1)y cn\-ironn,.ent
envi-roini:cr,t horoo. aul Hler-nr, of

11).(1

addition to IN: 11-..t1! (...n-irolinIt

69, 0'2 Contr;,,A aninml of

get inating, ma)

GO. FroIL 0 list of iton-; (e.g. , FLin (11101 Fcfp:r.'

1111:0k,r, 11,,)111` 3-1111(:111'1:),

dcleNikH.`
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Fro a , 11%011, I.:vropLm,
cilnoLos or

G0. ;Canic; five

0.0c; 3::-Lrne,.

g]'011.1) iflliiL0, 11C(411.0::' sun).

1,;0, 07 ',ides ii hypotl.etic;'il hypothe Hal
environlfl .. nt, and thr,Le chari;es that wc.0.71d evolvc if
this animal were placed hi a di Ifs pa ven onvironmenl,

00, OS Compares and Contrats the life cycles of an animal ansi a 110svari
in his own eidturc.

Archaeole7i. ard

70. Lists and deserilK?s :7-:everal stay.F., the evolat ion of is and of one plant
(A) or animal. Describes tba role of the arelaeologi;A in elAainiiv,-

about lif2 in ancient and prchiforic times.

70.01 Given a list of objects, -,:t;.).t(,-.s (c-Laid b,7 ;1,1

arcliacelo,*.f. whc,1 it al 14.17:_7(...Ipt

a clay 1101, a rlet.:1 171,ife, a 1-1C-J;;:a 1,0,11. ii

ai rpi us ii c)

70. 0:). throe way :7 arc.11:icolo:;;,,,1,; ;ir:,/, of a Ini- fl

or an artifaci.

70. 03 Givuo a ;1;1

of statemsnts, identliies 1110 tIit(:ii1i5 II a.
zat ions or iufc o-'c mini di:: hifu, eultute, aim] rutamf of (2,,
men!. of 1],c people a7-7 hates] by the artifac1s.

70.04 Given a list of factor:, hifLi.,71r.7i,-.2,7,17;;.arrie
gives an exavople of ljuit1tinu, atural selection, mid i,,-,7o1;7tiL. ;c-;1
iii igi'ai (ca.

70. 0i Naiiic-7 tic unajou culblr:?1)
cr,,r''.7, ;lad 1Iri.s

70. Or, Siat(-s. I Ii (.177,m,(71..i

is.;1.7 fr,n»1.7ar
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71.
(A, 1.;)

in

71.01 '1.1:7'.'c-; l)o(2,;1. 1,1:e 1;),sic func;1,:rie of ft,
rim[l

71. 02 glvel,, two e;alaples of nn c':ten(Th.c.1 Hitcin :rin(.1 of' :a
nuclear

71. 03 Np.1m-..,s and describe the c1-: -:..fi-Jfities of ftc niajor rn,ct in the
life cycle of A rner.lc%ns nod of at Icon ono oilier

71. 01 Given a Ii t nf mncyine eustrnncc. and piaoliecs cod z! list of calt',Ircs,
correctly ii,atches 1.1'.e. culture to the eu.Aoin or rii in 0.

71. 05 obserio», intervicv.'s, nr)1erL1:,
Iii cii r, t\Vo ci Lu c L;Tos in Anlel'ir:;1 (pyoferc,l)ly his own t-incl or: L'

other) :Ind thern in iorii:;,-; of food and en.'inf;
fondly 01T;anization; cldid reci nyac't:t:e1-.7:

fef.tivals,or in ehaat fo:n1,..
writin,. 1+:1:,- or

71. (.1; t11.0 vsricn Cr.C'':

a
in co,se:::;',.:'"'i",c:e r-n;:r? to IV:1-1

71. 07 11,....(.1 pc.;!;f (,H or
in one or the e.,nitiire:

71. children lea-i,-,11!; r ,,,v1 0,0,r, (:1, '

rnatl conLn;is1..; ILL to. tfa, 'ivo.^;'FS in

his In or I1,10:hcr cult :cal a (1:1 of do cc :11

trenton of o',. (IC

NVii71111 ic1 oU [1:0 ;'1;1:, L", 11H.

cul tot con .1 Or C v. ii PIA

7a. Hi 1)\%.1 ci unit' e

11''':y 1I4('

11-.
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72.02 Cc lion and con', ,,'vs in v:hinll three socielie:-: iknl
with 1:111in::; or thrill 1, inen,liern of the ,c;:.,picty,

72.0:1 Give:, two c;an;ple:., nach of iOJJ C0 v.lie.re b;v.- 0 jediei:',1
interprotation of cc law ha:.: cinri bi.ry,,. social 01;cn,o did1 \v'hero
has hindered it. , Civil Is Act Lai, r.pcaded inte:;cati:,1
of plIblie fi:ciliticn cad hon::in;,;,)

72, 01 Prop:::=,:-..; a plan to reduce criffie in his cominamity or

72. 05 Given a fol1;.tale ni slocy, ci work- of art, and a sor.g from another
culture group rind a song, stocy, and act \vocti: from his own cultaco,
explains how each eNto'co:--an the valt1.05, or needs of that
culture.

72.00 After comp mg the world's ina.:,or religions, including his own,
and the beliefs of :,.everal culture group, stains several idcas
and beliefs and valuL.,s that i:re by the majority of pl:c1";;17,1.

72.07 Names three Nvrty:i "rules" or laws coino into 1..Tin:; in Amenicr:
and in other soe,ioties.

CUItkire

73, Selects and do:7cril:::::-; or in writiii;,; thrc:e practice:--: and e,-)1-,tcat:,-,
(S, A) them to !hw-..e of a eentocy re::;::;; of 111; ;!.

re:4idcnt of anothei. cultnral (E. g. bus cz.tie!.;

frozen foe'ls, curren: in a

7. 01 13y of a fall-t';' ,:cvl Pc'
the a)..riv:11 of 1Vc:-tern culture and infin,.-n:(.); iii:'
in one society that la.: 11;.;:; studie,1 in
and health, fancily rciaticc ecenon.de lift 7n(.1 teeli-

nolitv,-y, arid relijon:4

7:i. 02 Gives fon. c,Nanidlefi of cv,:-torci.; or llft1, aid fonr of
ol art ifact %).'e:.1eri caItera tlad ire tic result of

73.03 Ey.JodtaJitl:c erif.C1 of one r(A-. I 1.,ajo i. invention or (11:-;(..,..,.e;y
on American culture (e. g. , the :111)!,;:r(:, car, TV).

73. tit thnI tifft...et the rate cif c7%.,:t;,, in ci

ti:; Inm;ly ho cc :.1E,.ey,

n4.',',(1 r;o1,i'i., in
enI caJLi.
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nt lho (4 :1 that von1(.1
ti)is

lu?.-e 11),,

73, (J7 111111°1'1(Y `,..c()1,1) in

of thr: ;;;Irl on ee,,,11,...jon!-:, they II:lye n!cie

to C, pcULiCa. the oj a. roi ficld of the
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1.

AllTS

Visual 1....rf

Given a !-.;eries of exar,i?'-.,s, in paintiv,
sculpture. T)l-,o'aphy.

1 01 l'rom a ,..serien of piiiulr Lnr.1(1-nawins. identilk,,,. II necIi).1F.1 ar inl:,

crayon, pencil, oil, \vale). eolor, cllare:)'.1l, Or

1.02 From a series of examples, icientific seul;)1.11-es of clay, D-1,1r/Jle, stone,

\vire, metal.

1. 03 From a series of exarnp)cs, !Cenifics I it 3an a nd cfchin,';s.

1.0-1 Front a series of examples, identifies pllolograplis as stills, si,ides, film
strips, films.

2. Given availalle n-Leclia and materials, uF,..es all o; tllei . at least once to expre:=,:-3

a variety of ideas or fee101gs,

2. 01 Uses finger paints, lenTern, crayons. el i5,sors, paste, atria; nod
constiction pnpr as a means of

2.02 Uses pencil and lane]'. ,,,;1-.,o as a m; r:: of

eXpICS1.-;inn.

2,03 Uses pipe net. (11,.. th-e.;,f7, c1r
earrinL; tool ri a IIcC. ns ei

1701.H 7 '7 CI

2.01 UL:es foam ilacdc, oils. plinnl,,11;
a camera, v."oc!'l and knife, wire, and of

exprossion,

2.05 Draws or froln a moc'eT tr fi

2.03 Deseris Py (lrav:ini; or Ii:e

2.07 in : melien; in to

2.08 Molda, fires, c..1.;,1-,*:

:01'1
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2.10 Ident flui ft ii er,Inu, and cA,nt(q., a study in many inn v
one

2.13 Invcst:fts colo,r6 and color Conibin;itior nod yver!;;; ,..yith a group of
colovs in any rnwliom (pz'ill' crayons,

2.12 1!lael..) and lints (tu,.,.ard
color ar.1 onus them to cr a stigly,

2.13 Crentes !-;fuclies in lAncl: and v2.1ite.

2.14 Creates studiost udk's in rmv,es of achromatic colc,r grey, or white).

2.15 Worlzs with basic, lines and shapes in two dimensions until a patient is
is designed (draw, paint, cut and paL:te with paper, string).

2.16 with lines and shapr..'s in three dlinensions until a structure is de:*;nr d
()10e;,-,s, ;yire, string, foam plastic, pipc cleaners).

2.17 ChoQscs a tool or racdiv.ni and explores sc\-exal uses of that, tool or medirt.

,2.18 uws an article of clothiLg.

2,1,9 Arrar,,Le; hrpl tal-.en of 11) (*Cr:-
vey a nies;-.,.;.0 phol,..iJ;:phie 5tateinent or essay).

2.20 Dispk:y-s w.hieh are iitisicaiy plc

2. 21 Mak,: s a motion film.

2.22 Chooses a lip:..didm and e:..presri..,..3 C(ir,C.C11 H,
fear).

2.23 0) :n three

2.21 Dnul&ps ffln !:c ialsen.
2.25 ..ifh flint dcycloc11g thc.r.

3. Nricw,. (oriirrls r(10,:,,,;.ln;...i01:..) of prolcs.L.ion;;I
111101.c.;Y:t1:, al!

1.01.1('C'tioi of j1 ih,. mi.(11um, o.-.L to wv:Ie
cli:(.11:-;; iii (,!..);-,; of hi:; verietic,1 to it, Iht. aitii. Ole fat a, the Ili;101.1(:!1 in Si
in w1]:.('', it oc

I. () in (it Ch. 3' it) or
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.1i

4.02 Visits and describes orally or in writing, outdoor sculptures in D.C.
Includes in observation the medium, subject, artist, description of the
setting.

4.03 Visits an art gallery and selects one or more works on which to report
orally or in writing.

4.04 Collects some professional photographs, slides, or films which demo-
strate various ways in which photography is used (e. g. , commercial,
decorative, artistic, documentary).

4.05 From a sct of works of varying degrees of abstractness, explains what
each communicates to him.

4.06 Selects an artist and reports on his life to the class using examples of
his work.

5. Identifies various occupations involving art and explores the lives and training
of artists and photographers by reading and/or interview.

Displays artistic works of his own. rf

6.01 Displays own art work in stage, school, e:,,i/or community exhibits.

6.02 Designs and displays a graphic representation (either asthetic or instruc-
tional) on a bulletin board, chalk board, or wall.

Music

7. Give;1 a series of examples, identifies basic media (hand, vocal) and the musical
forms (jazz, opera) represented. Identifies individual instruments both by sight
(picture or actual instrument) and sound.

7.01 Identifies recorded examples of musical forms such as symphony, opera,
jazz, march, spiritual, popular music.

7.02 Identifies recorded examples of musical media orchestra, band, solo,
ensemble., vocal performances.

7.03. Identifies by sound the principal instruments of the four main musical
families: strings, woodwinds, brass, and percussion (50q proficiency).

7.01 Wenn f:cs by sight the principal instruirents of tile four main ',musical
strings, Nvoodwinds, brass, and percussion.
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8. Reproduces an unfamiliar melody vocally or instrumentally by sight reading.

8.01 Given an unfamiliar melody in written form, sings or plays the melody
after 15 minutes practice so it is recognizable by someone who knows
the tune.

8.02 Identifies and explains the symbols on a page of music (time, notes, staff,
steps, rests, repeats).

9. Listens to a variety of performances by professional musicians, including at least
one live performance.

9.01 Listens to vocal and instrumental music on records.

9.02 Attends a professional, live performance.

9.03 Listens to the same note or notes played on different instruments and describes
similarities and/or differences.

10. Given a series of recordings of a variety of musical forms, selects one to write
about or discuss in terms of his reaction to it, facts ab'out the composer, the form,
the historical period in which it was written, or a topicof his choice.

10.01 From a selection of ten recordings of instrumental.music, selects one to
discuss or write about in terms of his reaction to it, facts about the com-
poser, the form, the historical period in which it was written, or a topic
of his choice.

10.02 Brings to class a favorite recording and says whyihe wanted the class to
hear it.

10.03 Compares two or more recordings of the same tine and states preference.

10.04 From a selection of recordings, chooses tunes that are happy, sad, scary,
silly, lively.

t.
10. 05 Selects music to fit his mood and has another studeDt identify the mood.

10.06 From a list selects one instrument and traces its history through research.

10.07 Chooses one musician or composer and reports on his life to the class
using examples of his work.

11. Identifies various occupations involving music and explores the lives and training
of musicians by reading and/or interview.
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12. Sings or plays an instrument for an audience either alone or in a group,

12.01 Participates in informal group singing.

12.02 Reproduces a melody vocally that has been produced vocally or instrumentally.

12.03 Learns a song with a group and presents it to an audience.

12,04 Participates in an informal group performance with simple rhythm
instruments.

12.05 Explores several instruments including at least one example each of brass,
woodwind, string, and percussion instruments by producing a range of
sounds.

12.06 Plays an instrument for an audience, alone or in a group.

Literature

13. Given a series of examples, identifies the basic forms of literature such as fable,
myth, fairy tale, short story, play, novel, poem, nursery rhyme, jounalistic report,

' biography, autobiography, riddle.

14. Writes a creative work in any of the short forms.

14.01 Dictates a story to an older student or adult or to a tape recorder.

14.02 Writes a story or poem,

14. 03 Describes a scene in writing and compares it to a description of the same
scene by another writer.

14.04 Chooses a -short story and adapts it to be presented as a play.

14. 05 Contributes an arLiele, poem, or story to the school newspaper.

15. Listens to or reads the works of professional writers.

15. 01 Listens to stories and poems.

15.02 Beads or listens to examples of fiction, nonfiction, biography, autobio-
graphy, poetry, essays, plays.

15. 03 Listens to a professional reading by an author or views a play, or dramati-
zation of a literary work.
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16. After reading or hearing several examples of literary works, selects one to write
about or discuss in terms of his reaction to it, facts about the author, the form,
the historical period in which it was written, or a topic of his choice.

16.01 Reads aloud or retells from memory a favorite story.

16.02 Reads several works for one form (poem, essay) and states preference.

16.03 Chooses one literary form, traces its development, and cites outstanding
examples from various periods in history.

16.04 Reads a poem silently and hears it read aloud. States which he prefers
and why.

16.05 From a selected work, describes the author's purpose for writing, the
mood, the main idea, and his own reaction.

16.06 Describes orally or in writing or in a drawing some literary character
he considers to be outstanding. Describes or represents personality
traits.

16.07 Discusses a dramatic production of a work he has read in terms of how
it compares with his own interpretation.

16.08 Reads selections from an essay, poem, story, or newspaper report, all
of which deal with the same content and states what each comtunicates
to him and which he prefers to read. 1

16.09 Chooses one author, reads several of his works and reports on his life
to the class.

17. Participates in a group to develop criteria for examining written work of his own
and other students.

18. Identifies various occupations involving writing and explores the lives and training
of writers by reading and/or interview.

19, Writes and reads aloud a poem, play, or short story for a group.

19.01 In a group, learns and presents a choral reading or a play.

19.02 Presents own writing to an audience.
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Dance

20. Given a series of examples, identifies the basic forms of dance.

21. Uses the body to exercise and to express moods.

21.01 Walks, steps, hops to the beat of a drum or musical selection.

21. 02 Given music (or sound of a kind) translates the sound into movements.

22. Views a variety of professional performances live or on film.

23. Views or participates in a variety of dances and selects one to write about or
discuss in terms of his reaction to it, the choreography, the country and time of
its origin, or a topic of his choice.

24. Given a series of examples of movements or dances, discusses each in terms of
what mood or emotion it communicates to him.

24. 01 Observes two or more classmates interpreting' music through movement and
states which one. most nearly represents his feeling in response to the music.

24.02 Observes dance performed with and without music, and sates what each
communicates to him. i

24. 03 From a series of dance steps of varying degrees of abstraction, explains
what each communicates to him.

25. Explores the lives and training of professional dancers.

26. Presents a dance for an audience either alone or in a giloup

Drama

27. Given a series of examples, identifies the basic forms of drama.

28. Uses voice, face, and body to express moods, ideas, or behaviors of a character,
or directs another child or group in performing a part in a play.

28. 01 Uses body, face, and voice to convey a mood or feeling.

28.02 Uses improvision to "become" a tree, hunger, winter, lion, etc.

28. 03 Bole plays alone or with classmates a partio..lar open-ended situation and
discusses with the class what happens.
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28.04 Selects a play to perform. Chooses the director, costumes, set, sound,
lighting, script, Assigns roles.

29. Views a variety of dramatic presentations including at least one live performance,

30. Given a variety of dramatic presentations to view or plays to read, selects one to
write about or discuss in terms of his reaction to it, the playwright, the histori-
cal period in which it was written, or a topic of his choice.

30. 01 Views two productions of the same play and compares them in terms of
general impression, individual characterization, staging.

30. 02 Views a play and identifies the purpose of the playwright, main characters,
personality traits, and the ways in which these traits were conveyed.

30.03 Participates in a group to develop a checklist for discussing plays.

30.04 Reads newspaper reviews and selects a play he would like to attend.

31; Explores the lives and training of professional actors or playwrights.

32. Performs in a dramatic presentation or writes a N 'fork for others to perform.

32.01 Presents a reading alone or in a group.

32. 02 Participates in presenting a puppet show to an audience.

32. 03 Performs in a play before an audience.

32.04 Writes a play or adapts a play from another medium.

Architecture and Urban Studies

33. Identifies physical and social elements of the urban environment.

33. 01 Identifies physical elements of the city (types of buildings, transportation,
and communications network).

33. 02 Identifies examples of the solids and voids of a city.

33.03 Identifies social elements of the city (neighborhood patterns, commercial,
civic, racial, and housing concentrations).
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34. Draws a floor plan or constructs a three dimensional model of a building.
34.01 Alters interior of Fort Lincoln School to adapt a given space to a given activity.

34.02 Draws a floor plan of a room.

34.03 Constructs a model of a building or group of buildings.

34.04 Designs a landscaping layout for a model of an architectural plan.

34.05 Builds a wooden scale model of a building demonstrating simple con-
struction concepts (a post supports a beam).

35. Views a variety of buildings and landscapes first hand or in pictures.

35.01 Views pictures of famous buildings indicating unique architectural
features.

35. 02 Tours D. C. and observes buildings, statues, memorials, landscaping.

35.03 Views his home or the school from several angles.

35.04 Views a building in process of construction at several stages and records
each stage by film, diagram, and/or written description.

36. Views a variety of buildings and landscapes which are designed for similar
functions and selects one to discuss in terms of the architect, material used,
period when built, or a topic of his choice.

36.01 Discusses likenesses and differences of selected buildings he has observed
while touring D.C.

36. 02 Views and discusses a range of building exteriors.

36. 03

36.04

36. 05

Views and discusses a range of building interiors.

Views and identifies buildings as accent (impressive) or neutral (background).

Given a set of floor plans, discusses the relationships of the rooms, pro-
poses an appropriate use of the design and suggests at least two ways to .

utilize the space.

36.06 Demonstrates the flexibility of the Fort Lincoln School as explained in the
Utilization Manual.

37. Identifies various occupations ii.volvim; aohitecture and explores the lives and
training. of architects by reading and/or interview.

s. Fxhihits a floor plan or throe dimensional layoul that he has constructed.
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